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Less Rack, More Solar

PATENTED

Zep Solar auto-grounding drop-in mounting
systems require no rails and offer a faster,
safer, and less expensive way to install
solar. Help your customers bring more
solar into the world.
Lose the rail, make the sale.
Learn more at our website:
www.zepsolar.com

Power your business with a global leader
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Financed by Conergy SHA
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Conergy

Conergy is a full-service wholesale distributor dedicated to your success. One
in ten solar energy systems has been deployed by Conergy in the past decade -more than one gigawatt worldwide. Whether you are an experienced veteran or new
to the industry, our local expertise powered by our global strength makes Conergy
your ideal solar energy partner.
Build a strong relationship with a partner you can count on:
| Best service and support in the industry
| Field and business skills training
| Financing and project management tools

Don’t miss the Solar Success!
Training Event:
| Solar Success for Start-ups
| Solar Success FastTrack
| Solar Success ProTrack - New!
Co-located at the ASES National
SOLAR Conference, Phoenix, AZ,
May 17-20, 2010

Easily conduct business on your schedule:
| Secure online ordering 24/7
| Inventory look-up and account management
| Real-time order tracking
Experience unbeatable supply chain and logistics support:
| Multiple warehouses
| Low shipping costs
| Scheduled delivery available

Discover Solar Energy:
www.conergy.us | info@conergy.us | (888) 396-6611
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A COST-EFFECTIVE SOLUTION
TO TIE INTO THE GRID WITH EASE
EXELTECH’S XLGT INVERTERS

XLGT SERIES

Transformerless grid-tie inverter
 1800 watts
 96% efficient
 200 - 600 VDC input
 Compact
 Made in the USA
 Low cost, high quality
 Simple, one person installation
 Natural convection cooling
 Weighs just 14 lbs
 No transformer – means greater efficiency,
lower cost, and less weight
 Built-in AC/DC disconnect switch further
reduces the total installed system cost
 ETL certified to UL1741
 Housed in a NEMA 3R indoor/outdoor enclosure
for maximum environmental safety and protection

7317 Jack Newell Boulevard North
Forth Worth, Texas 76118-7100
817-595-4969 voice, 817-595-1290 fax
800-886-4683 toll free
www.exeltech.com web site
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Welcome to the land of opportunity
With more US-based PV production than anyone, SolarWorld is powering the
American dream for independent solar contractors throughout the nation.
Choosing the SolarWorld Sunmodule® not only ensures superior reliability and
performance, it also secures manufacturing jobs for Americans because
Sunmodules are made in the USA from raw materials to finished product.
Call us at 1-866-226-5958 for a SolarWorld distributor in your area.
service@solarworld-usa.com

SolarWorld. And EveryDay is a SunDay.

www.solarworld-usa.com
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50 Building Integrated Photovoltaics
26 2010 Grid-Direct String
Inverter Guide
Less than a decade ago, the first reliable high voltage
string inverters became available in North America.
Today, integrators have access to more than 50 listed
string inverters. Here we present comprehensive
specifications, along with string inverter system
design details.
By David Brearley

BIPV offers the industry exciting market opportunities
and design innovations. However, integrating BIPV
products and services into the building design and
construction industry is challenging. Architects, engineers, general and electrical contractors, and glaziers
are in the early stages of their BIPV learning curves.
By Jesse Wolf Corsi Henson, AIA, LEED AP

66 Calculating 3-Phase Line Currents
In PV systems where the 3-phase source is made
up of three or more interconnected singlephase inverters, line currents are affected by the
arrangement and power rating of the inverters.
To correctly size line conductors and overcurrent
protection in these systems, it is necessary to
accurately compute the line currents.

50

By Marvin Hamon, PE

72 Common Residential PV
System Code Violations

72
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Many new—and sometimes old—code
compliance issues surface during PV
system installation. Contractors need
to stay abreast of new information and
requirements to minimize potential issues
during inspection.
By Ryan Mayfield

aleo modules? incomparable!

aleo is No. 1 with German
consumer report magazine*

* based on German consumer

reporting organisation Stiung
Warentest, May 2006

Don‘t compare apples to oranges: our solar modules are known for especially high power production.
Real-world tests have shown that aleo's premium modules perform better than other branded modules.
Along with our 25 year power guarantee, we provide an industry-leading 10 year product guarantee,
ensuring safe and reliable operation. We deliver complete systems and support our partners with services
ranging from system design to marketing. Customers of 2 million aleo-modules know: aleo is incomparable.
aleo solar North America Inc.
T +1 (303) 325-3917 | info@aleo-solar.com | www.aleo-solar.com
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Borrego Solar Systems’ Job Site Superintendant Loren O’Hara

checks array current at a 42 kW SMA Sunny Tower in Oakland, CA. Photo by Shawn Schreiner
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Think
inside the
smaller box

Shown with inverter (sold separately) and optional remote, DC breakers, and backplate.

The NEW Mini Magnum Panel (MMP)
The new MMP is an inclusive, easy-to-install panel designed to
work with one Magnum MS-AE, MS, RD or other non-Magnum
inverter/charger.

Features:

Includes:

 Small footprint: only 12.5”
wide x 18” tall x 8” deep

 One DC breaker – 175A or 250A
 One AC bypass breaker – 30A
dual pole or 60A single pole

 Money-saving design:
not only is the MMP less
expensive, but it is pre-wired
for fast installation, saving
labor costs

 500A/50mv DC shunt

 Easy access: front-mounted
breakers and remote (optional)

 DC buss bars for battery
positive and negative

 Choices: can be wired for 120
VAC or 120/240 VAC output

 Din rail for optional DC mini
breakers – will hold up to
six breakers

 Inclusive: works with nonMagnum inverter/chargers
(stand-alone parts included)
 Listed: ETL listed to UL1741
and CSA C22.2 107-01

Now Shipping

 One AC input breaker – 30A
dual pole or 60A single pole

To learn more about
this new product visit
www.magnumenergy.com

The Powerful Difference

Contributors

Experience + Expertise

David Brearley is the senior technical editor for PV at
SolarPro magazine. His solar education began at the San
Juan College Renewable Energy Program in Farmington,
New Mexico. David became NABCEP certified in 2004,
and after working for a national distributor, he transitioned
to commercial and residential PV system integration in
Austin, Texas. He serves as co-chair of the Solar Electric
and Distributed Generation subcommittee for the Texas
Renewable Energy Industries Association.
Jim Goodnight has over 35 years of design and project
management experience covering a broad range of technical
fields. He has been designing and optimizing PV systems
since 2002. Jim began providing technical consulting and
field support to OutBack Power Systems in 2004. His recent
positions at OutBack Power included eastern regional sales
manager and senior product manager. He is well known on
the NAWS and OutBack forums as “crewzer.”

Marvin Hamon, PE, is a principal with Hamon Engineering.
He started in the electrical engineering field in 1994 and
began providing engineering services to the PV industry in
2004. He has designed PV systems ranging in size from
1 kW to multimegawatt systems for commercial, institutional
and wholesale generation clients. He teaches PV classes
at Diablo Valley College in Pleasant Hill, California, and is a
California licensed electrical engineer.

Jesse Wolf Corsi Henson has had an 18-year architectural
and solar career that includes projects such as Kyocera Solar
Grove, a 235 kW solar carport. He earned his BA in Architecture
from the Rhode Island School of Design and his MS in Building
Science from Arizona State University. Most recently he led
the sustainability practice of the Phoenix, Arizona, architecture
firm Gould Evans Associates. Jesse’s comments on BIPV
have been published in Refocus, Architectural Record, and
Forward: Architecture & Design Journal of the AIA.
Ryan Mayfield has been working in the renewable energy
field since 1999 and is the principal of Renewable Energy
Associates, a consulting firm in Corvallis, Oregon, that provides
design, support and educational services. He also teaches PV
courses at the Lane Community College Energy Management
Program. Ryan holds a Limited Renewable Energy
Technician (LRT) license in Oregon and chairs the state’s LRT
apprenticeship committee. He is a NABCEP Certified PV
installer and a technical editor for PV at SolarPro magazine.

OutBack Power Systems is a leading manufacturer of inverters, charge controllers, and balance of system components
for renewable energy. OutBack’s rugged inverter/chargers are designed to survive in environments that would
normally cause other inverter/chargers to fail, without compromising outstanding performance and reliability. No
matter where your location, no matter what your power source, OutBack Power has the solution for you. With industry
leading customer service and customizable True Sinewave systems from 2 to 36 kW, find out why more home owners
count on OutBack Power than any other company for their energy independence.

www.outbackpower.com
Corporate Office 360.435.6030

Technical Support 360.618.4363
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ETubes

Evacuated Tube Heat Pipe Solar Thermal Collectors

available with clear, white, or black back sheet

Proud member of:

Copyright © 2009 Home Power Inc. Contents may not be reprinted or otherwise reproduced
without written permission.
While SolarPro magazine strives to publish only safe and accurate content, we assume no
responsibility or liability for the use of this information.
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LS185 / LS290
Mono-Crystalline Photovoltaic Modules

The highest value solar solutions.
Call today to become a dealer.
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Think Globally

Install Locally
SunWize is committed to helping the world go solar one customer at a time.
Whether you are a local independent installer, a company needing to power a remote location,
or looking to install solar on your home or business, SunWize has a solar solution for you.

800.817.6527 • www.sunwize.com

QA

Quality Assurance

Understanding and Optimizing Battery
Temperature Compensation

Battery Temperature and
Charging Voltages
Battery charging voltages should be
corrected based on battery temperature. This adjustment is referred to as
temperature compensation, a charging feature that helps ensure that a
battery is neither undercharged nor
overcharged regardless of battery
temperature. All chemical reactions
are affected by temperature. Battery
charging is an electrochemical reaction, so it too is affected by temperature. Specifically, cold batteries require
a higher charge voltage in order to
push current into the battery plates
and electrolyte, and warmer batteries require a lower charge voltage to
eliminate potential damage to valve
regulated lead acid (VRLA) cells and
reduce unnecessary gassing if flooded
cells are used.
Using normal target voltages to
charge a battery that is colder than
approximately 25ºC (77ºF) will result
in an undercharged battery, which will
deliver lower performance, reduced
life and a higher life cycle cost. Applying normal target voltages to a battery
that is hotter than 25ºC may result in
an overcharged battery. This condition
14
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could lead to the drying out of VRLA
battery cells. With flooded cells, the
result will be excessive outgassing,
increased battery maintenance in the
form of more frequent watering and
reduced battery life due to thermal
stress. In fact, some battery manufacturers and charger manufacturers
recommend not charging a battery
that is 50ºC (122ºF) or hotter.
In the past, it was common to
manually increase a charger’s target
voltages to charge a cold battery during the winter or to manually decrease
the target voltages to charge a warm
battery during the summer. Some
early chargers included switches to
adjust target voltages over coarse
temperature ranges. However, target
voltages in many chargers, such as
automotive chargers and those built
into generators, usually cannot be
adjusted. Today, the prevalent solution featured in most photovoltaic

Temperature compensation offset voltage

M

ost PV designers and installers who work with battery
based systems know that
temperature compensation is important. Without it, battery banks are not
optimally charged, resulting in poor
performance and decreased operational life. However, many installers are
not familiar with some of the technical subtleties related to temperature
compensation, appropriate charger setpoints and the importance of verifying
temperature compensated voltages.

charge controllers and inverter/
chargers is automatic temperature
compensation. A remote battery
temperature sensor (RTS) is attached
to one battery in the bank, and the
charger uses electrical data from the
RTS to determine battery temperature
and automatically adjust the target
charge voltages accordingly.
Since charging efficiency is less
than 100%, batteries typically warm
up as they are charged. Fluctuations in
ambient temperature also cause battery temperature to change. Automatic
temperature compensation allows
chargers to dynamically adjust target
voltages during the charging process
as battery temperature changes and
ensures optimal charging. For example, the target absorption and float
voltages for a set of cold batteries on a
cool morning might be relatively high.
However, in response to changing RTS
data, the charger will automatically
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Graph 1 The slope of typical temperature compensation offsets for lead acid cells
varies based on nominal battery bank voltage.

decrease the target voltages as the
batteries and ambient environment
warm up.
Temperature Compensation
Formulas
The most widely used temperature
compensation formula is:
-0.005 V per ºC per 2 V cell.

An equivalent variation is:
-0.028 V per 10ºF per 2 V cell.

Some batteries, such as those
manufactured by Concorde, have more
complicated temperature compensation formulas. The formulas listed here
work well enough over the temperature range that batteries are subjected
to in most photovoltaic applications.
Because each formula includes a negative multiplier, the slope is negative—
as battery temperature decreases,
charging voltage is increased and vice

increases the target voltages, subject
of course, to system capability. If the
RTS value indicates the battery is
above 25ºC, the charger decreases the
target voltages. Why 25ºC? Batteries
generally exhibit their optimal combination of energy storage (amp-hours:
AH) and life cycles at about this
temperature.
Nominal battery voltage is determined by how many cells make up a
given battery bank. Virtually all lead
acid battery cells are 2 Vdc nominal.
Therefore, individual batteries or
strings of batteries will have the following nominal voltages based on the
number of cells:
6 cells = 12 Vdc
12 cells = 24 Vdc
24 cells = 48 Vdc

Using the above formula, the
correct temperature compensation
for a charger with a 25ºC reference
temperature and a 48 V, 24-cell battery

All chemical reactions are affected by temperature.
Battery charging is an electrochemical reaction, so it
too is affected by temperature.

versa. Since each formula takes battery voltage into consideration (more
2 V cells in series equals higher voltage), the slope is steeper for a 24 Vdc
nominal battery bank than for a 12 Vdc
nominal bank, and steeper still for a
48 Vdc nominal battery bank.
To understand and apply these
formulas, you need to know three
parameters specific to a given system or equipment: charger reference
temperature, battery temperature and
nominal battery voltage. The typical
reference temperature for most chargers is 25ºC. If the RTS value indicates
the battery is below 25ºC, the charger

bank operating at 10ºC (-15ºC from
the charger’s 25ºC reference) is:
-0.005 V x -15 x 24 = 1.8 V

If a manufacturer’s recommended
absorption voltage for a nominal 48 V
battery bank at 25ºC is 59 V, then the
temperature compensated absorption
voltage for that battery bank at 10ºC
would be:
59 V + 1.8 V = 60.8 V

Temperature compensation applies
to float mode target voltage as well.

For example, if a manufacturer’s recommended float voltage for a nominal
48 V battery bank at 25ºC is 54.8 V,
then the temperature compensated
target float voltage for that battery
bank at 10ºC would be:
54.8 V + 1.8 V = 56.6 V

The application of temperature
compensation to a charger’s equalization (EQ) mode varies among charger
and battery manufacturers. Check if
your battery manufacturer recommends EQ at all, since most VRLA battery manufacturers do not recommend
regular EQ cycles. If EQ temperature
compensation is recommended, and
if the charger includes a temperature
compensated EQ mode, system specific settings may be required, which
are beyond the scope of this article.
Normalizing Target Voltages
There are important exceptions to the
guidance given earlier. Specifically,
some battery manufacturers specify
target charging voltages at temperatures other than 25ºC, which may
require target voltages to be normalized. Some manufacturers also set
limits on how much temperature
compensation to apply. Trojan Battery,
for example, uses the temperature
compensation formulas listed earlier,
but its online charging instructions
specify target charging voltages based
on a battery temperature of approximately 27ºC. Setting charging voltage
setpoints for a charger with a 25ºC
temperature compensation reference
requires that the Trojan settings be
normalized for the charger.
For example, the 27ºC target voltages for absorption and float modes
for a 48 V Trojan Battery bank are 59.2 V
and 52.8 V respectively. In this case,
the temperature compensation offset
for a charger with a 25ºC reference is:
-0.005 V x (25 – 27) x 24 = 0.24 V

solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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Graph 2 Some battery manufacturers specify high or low temperature compensation limits, or both, for absorption and float target voltages.

Accordingly, the normalized
voltage settings for charging these
batteries from a charger with a 25ºC
reference are:
59.2 V + 0.24 V = 59.44 V for absorb
mode
52.8 V + 0.24 V = 53.04 V for float
mode

In contrast, MK Battery’s online
instructions specify target charging
voltages based on a battery temperature of 20ºC. Programming voltage
setpoints for a charger with a 25ºC
temperature compensation reference
requires that the MK Battery settings
be normalized for the charger. For
example, the 20ºC target voltages for
absorption and float modes for a 48 V
battery bank are 57.6 V–58.3 V and
54.0 V respectively. In this example,
the temperature compensation offset
for a charger with a 25ºC reference is:
-0.005 V x (25 – 20) x 24 = -0.6 V

Accordingly, the normalized
voltage settings for charging these
batteries from a charger with a 25ºC
reference are:
16
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(57.6 V–58.3 V) – 0.6 V = 57.0 V –
57.7 V for absorb mode
52.0 V – 0.6 V = 51.4 V for float mode

Finally, some battery manufacturers establish limits on how much temperature compensation to apply. They
set one limit on how much additional
voltage to apply to very cold batteries or a second limit on how much
to reduce the voltage applied to hot
batteries, or they may specify both. To
accommodate these limits, some chargers include a temperature compensation limit feature. This allows users
to set temperature compensation
limits in accordance with their battery
manufacturer’s recommendations.
Verifying Temperature
Compensation Setpoints
Verifying battery temperature compensation functionality and settings is recommended during the commissioning
of battery based photovoltaic systems.
Ensuring proper charging will optimize
battery performance and increase the
operational life of the bank. For systems with VRLA batteries, verification
is especially important. Overcharging of VRLA batteries can dry out the

cells by causing unwanted outgassing.
Verification will ensure that the RTS is
functioning properly, and that charge
controllers and inverter/chargers
have been programmed correctly. The
tools required include a digital multimeter, an infrared (IR) thermometer
and a calculator.
Battery temperature can be
determined using a variety of methods. With an RTS connected, some
chargers can display battery temperature. If battery temperature
information is not available from the
charger directly, use an IR thermometer to measure battery temperature.
IR thermometers are inexpensive
tools and handy for a variety of uses
beyond measuring battery temperature. These include measuring the
temperature of system components
such as PV modules, breakers, busbars, conduits and the like during
system performance verification or
troubleshooting. Radio Shack sells
an inexpensive IR thermometer, and
companies such as Fluke sell industrial grade models. Once the battery
temperature has been measured,
temperature compensation can be
quickly verified in the field.
The following verification example
assumes:
• a normalized system;
• a 48 V nominal Trojan Battery
bank (24 each 2 V cells);
• a programmed target absorption
mode voltage of 59.2 V;
• the system is in absorption mode;
• measured battery temperature
of 12ºC.
In this case, the correct temperature compensated absorption voltage
indicated on your voltmeter should be:
59.2 V + (-0.005 V x (12 – 27) x 24)
= 59.2 V + 1.8 V = 61.0 V
—Jim Goodnight / PV system design consultant / Vienna, VA / jwpg@verizon.net

With Trojan Battery, you just may forget
you’re off-the-grid.
With over 85 years of experience, Trojan Battery offers a complete line of flooded, GEL and AGM
deep cycle batteries for reliable power and long life in the toughest off-grid locations.
Trojan Battery is the most trusted name in deep cycle technology:
• Even longer life
• Superior charge performance
• 5 year limited warranty: Best-in-class for Renewable Energy applications
Visit www.trojanbattery.com to see our selection of Renewable Energy batteries or call
800-423-6569 for the nearest Trojan Battery partners near you.
Trojan batteries are available through Trojan’s Worldwide Master Distributor Network and
Renewable Energy Wholesalers. For the nearest partners, call 800-423-6569 or visit us at
www.trojanbattery.com/RE

Receive your FREE Technical Brief on Deep Cycle Technology:
visit our website at www.trojanbattery.com/RE008
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Industry Currents

TTI Redesigns
Sunseeker Tracker
[Novato, CA] The newest generation of the Sunseeker SingleAxis Tracker, 3.1, designed by Thompson Technology Industries
increases power density while reducing installation and operating costs. This latest version allows for a larger PV footprint per
tracker. The tolerated panel height has been increased to 78
inches in 90 mph wind conditions with a 45° tilt. Materials costs
have been reduced with the quick installation of I-beams as
support posts, replacing expensive traditional cement foundations. Additionally, the Sunseeker
now operates
more efficiently.
Its durable drive
mechanism can
actuate up to 400
kWp of PV with
one 1.5 HP motor.
Finally, system
thermal expansion tolerance has been increased, improving
operation and durability in severe ambient temperatures.
Thompson Technology Industries / 415.446.0103 / ttisolar.com

SMA Acquires Micro
Platform from OKE
[Rocklin, CA] SMA Solar Technology announced its acquisition

of the OKE-Services microinverter technology platform. OKE,
a Dutch company founded in 1984 by Hendrik Oldenkamp,
specializes in electrical component design and is considered
one of the pioneers in microtechnology development. In coming
years, SMA intends to develop this technology and launch its
own module inverter product range. SMA appears poised to
enter the microinverter market in a dynamic way.
SMA Solar Technology / 916.625.0870 / sma-america.com

18
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Evergreen Solar
Announces Modules
for Off-Grid
Applications
[Marlboro, MA] Expanding the com-

pany’s presence in the off-grid market,
Evergreen Solar has introduced its ES-C
Series PV solar panels. The 80, 120 and
125 W modules are suitable for use with
12, 24 or 48 V direct battery charging
systems, allowing for use in a variety
of off-grid applications. The module
architecture includes conduit ready,
multiconfiguration junction boxes to ease
installation. Available in October 2009,
the modules are designed to meet UL
1703 and carry 5-year workmanship and
25-year power warranties.
Evergreen Solar / 508.357.2221 /
evergreensolar.com

NABCEP
Certification
Applicants
Skyrocket
[Clifton Park, NY]

The recently held round of
NABCEP installer certification
exams saw a 129% increase
in applicants over the Spring
2009 figures. In total, 455
professionals sat for the Photovoltaic and Solar Thermal
Installer certification tests
in September, which were
located at 19 testing sites
across the US. The top three
states included California with
71 applicants, followed by
Texas with 56 and Colorado
with 47. The remainder of the
top 10 states included New
York, North Carolina, Minnesota, Illinois, New Jersey,
Massachusetts and Ohio.
The latest certification exams
increased the number of
NABCEP Certified PV Installers from 710 to 912, and
the number of NABCEP
Certified Thermal Installers
from 97 to 111.
NABCEP / 800.654.0021 /
nabcep.org

Fat Spaniel Unveils Lifecycle
Management Solutions
[San Jose, CA] Fat Spaniel Technologies provides data monitoring to more than
2,500 PV systems worldwide, and it is now offering two new products aimed at
expanding its business scope to power plant management. Fat Spaniel’s Solar Plant
Vision (SPV) software is
designed to address complete lifecycle management
for renewable energy power
plants. Geared to O&M professionals and project managers, SPV helps optimize
solar production and overall portfolio performance.
The company-listed benefits
include increased plant
uptime, meeting or exceeding power purchase agreement terms and a reduction
in maintenance costs of up
to 30%. The company’s Solar
Operations Services offers
a turnkey approach with a
staff of operations experts
to manage daily operations.
Fat Spaniel Technologies /
408.279.5262 / fatspaniel.com

MREA Hosts New Conference for
Solar Thermal Professionals
[Madison, WI] The Midwest Renewable Energy Association has announced a new conference

specifically for solar thermal system designers, installers and sales staffs. Solar Thermal ’09
will be held on December 3 and 4, 2009, in Madison, Wisconsin. The conference will focus on
solar hot water, solar hot air and solar space heating technologies. Sessions will include manufacturer
and dealer updates, best practices for residential and
commercial applications, new control and balance of
system options, structural installation considerations,
and state policy and incentive updates. Thermal system installers, manufacturers, site assessors, dealers, distributors, state agency representatives
and policy makers will not want to miss this one-of-a-kind conference.
Solar Thermal ’09 / 715.592.6595 / the-mrea.org/shwconference.php
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Xandex SunMizer Power
Optimizer Makes Selective
Installation Possible
Unlike other power optimizers that require a unit on each
module of a series string, the SunMizer dc-to-dc power optimizer from
Xandex Solar offers the economic advantage of selective installation—
it needs to be installed only on those modules in an array impacted by
shading. The SunMizer mounts directly to the module racking and is
compatible with Unirac Solarmount Standard and Lite, ProSolar RoofTrac
and Unistrut racking systems. The SunMizer is module compatible up to
a maximum power rating of 250 W Pmax, 44 Voc, and 9 A Isc and can be
used with most 208 and 240 V residential size inverters. The SunMizer
carries a 20-year warranty.

[Petaluma, CA]

Xandex Solar / 707.763.7799 / xandexsolar.com

SCHOTT Solar
Extends Warranty
on Solar POLY
Modules

Solectria Introduces SolrenView
LITE Web Monitoring

[Albuquerque, NM] SCHOTT Solar

[Lawrence, MA] Solectria Renewables is now delivering SolrenView LITE,

announced that it is extending the
performance warranty on its Solar POLY
Modules from 20 to 25 years, effectively
matching the maximum performance
warranties that other module manufacturers offer and reinforcing the company’s commitment to a reliable product.
The SCHOTT POLY family of modules
has a power output tolerance of minus
minus zero watts and provides high
performance output with 200, 210,
217, 220 and 225 W models available.
Additionally, SCHOTT Solar announced
that it is streamlining its North American
sales operations by opening regional
offices in San Jose, California, and
Elmsford, New York. The regional offices
support SCHOTT Solar’s manufacturing facility in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
which is the company’s North American
headquarters.

an affordable turnkey solution for residential Web based monitoring. SolrenView LITE, includes all the hardware and software needed to make inverter
statistics available on the Web. The system displays current, ac voltage,
kW and dc voltage—in real time
and as historical
data. Service plans
are available for 1-,
3-, 5- and 10-year
agreements. Alerts
can be set to notify
customers via email
or cell phone if any
interruptions occur.
Additional options
include revenue
grade metering and
an advanced version with a user-navigable LCD. Solectria has also released a new line
of standard and optional features for its commercial PV inverters. Features
include a standard smart, user-navigable low energy LCD; standard RS485;
Modbus RTU; Ethernet jack; and preconfigured ports for revenue grade
monitoring options.

SCHOTT Solar / 888.457.6527 /
schottsolar.com/us

Solectria Renewables / 978.683.9700 / solren.com and solrenview.com
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NEED TRAINING?
DC POWER SYSTEMS

trains more installers than any other solar distributor nationwide.

DC Power Systems is a full service distributor of renewable energy solutions. Working with our
national network of qualified dealers and installers, we design and supply solar electric and wind
power systems for business, residential and government applications. We offer training programs
for renewable energy dealers and contractors with support from our manufacturing partners. The
training sessions include seminars at supplier facilities, at our headquarters in Northern California,
and at various locations across the country.

WWW.DCPOWER-SYSTEMS.COM/TRAINING I 800-967-6917

3-phase

One Issue—Three Viewpoints

Correct Role for National PV Installer Certification

F

rom its inception in 2001, the North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners
(NABCEP) has consistently stated that its certification programs are voluntary. However,
several state or utility rebate programs (and at least one licensing program) have identified
NABCEP certification as an eligibility requirement. According to the Database for State Incentives for Renewables and Efficiency (DSIRE; dsireusa.org): “For solar installations to be eligible
for state rebate funds in Maine, Minnesota or Wisconsin, the PV systems must be installed
by a NABCEP certified professional. California, Delaware and Massachusetts prefer or
recommend that NABCEP certified professionals install systems receiving rebates. In Utah,
NABCEP certification is a prerequisite for qualifying for a state solar contractor license.”
NABCEP performs a valuable role in increasing system integrators’ qualifications, skills
and professionalism, while increasing consumer confidence. However, compared to the
burgeoning US PV market, the number of NABCEP certified PV installers is still small—912
at press time. There are signs of increasing push back from licensed independent and union
electricians who cannot seamlessly participate in incentive markets that require what NABCEP intends to be a voluntary certification. What is the best path forward for NABCEP?

Certification Is Not the Same
as Licensure
Jeff Wolfe / groSolar /
White River Junction, VT /
grosolar.com
In addition to being the CEO and
cofounder of groSolar, I am the photovoltaic division chair at the Solar
Energy Industries Association (SEIA).
SEIA has long recognized the dual
roles of industry licensure and certification. These are two separate and
important elements of providing safe,
quality installations.
Industry certification, be it from NABCEP or other groups, is an important step
toward securing the public’s faith in the
burgeoning PV industry. It acknowledges
those who have sought out and achieved
leading skill levels. But certification does
not take the place of licensing.
The role of licensure is to enforce
regulatory compliance for safety purposes. Qualified installers, for example,
may not be bonded and insured,
whereas these are common licensing
requirements. Licensure balances the
needs of the public with the right of
22
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the state to impose regulation on all
businesspeople.
Lawmakers may make the assumption that certification is interchangeable
with licensure. This can lead to poor
legislative or administrative requirements, such as preventing trained and
licensed personnel who lack certification from installing systems. The solar
industry must work with labor representatives and legislative leaders to provide
lawmakers with an easily adoptable
solution that will ensure safety while
simultaneously facilitating the full-scale
deployment of solar.
In the interest of expediency, the
creation of a specialty license is more
appropriate than relying on certification
from a single third party. Such specialty
licenses, such as the California C-46
license, already exist. These specialty
licenses ensure that PV installers are
properly trained, while providing multiple pathways to licensure.
NABCEP needs to focus on protecting its trademark by consistently and
forcefully fighting any regulation or law
that requires NABCEP certification. Its
independence coupled with its proven
ability to create standards-based testing
makes it a clear leader in this area. More

tests in more discrete areas of solar will
help bring in more specialists. More certifications will help clarify that NABCEP
is a certifying, not licensing, body.

Incentive Programs Should
Encourage Certification
Steve Wiese / Clean Energy
Associates / Austin, TX /
cleanenergyassociates.com
Clean Energy Associates is a consulting
firm providing services in renewable
energy, clean energy policy development and rebate program management.
As the founder and principal of the
company, I designed and now manage
the solar incentive programs offered
by six investor-owned electric utilities
in Texas. Together these offer approximately $19 million in incentives for PV
installations. Previously, I managed
New Jersey’s innovative SREC-Only
Pilot Program, that state’s principal
vehicle for the development of commercial scale solar projects.
I am not surprised that some PV
incentive programs rely on NABCEP
certification as a c o n ti n u e d o n p a g e 2 4

AEE Solar is the exclusive North American wholesale distributor of solar modules
from Norway-based REC, the world's most integrated solar energy company.

FROM KILOWATTS TO MEGAWATTS...

HUGE SALE on REC AE-US Solar Modules
We will beat any veriﬁable, written offer on
modules of comparable size and quality.
To get a quote for your
residential or commercial
project, call 866-717-6527.
If you are already an AEE Solar dealer,
have your dealer number ready.
If you are not yet an AEE Solar dealer
but you are a licensed contractor,
solar dealer or PV installer, ask for
the "REC module sale".
AEE Solar sells only to licensed solar
installers and resellers. If you are
interested in top-quality REC solar
panels for your home or business,
please contact us for a dealer near you.

2nd Generation
REC AE-US PV module
■
■

REC modules are Buy
American Act compliant.

To make room for the new blackframed AE-US modules coming from
REC in Q4 2009, we are offering
unprecedented prices on the 2nd
generation silver-framed AE-US
modules – exactly the same
except the color of the frames.

■

■

■

■

■

New junction box design
Uses 100% American produced,
high-grade polysilicon
Manufactured in Scandinavia to
exacting standards
Acid-etched cells for higher energy
yield; optimized for low light conditions
10-year 90%, 25-year 80% power
output warranty
63 months materials &
workmanship warranty
Available in sizes from 210 to 225 watts

These prices are the best in the industry, regardless of the size of your installation.
The bigger your project, the lower your price. Don't miss this opportunity!

The Only Wholesale Distributor You’ll Ever Need www.aeesolar.com
800-777-6609
8:30 to 5:00 Pacific Time
Monday-Friday

707-923-2277
707-923-3009 fax
sales@aeesolar.com

1155 Redway Drive
PO Box 339
Redway, CA 95560

3-phase
qualification for participation. Program sponsors have a real interest in
ensuring that only the most qualified
individuals and companies associate
themselves with their programs. This
is in part because participation in or
listing by an incentive program may
be perceived as an endorsement of
the installer, despite the best efforts of
program managers to emphasize otherwise. NABCEP also enables PV program
managers to verify installer qualifications in a nationally consistent manner,
which seems infinitely preferable to
establishing local qualifications.
NABCEP need not be too concerned
about whether its PV installer certification is applied as a mandatory condition of participation in an incentive
program. State and local governments
have clear authority to define rules on
who may offer or perform electrical
work in general, by defining requirements for electrician and electrical contractor licensing. These requirements
usually do not address solar work specifically and therefore typically allow
anyone who meets electrical licensing
standards to install PV.
The question of whether a contractor
is qualified to participate in an incentive
program is different and importantly so.
It is not unreasonable to require that contractors demonstrate initial experience
with and knowledge of PV, perform well
in the program and engage in continuing education. NABCEP certification can
help establish qualification criteria, at
least in part, in a more unified manner.
A complication occurs in new solar
markets. In Texas, for example, the percentage of electric customers with access
to a PV incentive program increased
from less than 5% in 2006 to about 60%
in 2009. PV incentive programs need to
be designed to provide an open door for
new contractors, while also conveying
an expectation that contractors achieve
progressively higher qualifications within
a reasonable period of time. NABCEP’s
existing voluntary products—the Entry
Level Certificate of Knowledge, eligibility
24
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to sit for the PV installer certification
exam and finally passing that exam—
seem like reasonable rungs on a ladder
of qualification.
In this light, NABCEP’s best path
forward probably includes expansion. I
would like NABCEP to consider offering
a voluntary accreditation of PV installation companies that operate in accordance with industry best practices, as
opposed to just certifying individuals.

Path to Certification Cleared
for Skilled Electricians
Ezra Aurbach / NABCEP /
Clifton Park, NY /
nabcep.org
There are thousands of well trained and
technically qualified PV installers who
do not have NABCEP certification. We
in no way wish to impede the ability of
these individuals to participate in the
PV market.
This is one of the core reasons that
NABCEP has a longstanding history of
working with incentive program planners to urge them to keep its certification voluntary. We are not always
successful in promoting this viewpoint.
Mandatory NABCEP certification seems
to many incentive planners to show
diligence with public dollars.
A better solution for program managers, in our opinion, is to encourage
NABCEP certification. This is what the
Pennsylvania Sunshine Grant Program
does. Its requirements illustrate a good
mix of support for our PV installer
certification and the full opportunity
for all otherwise qualified individuals
to participate in the market. NABCEP
certificants have demonstrated a level
of PV-specific training. Requiring
others to show proof of PV training
is fair and reasonable.
Electrical apprenticeship and training
programs have begun incorporating PV
into their competencies. The results are
outstanding. Therefore a growing number

of traditional electricians are qualified
to sit for the NABCEP certification, with
the exception that many do not have the
required installation experience.
In some jurisdictions NABCEP
installation requirements have created
an obstacle for otherwise qualified
individuals to sit for the PV installer
certification exam. This is especially true
in start-up markets, where there is little
opportunity for installation experience.
To address this issue, the NABCEP Board
of Directors unanimously authorized
staff to implement a program that
recognizes journeymen electricians
as uniquely well trained and skilled to
install PV equipment and provides an
alternative experience pathway to sit for
the certification exam. Up to four electricians will be allowed to work as a team
on a monitored installation. Each of the
four will be allowed to claim the installation credit, providing, of course, that the
commissioned system works and is fully
code compliant. This will allow a greater
number of qualified and trained electricians to sit for NABCEP.
We see a changing landscape. The
number of people who do everything
from PV system design to rooftop installation is rapidly diminishing. Specialist jobs are far more common these
days. NABCEP recognizes the changing nature of the solar professional’s
job and is developing a PV Technical
Sales Certification aimed at noninstalling PV workers. These individuals are
often responsible for the initial site
assessment, financial and performance
monitoring, primary system design and
component selection—all critical parts
of the PV sales process.
NABCEP will continue to take a
leadership role in installation and
training quality assurance by bringing
together respected industry experts
to develop learning objectives, task
analyses, exams and study guides. By
doing so we will assist with curriculum
for workforce development programs
and continue our well established role
of independent assessment.

SMA_SB3000HF_094011

www.SMA-America.com

Where innovation and experience meet
form and function: the next generation Sunny Boy.
Designed speciﬁcally for the North American market, SMA’s revolutionary Sunny Boy high
frequency solar inverter features a slim-line enclosure for surface-mount installations or placement
in between wall studs, making it perfect for new residential construction as well as retroﬁts where
space is paramount. The reduced-weight Sunny Boy also possesses an improved graphic display,
wide input voltage range, simpliﬁed grounding and industry leading efﬁciency. Experience the
latest from the world leader in solar inverter technology.
The Sunny Boy high frequency models: SB 2000HFUS, SB 2500HFUS, SB 3000HFUS
Ask for them by name.

The Future of Solar Technology

W

Less than a decade ago,
the first reliable
and efficient high
voltage grid-direct
string inverters
became available in
North America.
Today, integrators have
access to more than 50
listed string inverters
from eight different
manufacturers.

ith so many string
inverters to choose
from, one goal for this
article is to provide a
ready resource for
you to reference when specifying, selecting or installing these products. The main
tool for this purpose is the comprehensive
“2010 Grid-Direct String Inverter Specifications” table on pages 44–47. Updated
and expanded since the last string inverter
guide, published in the October/November 2008 issue of SolarPro magazine, the
2010 table includes next generation products from Fronius USA and KACO new
energy, as well as even more data that is
useful for PV system engineers, designers and installers. For example, the table
now includes acceptable ac and dc cable
sizes and terminal torque specifications
for each product. Not only is this information available here at your fingertips,
but readers who access this article online
at solarprofessional.com will also find the
same data available for download as an
Excel spreadsheet.
Another goal is to help PV system
designers and installers get the most out of their string
inverters. The first concern, of course, is that these products
are used in ways that are safe and Code compliant. Beyond
that, everyone benefits from efficient and reliable applications. These are measured in both the short term and over
the life of the system, in kilowatt-hours generated, system
uptime and customer satisfaction. Efficiency also extends
to the actual installation process itself. After all, since SMA
America introduced the first Sunny Boy inverters this side

of the Atlantic in June 2001, improved
product features, such as quick mounting brackets and integrated disconnects,
have become increasingly common.
String inverter manufacturers are constantly innovating, making installations
easier, faster and more cost effective.
The fact that manufacturers have been
able to increase their products’ value proposition to integrators and end users while
continually driving down the cost of these
products is one of our industry’s great
success stories. Unfortunately, simple and
avoidable system design or inverter installation errors can erode project profitability and customer confidence. This article
is premised, in part, on the fact that it is
easier and less expensive to prevent an
error or oversight rather than to fix the
problem that results. With that in mind,
many common design and installation
pitfalls experienced with string inverters
are covered, as well as advanced strategies for the optimal use of these products
in a variety of applications.

String Inverter Applications

String inverters are used in both single-phase and 3-phase
applications. This is true in spite of the fact that until
recently string inverters were available exclusively with a
single-phase ac output. (See the sidebar, pp. 34–35, for an
explanation of how the term string inverter is defined in this
article and why.)
Single-phase applications. By far the most common use for
grid-direct string inverters is in single-phase applications,
which are primarily residential installations. The fact that

2010 Grid-Direct

String Inverter
By David Brearley
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One of the biggest market changes since the introduction of string inverters in North America is just how
large of a grid-connected PV system can be installed
today using one string inverter. The accompanying
specifications table shows that North American PV
system integrators now have access to products ranging from 700 to 11,400 W per inverter, which are suitable for arrays ranging in size from 500 to 13,000 W.
This is a remarkable range of products to choose from.
With individual manufacturers offering anywhere
from four to nine single-phase string inverter models
per product line, matching array capacity to inverter
capacity is more convenient now than ever before.
Industry veterans recall the days when installing
an 11 kW residential array would have required the
installation of four red boxes on the wall, plus all the
required BOS components, none of which was inverter
integrated at that time. Going back just over a year,
Residences This string inverter installation by Electron Connection
residential PV installations larger than about 8 kW in
in Ashland, OR, is typical of many residential applications. Note that
capacity would have required multiple inverters. The
local AHJ or rebate program requirements may exceed those found
current range of products ensures that in most resiin the NEC, perhaps necessitating the use of an external dc discondential applications, designers can at least consider
nect, a visible-lockable ac disconnect or both.
using a single inverter simply based on array and
inverter capacity.
Does this mean that the use of multiple string
inverters for residential applications is less common today than it was a few years ago? Perhaps, but
multiple-inverter designs in residential applications
will never go away. This valuable design option solves
site-specific problems or addresses other individual
project needs. Multiple inverters are desirable in the following cases: installations where modules are deployed
across multiple roof orientations, installations that use
multiple module technologies, installations where the
system capacity is expanded over time or instances
where the array capacity exceeds the capacity for any
one single-phase string inverter. In general, as PV markets mature, larger and more complex systems become
increasingly common, even in residential applications.
Multifamily dwellings Using string inverters in multifamily applicaA certain number of these complex projects will always
tions—like these PVI 2500 inverters from Solectria Renewables at
require multiple inverters.
the Johnson Square Condominiums in Philadelphia, PA—can allow
Three-phase applications. In just the last year, Frofor the distribution and interconnection of a large rooftop PV array
nius, one of the early European manufacturers offeracross multiple services.
ing string inverters to the North American market,
expanded its product offering to include a couple of
almost all of the string inverters listed in the companion
string inverter models with 3-phase ac output. This
table will interconnect to a 120/240 V service points to this was accomplished because Fronius manufactures multistage
being the primary market for these products. Subdividing inverters, and the larger IG Plus models have three power
single-phase string inverter applications further, relatively stages. Prior to this, a 3-phase interconnection using string
simple single-inverter applications and relatively complex inverters required stacking multiple single-phase invertmultiple-inverter applications are reasonable distinctions ers across a 3-phase service in a manner that minimized or
to draw.
eliminated phase imbalance.
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Phase current At this
HelioPower installation
at a Los Angeles, CA,
homeless shelter, seven
SMA SB 7000US string
inverters are stacked
across a 3-phase,
240 V delta service. For
information on how the
resulting phase currents
are calculated, refer to
the article “Calculating
3-Phase Line Currents”
by Marvin Hamon,
starting on page 66.

To eliminate phase imbalance when using single-phase
inverters on a 3-phase service, simply specify and install
single-phase inverters in multiples of three. Groups of three
inverters can be balanced across all three phases, whether the
connection is line-to-neutral or line-to-line. When the total
number of single-phase inverters is not divisible by three, be
aware that this asymmetric grid-feed needs to conform to
local codes and standards. (For more information, see “Calculating 3-Phase Line Currents” by Marvin Hamon on page 66.)

purchase and install at that size. The gap between string and
central inverters is smaller than ever with the introduction of
the higher capacity 3-phase Fronius string inverters, which
are available at 11.4 kW for 3-phase 208 or 240 V delta services
or at 12 kW for 3-phase 277/480 V wye interconnections. The
smallest capacity central inverters from a variety of manufacturers, after all, are in the 15, 30 or 50 kW range.
In terms of cost, opinions vary regarding the array capacity threshold below which string inverters are most effective and above which central inverters are
most effective. Somewhere between 30
and 50 kW is a common range to hear coninverters offer many advantages in small and mediumtractors mention. (Inverter manufacturers
invariably suggest a threshold that aligns
sized commercial projects, including increased design
closely with the capacities of the string
flexibility, easier installation and greater uptime in the case of disruption.
and central inverter models they offer,
Maximum power point tracking and monitoring can also be done on a
assuming they offer both.) In large part, of
course, the tipping point will depend on
subarray level, resulting in better analysis and control and, ultimately, better
the competencies and capabilities of indioverall performance. String inverters have proven their worth in the field,
vidual integrators and their installation
demonstrating that they are highly versatile and very reliable.”
crews. For example, a small shop with— Verena Arps, technical sales support manager, SMA America
out in-house access to a forklift, conduit
bender or other equipment might prefer to
install a 75 kW grid-direct PV system using
single-phase inverters. A larger integrator
In some cases, for instance, the maximum phase imbalance in with a flat bed truck and other heavy equipment might prean asymmetrical interconnection may not exceed 6 kW. If that fer to install a 15 kW system using a central inverter.
is the case, specifying four 11.4 kW single-phase string invertWhatever your company’s tipping point, multiple string
ers on a 3-phase service is not a good design, even though it inverter designs will always have a place in 3-phase applicamight offer installation efficiencies. A better design might call tions. They solve too many problems not to. Multiple small
for six 7.0 or 7.5 kW inverters, which would avoid the whole inverters can provide the granularity needed for multiple oriphase imbalance issue in the first place.
entations or module technologies. They may simplify mainteIn practice, the use of single-phase string inverters on a nance and fault finding activities. They may fit in places that a
3-phase service is most common when the PV array is so small central inverter will not. If the impacts of shading are dynamic
that a 3-phase inverter is not available or is not cost effective to and significant throughout the year, they may even improve

“String
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expertise for this article, I was looking for themes that were repeated,
across product platforms, across the
country, year after year. Not all of the
most common mistakes are obvious, but many are—and all are easily avoided with a little foresight and
diligence. The following advice mixes
some very fundamental concepts
with nuggets of wisdom from industry veterans.

Panel assembly In addition to string inverter products that
range from 1.8 to 5.3 kW, Solectria Renewables offers more
than 30 custom panel assemblies that range up to 10.6 kW.

overall system performance. (John Berdner’s article “From
kW to MW: System Design Considerations” in the inaugural
issue of SolarPro magazine, October/November 2008, contains extensive information regarding string versus central
inverter selection criteria and is a good resource for readers
who would like to consider these issues further.)

Common Design and
Installation Considerations

In order to provide the most useful information regarding
string inverter design and installation considerations, all of
the manufacturers included in the companion table were surveyed, as well as several large integrators. Wherever possible,
engineering and technical support personnel were queried.
The interviews were intended to identify common design or
installation errors regarding string inverters and best practices. In general, the responses were very consistent with my
own experience, which dates back to 2003. My background
includes integrating string inverters and BOS equipment into
power panels (before those BOS components were integrated
with the inverters themselves), installing systems, providing
technical support to installing contractors, and years designing and managing both residential and commercial projects
from permitting through inspection. Though I learned a lot in
that time, the subject matter experts who helped inform this
article have seen it all.
In many ways, the most important design and installation considerations today are no different than they were
when I attended my first string inverter training. What has
changed enormously since then, however, is the depth and
breadth of the combined knowledge about the use of string
inverters in North America. As I tapped into that reservoir of
30
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Inverter Specification
Chose the right inverter for the job.
This is so fundamental that it is easy
to overlook or underestimate. However, this is precisely the PV system
designer’s role: to specify appropriate products for specific applications.
Representatives from both the integration side and the manufacturing
side of the industry identified inverter
specification as the single most important consideration for the correct use
of string inverters.
This might mean any number of things. For example, is
the project even appropriate for string inverters? According
to Ryan LeBlanc, lead project designer at SPG Solar in Novato,
California, this is the first box that needs to be checked off
before moving forward with a proposed design. “Knowing
when string inverters provide the most efficient and cost
effective total system is critical to delivering the best solar
solution,” says LeBlanc. This is easy to establish when the use
of string inverters offers the lowest installed price to your
customer. When it does not, the question that needs to be
answered is whether the use of string inverters results in significantly improved system performance, such that the string
inverter approach provides financial savings or some other
value to your client over the life of the system.
From the string inverter manufacturer’s point of view,
correct inverter specification generally means sizing the
PV array appropriately relative to the inverter capacity. Just
about all of the surveyed manufacturers identified oversizing PV arrays as a common mistake. My down and dirty rule
of thumb is to ensure that array capacity does not exceed
inverter capacity by more than 15%. This is closely aligned
with a common allowance that Blake Gleason, engineering
services manager for Berkeley, California-based Sun Light &
Power, feels is generally defendable. That process is to size
the PTC rating of the array so that it does not exceed the
nominal power rating of the inverter. Additional mitigating circumstances to consider when sizing an array include

C ou r te sy h e liopowe r.c om

placement of the inverter, array orientation and the ambient
temperature range of the location.
Last but not least, a really good item to check off early in
a design is whether the interconnection voltage and service
is compatible with the proposed device. This is far less an
issue today than it was five years ago when separate inverter
models were generally used
for different interconnecUtility scale The new headtion voltages. Though many
quarters for Sony Electronics of today’s string inverters
in San Diego, CA, features a
are autoranging and com160 kW PV array that shades patible with multiple service
employee parking. Because
voltages, it is still possible to
space was not available
specify the wrong product if
for a large central inverter,
you do not pay attention to
HelioPower field-distributed
the product specifications.
21 SMA string inverters.
The Fronius IG Plus 11.4-3,
The system is owned and
for example, is appropriate
operated by San Diego Gas
for 3-phase 208 or 240 delta
& Electric and interconnects
interconnections, but not for
on the utility side of the cusinterconnection at 277 V in a
tomer’s meters.
3-phase c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 3 4

Build your business by joining forces with SMA.

Members can receive...

With unprecedented growth projected in the renewable energy
industry, competition is getting ﬁerce. Are you ready?

» Customized Marketing Materials
» Free Annual Training
» Online Solar Professional Listing
» SMA Sales Leads
» Priority Technical Service

Join the Sunny PRO Club and give your business the edge it
needs by teaming with the marketing power of SMA.
Your expertise, our resources: the perfect partnership. Join today.

Visit www.SunnyPROClub.com to apply.

For more information
call 888.476.2872
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Get great performance and superb
aesthetics with REC’s new black-framed
PV modules.
Environmental responsibility, trusted
quality, pleasing new look
REC now delivers its high performance AE-Series PV modules
with anodized black frames that blend beautifully on virtually
any roof. This makes AE-Series modules the perfect choice for
building attractive solar systems that provide reliable power
output and long term value.
Ownership of the entire manufacturing process uniquely
positions REC to deliver rigorous quality assurance and high
environmental standards from start to ﬁnish. And when you
purchase REC modules in North America you get the added
value of AEE Solar’s industry-leading technical support and
dealer training.

EASY TO INSTALL

US PRODUCED
SILICON

ROBUST AND
DURABLE DESIGN

OPTIMIZED ALSO FOR
CLOUDY WEATHER

Please visit our website: www.recgroup.com/usa

Distributed in North America exclusively by:
www.aeesolar.com/rec
sales @aeesolar.com
800-777-6609
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277/480 wye configuration. The IG Plus 12.0-3 will
interconnect only with a 3-phase 277/480 service. All
of the single-phase IG Plus products, meanwhile, can
interconnect at 208, 240 or 277 Vac. This is a lot to
keep track of, especially manufacturer to manufacturer, but the accompanying specifications table will
be a valuable aid.

Design resource The PVSelect.com string sizing tool is available
for free online and includes more than 60 inverters from 10 different
manufacturers, as well as more than 200 PV modules.

C ou r te sy pvse le c t.c om

String Sizing
We all know what it is like to have shoelaces that are
too long or too short. Neither provides for optimal performance. If your laces are too short, they keep coming
untied just when you need them the most. If they are
too long, you just might fall on your face and get hurt.
Incorrect string sizing for inverters is similar.
“It is critical to correctly dimension the maximum
and minimum string voltages to allow for worst case
temperature extremes,” says Mark Edmunds, senior
director for new product development at Xantrex
Technology. “Otherwise very cold winter days may
drive the system voltage above the inverter’s maximum voltage rating, or hot summer days may leave

String Inverter:
Technical vs. Practical Definitions

T

he piece of equipment in a grid-connected photovoltaic system that converts the dc power generated
at the PV array into grid-synchronous ac power is,
of course, known as the inverter. As defined in NEC Article
690, an inverter changes both the voltage and the waveform
of electrical energy. Technically, this device is probably more
properly referred to as a power conditioning unit (PCU),
since inversion is just one of many functions it performs.
Additional functions of a grid-connected PCU include
maximum power point tracking, grid monitoring and antiislanding protection. In addition to the solid state switching circuit responsible for dc to ac inversion, a PCU often
includes magnetics, capacitors, disconnects, command
and control components, all of which ensure that high quality ac power is reliably pushed onto the utility grid in a safe
manner. (Refer to James Worden’s article, “How Inverters
Work,” April/May 2009, SolarPro magazine.)
The term string inverter is probably not the most precise usage from a technical point of view, but it appears
that this is the best terminology available to describe an
increasingly broad family of products. For the purposes of
this article, a string inverter is (typically) a single-phase PV
inverter under 12 kW in capacity that is designed for high
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dc input voltages. These high dc bus voltages, of course,
reduce the IR losses associated with lower utilization voltages, like 48 Vdc nominal, which were not uncommon a
decade ago.
By comparison, Johanna Myrzic and Martina Calais,
authors of the paper String and Module Integrated Inverters for Single-Phase Grid-Connected Photovoltaic Systems,
which was presented at the 2003 IEEE Bologna Power Tech
Conference, categorize grid-direct inverters under 6 kW as
belonging to three main families: module level inverters, string
inverters and central inverters. Module level inverters that are
integrated with the module are the easiest to define, since
one inverter is literally dedicated to a single module. Similarly, however, a string inverter by their definition is literally an
inverter that is dedicated to a single string of modules. This
was presumably often the case when most available string
inverters on the market were rated at something like 1,800
or 2,500 W, and many PV modules were rated at 12 or 24 V
nominal. A central inverter, according to Myrzic and Calais
in 2003, is a grid-direct inverter with multiple series string
inputs into a single MPPT circuit. According to this definition,
which was representative of the time, the capacity of a central
inverter might be as low as 1 kW.

the inverter unable to track down to the
lowest peak power voltage.” The best
case scenario with incorrect string sizsingle most important consideration is to design the PV system
ing is that system performance suffers
so that it operates within the specifications of the string inverter.
precisely when the potential for energy
The design errors we see repeatedly are oversizing of the PV array and incomplete
harvest is the greatest; the worst case
scenario is that the inverter suffers a
system grounding. As for installation errors, we see improper ac wire size and
catastrophic event in the cold of winpinched or chafed wires causing ground faults on the dc side. The best way to
ter. Neither situation is very attractive,
avoid these mistakes is through proper training and reading the inverter
and each is easily avoided. As Solectria
Renewables CEO James Worden notes:
installation manual.”
“Incorrect string sizing is somewhat
—Richard Scott, product development manager, KACO new energy
common, but it is also easily avoided
by double-checking the sizing using
online tools.”
My experience suggests that not only is this due diligence not ANSI C84.1 range B. A typical crystalline silicon PV string in Dalperformed as often as it needs to be, but also that professional las, Texas, with a rated operating voltage of 240 Vdc at standard
engineers and master electricians are just as likely to string too test conditions (25°C cell temperature) might have a maximum
few or too many modules in series as anyone. Conventional power voltage of 195 Vdc at the average high temperature in
electrical circuits, after all, do not respond to temperature the August and an open circuit voltage of 335 Vdc at the record low
way that PV power circuits do. A nominal 240 Vac service, for temperature for the location. That is a range of 140 Vdc versus
example, is regulated between 220 and 254 Vac, according to 34 Vac. The whole idea of a “nominal” PV power voltage simply

modules are wired in parallel to
most string inverters.
This article and the companion table include products
that fit the single string inverter definition used by Myrzic
and Calais in 2003, such as
the SMA SB 700U, as well as
products that broaden that
definition. In addition to inverters that Myrzic and Calais
would have classified as central (which would include most
of the inverters in the table),
it also includes inverter types
that they identified in 2003
as recent development trends,
such as multi-string inverters and team inverters. Multi-string
inverters integrate multiple MPPT inputs into a single inverter,
like the Power-One products in our table; team inverters operate by engaging multiple inverter power stages as needed
according to a master/slave concept, like the Fronius products
do. Each of these inverter types meets the broad definition
of string inverter used in this article, which is differentiated
by application and context from module level inverters or
central inverters. {
Co u r t e s y f ron iu s - u s a. co m

Not today. In today’s market, the term central inverter is
understood differently. In SMA
America’s online glossary, for
example, the manufacturer
defines a central inverter as
“particularly suitable for building up photovoltaic systems
with homogenous structure
(modules of the same type
String inverters Today’s
with an identical alignment
single-phase string inverters
and orientation.)” While in
range in capacity from the
practice some manufacturers
700 W SMA SB 700U to the
of central inverters offer prod11,400 W Fronius IG Plus
ucts with capacities as small
11.4-1.
as 30 kW or even 15 kW,
most are in the 100 kW to
1 MW range. The overwhelming majority of central inverters,
but not all, interconnect to 3-phase distributions, which is
another distinguishing feature.
By comparison, the term string inverter is now generally
understood to apply primarily to smaller capacity inverters with
a single-phase ac output. While all have a high dc input voltage,
they are by no means dedicated exclusively to a single series
string input. With today’s single-phase inverters ranging in capacity from 700 to 11,400 W, in practice multiple series strings of
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does not work in the field. “Many string inverters have a wide bulb temperature for approximately 750 US cities. This is
dc input voltage range,” remarks Solectria’s Worden, “allowing an extremely useful document that should make permitting
for many different string sizing configurations of many differ- simple grid-direct string inverter systems more uniform and
ent modules.”
streamlined, regardless of the jurisdiction. Though intended
Whether you are a highly qualified industrial power engi- primarily for small systems, it includes resources that are
neer or an electrical contractor expanding into grid-direct universally applicable for PV system designers. For example,
PV applications, you will want to make a habit of using online Appendix E in the Brooks document also includes a column
string sizing tools such as PVSelect, which includes invert- for the ASHRAE 2% design temperature. As Brooks explains
ers from multiple manufacturers, or those provided by the in the expedited permit process instructions, “A proposal
individual inverter manufacturers themselves. These online for the 2011 NEC has been submitted to include a Fine Print
tools are quick and easy to use and typically have conserva- Note to Table 310.16 that specifies the use of the ASHRAE 2%
tive margins of safety built into them. Designers and engi- data for the hottest month to determine highest continuous
neers who wish to work array calculations manually or to ambient temperature.” This additional guidance is useful to
learn how to do these correctly per the 2008 NEC can refer to PV system designers, electrical engineers and electricians
John Berdner’s article in the December/January 2009 issue of and would be a welcome addition to the 2011 Code.
SolarPro magazine, “Array to Inverter Matching: Mastering
Manual Design Calculations.” In some
Inverter Input Circuit
cases, integrators may wish to incorpoIn a grid-direct PV system, the inverter
rate these design calculations into their Integrated disconnects In many
input circuit is defined by the NEC as “the
own in-house string sizing spreadsheets jurisdictions, string inverters like
conductors between the inverter and the
this KACO new energy blueplanet
or other system design tools.
photovoltaic output circuits for electrical
Since the Berdner article was writ- inverter do not require an external
production and distribution network.” The
ten, language has been proposed for dc disconnect. This is because it
dc distribution for most string inverters is
the 2011 NEC to clarify the design tem- is possible to separate the inverter
fairly minimal. A typical PV power source
perature used for calculating maxi- from the integrated service disconfor a string inverter consists of one to six PV
mum photovoltaic system voltage. The nect as needed.
source circuits, which may or may not be
proposed informational note to Article
combined in parallel outside the inverter
690.7(A) reads: “One source for statistiinto a PV output circuit. As illustrated in
cally valid, lowest-expected, ambient
the “Interactive System” diagram in NEC
temperature design data for various
Article 690.1, a PV output circuit and an
locations is the Extreme Mean Miniinverter input circuit are essentially the
mum Design Dry Bulb Temperature
same circuit, perhaps differentiated only
found in ASHRAE Handbook—Fundaby which side of the dc service disconnect
mentals. These temperature data can
they are on. Since dc service disconnects
be used to calculate maximum voltage
are increasingly integrated into today’s
using the manufacturer’s temperature
string inverters, it is often possible to
coefficients relative to the rating temrun PV source circuits directly into the
perature of 25°C.” The Web site for the
inverter. In many cases, this integrated dc
Solar America Board for Codes and
disconnect also incorporates fuse holders
Standards is one place where you can
or even series fuses that are required for
review and comment on NEC draft proparalleling these strings at the inverter.
Inverter integrated BOS components.
posals that relate specifically to PV sysWhen using an inverter integrated dc distems (see Resources).
connect, fused or unfused, make sure that
Along these lines, Bill Brooks, the
it is properly executed. If the integrated
principal engineer at Brooks Engineerdisconnect does not accommodate series
ing in Vacaville, California, has prepared
fusing, like those for the next generation
a document titled “Expedited Permit
KACO new energy string inverters, then
Process for PV Systems” for New Mexico
the system may need to be designed and
State University and the Solar America
installed with series fusing elsewhere in
Board for Codes and Standards. Appenthe PV power circuit. (For more informadix E in the document includes the
tion, see “Series String c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 3 8
minimum mean extreme annual dry
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OCPD Requirements for Grid-Direct Inverter
Applications,” by John Wiles, program manager for the Institute for Energy and the
Environment at New Mexico State University, in the December/January 2009 issue of
SolarPro magazine.) When using products
like the SMA Sunny Boy US series inverters, which ship with four 15 A, 600 Vdc
rated fuses in the dc disconnect, designers
and installers need to verify whether that
standard fuse size is appropriate for their
application. While 15 A is a common series
fuse rating, many modules also have a lower
series fuse requirement. Failure to meet that
is an NEC violation, not to mention an invitation to disaster. In the case of the Fronius IG
Plus string inverters, the inverter integrated
dc disconnect includes series string fuse
holders but ships with conductive blanks
installed, which installers replace in the field
with the appropriately sized series fuse.
For efficient operations, installers may
need to carry multiple sizes of 600 Vdc rated, Inverter circuits A technician for Sun Light & Power is shown working on
fast acting Midget type fuses (Littelfuse KLKD the 0.5-inch conduit for the inverter monitoring cables. The dc input circuits
or equal) on their trucks at all times. Since the are landed in the inverter integrated disconnects, but work on the ac output
maximum series fuse rating for any module is circuits has yet to begin.
listed right on the product label, it is easy to
select the appropriate fuse size for any application. In addition to the maximum rated series fuse, other short-circuit input current. Do not make the mistake of constandard fuse sizes may also be acceptable. Per the NEC, the fusing maximum usable input current with the maximum
minimum series fuse size must exceed Isc × 1.56. Any stan- short-circuit input current. Maximum usable input current
dard fuse rating between that calculated minimum rating and is often published in product cutsheets; it is descriptive of
the published maximum rating is acceptable for use. Under- inverter operation, equaling the maximum output power of
rated fuses, however, can result in nuisance tripping due to the device divided by the lowest dc input voltage. Maximum
intensive irradiance or high ambient temperatures, while short-circuit input current, however, is often found only in
overrated fuses can expose PV modules to damaging overcur- the inverter installation manual and is a hard stop design
limit set by the manufacturer to limit the available fault current conditions.
Where PV source circuits are combined outside the inverter, rent inside the device.
make sure that the dc input current to the inverter does not
exceed the rated current-carrying capacity for the terminal Inverter Output Circuit
being used. Individual dc input terminals inside the Fronius As defined in NEC Article 690, the inverter output circuit
IG Plus inverters, for example, are rated at 20 A each. Fronius consists of the conductors between the inverter and the seroffers an optional dc string input combiner, which must be vice equipment or another power production source, which
ordered separately, if the Isc of the PV output circuit exceeds is usually the utility.
Sizing conductors and overcurrent protection devices. Sizing
20 A when the Code required 1.56 multiplier is applied. It is a
good idea for system designers, project managers and installers inverter output conductors is simpler than sizing inverter
to verify, sooner rather than later, that proposed string inverter input conductors. Per NEC 690.8(A)(3), the inverter output
circuit current equals the inverter continuous output circuit
input circuit details are actionable in the field.
Hard stop design limits. Assuming that the all hardware rating, which is determined using the published maximum
works together, the hard stop design limits for the inverter output current. The latter is easily referenced in cutsheets,
input circuit are maximum Voc (which never exceeds 600 Vdc installation manuals or in the companion table to this artibut may be set lower by the manufacturer) and the maximum cle; alternately, divide the nameplate c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 4 0
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blueplanet

a new inverter

• Integrated and lockable AC/DC disconnects
• Inverter separates easily
from switch housing
• Field selectable grid voltages (208/240)
• Field selectable positive or
negative grounding
• Programmable LCD display
• Plug and play monitoring
• Standard RS485 interface
• NEMA 3R enclosure
• Convection cooled; highest reliability

...from an old friend
Through direct interaction with installers and distributors across the country, KACO has
realized the most pressing needs of experienced professionals to create the new KACO
02xi inverter series. The 02xi inverter series is functional, sleek, and packed with features
that are exactly what you’ve been asking for.

(866) 522-6765 • www.kaco-newenergy.com
KACO offers solar training...call us today to find out more

rating of the inverter by the nominal
interconnection voltage to find the
maximum continuous output current.
The inverter output current is
considered continuous per the NEC,
meaning that maximum current is
expected for 3 hours or more. For
design purposes, therefore, a 1.25
multiplier is applied to the inverter
output circuit current for the purposes of sizing conductors and
overcurrent protection, as required
in NEC 210.19(A)(1) and 210.20(A).
Except where an overcurrent protection device (OCPD) is part of an
assembly and listed for continuous
operation at full rated current in that
use, the rating of the OCPD is determined according to 240.4(B) and
(C) as required in Article 690.8(B)
(1). For devices rated 800 A or less,
this generally means using the next
higher standard overcurrent device
rating. Because sizing the inverter Inverter scaffold Where wall space is not sufficient, it is common for integrators to
output conductors is consistent install string inverters on a freestanding scaffold, like this one by SPG Solar, using
with other traditional ac conductor concrete piers, heavy walled, galvanized pipe stock and galvanized metal strut.
sizing requirements in the NEC, this
voltage drop there is on the inverter output conductors. Using
is a relatively straightforward exercise.
Percent voltage drop. System designers need to ensure that increased circular mils of copper in these conductors, for
voltage drop on the inverter output conductors is minimized. example, reduces the impedance in the output circuit; diminSMA, for example, recommends not exceeding 1.5% voltage ishing the resistance or opposition to the ac sine wave lessens
drop. To ensure that this standard is maintained, the com- the voltage rise at the field connection points. This is a tanpany provides an online voltage drop tool on its Web site, gible step that integrators can take to minimize the likelihood
as well as “Percent voltage drop” tables at various inverter of nuisance tripping in the event of high grid voltage.
interconnection voltages in its installation manuals.
The importance of this consideration is explained in the Inverter Grounding
Xantrex GT installation manual, which notes: “Phase-to- Properly grounding a grid-direct string inverter generally
phase voltage may rise 3 to 4 Vac (at the field connection means providing both proper equipment grounding and a
points, depending upon grid impedance) when current is proper grounding electrode system. Not surprisingly, accordflowing in a typical 240 V grid.” This voltage rise at the inverter ing to both integrators and manufacturers, improper inverter
output terminals becomes a performance and troubleshoot- grounding is one of the most common installation errors seen
ing issue where the local utility grid voltage is at the high in the field.
end of its acceptable range. The Xantrex manual continues:
Equipment grounding. Equipment grounding requirements
“If the grid voltage is within 1 to 2 Vac of the high voltage for PV installations are relatively straightforward. Consistent
disconnect threshold when the inverter is at full rated power with the requirements in NEC 250.4(A)(1–5), any conductive
output, the inverter may disconnect more frequently than it material that is likely to become energized by the PV system
normally should. If the grid is normally high, the unit may needs to be connected together and connected to earth. The
disconnect and then refuse to reconnect due to the required main difference with a PV system is that it incorporates both
reconnect voltage of 106% of nominal.”
dc and ac equipment and therefore must also have both dc and
PV system integrators cannot control the utility grid volt- ac equipment grounding. Conductive equipment that might
age—although in some cases, they do succeed in convincing accidentally become energized is bonded to ground in order to
the utility to adjust it. What they can control is how much protect against electric shock from dangerous voltages.
40
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Grounding electrode system. The
grounding electrode system for a PV
error we have seen on larger systems with two or more inverters is
system includes one or more groundwhere the individual string wiring gets mixed up, with the positive
ing electrodes as well as a dc grounding electrode conductor (GEC) or
from a string going to one inverter and the negative to another. The array ground fault
conductors. The grounding electrode,
fuses in the inverters will complete the circuit, and the inverters may try to start,
of course, is the conducting element
blowing the ground fault fuses and temporarily putting a high voltage on the inverter.
in contact with the earth, such as a
To avoid this installers need to ensure the array strings are wired one at a time, with
ground rod; the GEC connects the
the voltage of each wire pair measured at the inverter prior to connection to prevent
grounded conductor in the dc system
any cross wiring.”
to the grounding electrode system. In
retrofit applications, the existing ser—Mark Edmunds, senior director for new product development, Xantrex
vice should have an ac GEC that is connected to a grounding electrode.
Various approaches are used for
connecting the dc GEC in a PV system to the ac grounding NEC may provide installers with more flexibility and clearer
electrode. In part because the language in Article 690.47 guidance.
The new language would provide for the following three
changed between the 2005 and 2008 Code cycles, the design
and implementation for proper PV grounding electrode approaches to bonding the dc grounding system to the ac
systems are more contentious and confusing than they grounding system:
need to be. Fortunately, proposed language for the 2011
1. separate dc grounding electrode system
bonded to the ac grounding electrode
system
2. common dc and ac grounding electrode
3. combined dc grounding electrode and
ac equipment grounding conductor

Co u r t es y s u n li g h t a nd po w er. co m

“One

Sun protection Though these SMA SB 6000U string inverters are
fan cooled, Sun Light & Power opted to install an additional shade awning to help prevent power limiting and accelerated component failure.

These approaches are detailed and elaborated
on in Wiles’ recent article “Inverter Grounding,” in
Home Power magazine, October/November 2009.
He explains: “As far as I can determine, either the
requirements [in Article 690.47(C)] in the 2005
NEC or the permissive requirements in the 2008
NEC may be applied to connect the grounding
electrode conductor when using either Code. A
proposal has been submitted for the 2011 NEC
that includes all three methods and will clarify
what is acceptable.” You can also review the 2011
NEC draft language for Articles 690 and 705 by
downloading these reports from the Solar America Board for Codes and Standards Web site.
Many inverter manufacturers provide generic
grounding instructions, such as this excerpt
from the SMA manual: “The Photovoltaic System Grounding shall be installed per the requirements of sections 690.41 through 690.47 of the
National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70, and is
the responsibility of the installer.” One exception that installers may find helpful is the system
grounding schematics found in the latest KACO
blueplanet installation instructions.
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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Lightning protection. Connecting PV and other electrical systems to ground also serves to limit
voltages resulting from lightning
strikes. According to Wiles: “Lightning damage on ac and dc inputs
can be reduced further by the installation of external surge arresters.”
String inverter manufacturers echo
this recommendation. “In lightning
prone regions,” states Solectria’s
Worden, “it is best to augment the
inverter’s internal surge arresters
with external lightning arresters as
well as a lightning protection system with air conductors [lightning
rods] extending above the level of
the array to the north.”

Inverter Location
In many cases, string inverter Side clearance Xantrex GT series string inverters are passively cooled and
mounting location is determined by approved for side by side installation, as demonstrated at this HelioPower
proximity to service equipment, the installation in progress in southern California.
point of interconnection or a client’s
aesthetic concerns. Wherever possible take into account the following concerns for optimal inverters. In some cases, these clearances are mandated by
performance and longevity.
the NEC to provide working space. These requirements may
Minimize sun exposure. There are two major issues with include installing the inverter so that the integrated dc disinstalling inverters in hot, sunny areas: accelerated compo- connect is at least 36 inches off the ground, as well as mainnent failure due to extreme heat cycling and power limiting taining the working space required for access to live parts that
due to thermal loading of the inverter.
are detailed in Article 110.26.
In other instances, the manufacturer’s published clearElectrolytic capacitors are among the main inverter
ance
requirements relate specifically to the proper operacomponents that are compromised over time due to exposure to direct sunlight. Heat cycling over long periods of time tion of the string inverter’s heat dissipation system, which
will cause the electrolyte in a capacitor to dry out, possibly may utilize heat sinks, fans or both. In general, inverters
leading to component failure. Heat stress can also lead to that utilize passive cooling methods, like the Xantrex GT
series inverters, require the least side clearance. This is
problems such as hairline cracks in solder joints.
Power limiting is one of the ways that string inverters pro- because the heat sink can generate sufficient convective
tect themselves against long-term heat degradation. “Because airflow as long as there is adequate clearance above and
high temperature reduces the life of electronic components,” below the inverter.
Fan cooled inverters, however, require more side clearexplains Edmunds at Xantrex, “inverters include heat dissipaance
in order to achieve adequate ventilation for air intake
tion systems and automatic thermal derating controls to help
and
outflow.
This is especially true where multiple fan cooled
keep internal temperatures at suitable levels for good reliabilinverters
are
installed side by side. In some cases, as much
ity. If an inverter is installed in direct sun, there will be signifias
12
inches
of side-to-side clearance is required between
cant additional heat load, right when the inverter is already
string
inverters
to ensure that hot air is not blown out of one
operating at its highest temperature due to the availability of
unit
only
to
have
it sucked into the adjacent one. Refer to the
full power from the array.” In other words, installing a string
installation
manual
as necessary to verify that these requireinverter in full sun can lead to thermal derating precisely
when the solar resource is greatest, effectively reducing the ments are met.
client’s return on investment, perhaps significantly.
Noise. Another issue to consider when determining the
Maintain required clearance. Every manufacturer speci- inverter selection and final location is noise, both audible and
fies the minimum clearance required on all sides of its string electromagnetic. Fan cooled inverters c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 4 8
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Modular
system
design.
Maximum
energy
earnings.

The Fronius CL PV central inverter system
For commercial installations

Available in 36, 48, or 60 kW output conﬁgurations, the new Fronius CL combines high-yield power
electronics with a practical, modular system designed for planning ﬂexibility.









Smart, efﬁcient MIX™ technology
ensures maximum energy harvest even
on cloudy days and extends the service
life of the system.
Unsurpassed reliability: using 9, 12, or 15
identical power modules, the system will
continue to operate in the unlikely event one
power module needs service.
Highly efﬁcient with automatic transformer
switching and exact MPP tracking.
Compact design: with base, the
Fronius CL is only 72” tall, allowing it
to ﬁt into smaller spaces.
Innovative ventilation and cooling system.









Easy installation: simply remove the
power racks for a lightweight installation.
And generous connection areas makes
the rest of setup easy.
Field programmable to positive or
negative ground.
Wide input voltage range from
230 to 500 volts.
Field programmable for 208 Delta,
240 Delta, and 480 Delta / 277 WYE
with no loss in output power.
Standard 10-year warranty,
upgradable to 15 years.

Visit www.fronius-usa.com or call 810-220-4414 for more information on this innovative new line in the Fronius family.
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2010 Grid-Direct String Inverter Specifications
Input Data (dc)

Manufacturer

1
2

Model

Maximum
recommended
PV power at STC
(W)

Output Data (ac)
Maximum
open circuit
voltage

PV start
voltage

Maximum
power point tracking
voltage range

Maximum
usable input
current

Maximum
short-circuit
current

CEC rated power
(W)

Fronius USA

IG Plus 3.0-1

3,450

600

245

230–500

14.0

18

3,000

Fronius USA

IG Plus 3.8-1

4,400

600

245

230–500

17.8

22

3,800

Fronius USA

IG Plus 5.0-1

5,750

600

245

230–500

23.4

29

5,000

Fronius USA

IG Plus 6.0-1

6,900

600

245

230–500

28.1

35

6,000

Fronius USA

IG Plus 7.5-1

8,600

600

245

230–500

35.1

44

7,500

Fronius USA

IG Plus 10.0-1

11,500

600

245

230–500

46.7

58

9,995

Fronius USA

IG Plus 11.4-1

13,100

600

245

230–500

53.3

67

11,400

Fronius USA

IG Plus 11.4-3

13,100

600

245

230–500

53.3

67

11,400

Fronius USA

IG Plus 12.0-3

13,800

600

245

230–500

56.1

70

12,000

KACO new energy

1502xi

2,000

550

125

125–400

14.3

21.5

1,500

KACO new energy

2502xi

3,000

550

200

200–450

13.5

21.5

2,500

KACO new energy

3502xi

4,000

600

200

200–510

18.5

28.0

3,500

KACO new energy

5002xi

6,000

600

200

200–510

26.5

40.0

5,000

Motech

PVMate 2900U

3,600

600

235

200–550

16.0

24.0

2,700/2,900

Motech

PVMate 3900U

4,900

600

235

200–550

20.0

24.0

3,400/3,900

Motech

PVMate 4900U

6,200

600

235

200–550

25.0

30.0

4,300/4,900

Motech

PVMate 5300U

6,700

600

235

200–550

25.0

30.0

4,600/5,300

Power-One

PVI-3.0-OUTD-S-US

3,500

600

200

90–580

10.0 2

12.5 2

3,000

Power-One

PVI-3.6-OUTD-S-US

4,150

600

200

90–580

16.0 2

20.0 2

3,600

Power-One

PVI-4.2-OUTD-S-US

4,820

600

200

90–580

16.0 2

20.0 2

4,200

Power-One

PVI-5000-OUTD-US

5,300

600

200

90–580

18.0 2

22.0 2

5,000

Power-One

PVI-6000-OUTD-US

6,400

600

200

90–580

18.0 2

22.0 2

6,000

PV Powered

PVP1100

1,400

500

115

115–380

10.0

26.0

1,100

PV Powered

PVP2000

2,500

500

115

115–380

18.0

26.0

2,000

PV Powered

PVP2500

3,130

500

140

140–380

20.0

26.0

2,500

PV Powered

PVP2800

3,500

500

180

180-380

18.0

26.0

2,800

PV Powered

PVP3000

3,750

500

170

170–380

18.0

26.0

3,000

PV Powered

PVP3500

4,308

500

200

200–380

18.0

26.0

3,500

PV Powered

PVP4600

5,750

500

205

205–380

25.0

48.0

4,600

PV Powered

PVP4800

6,000

500

200

200–380

26.0

48.0

4,800

PV Powered

PVP5200

6,500

500

240

240–380

25.0

48.0

5,200

875

250

150

125–200

7.0

18.0

700

SMA America

SB 700U

750

200

125

100–160

7.0

18.0

600

575

150

95

77–120

7.0

18.0

460

SMA America

SB 3000US

3,750

500

228

175–400/200–400

17.0

24.0

3,000

SMA America

SB 4000US

5,000

600

285

220–480/250–480

18.0

25.0

3,500/4,000

SMA America

SB 5000US

6,250

600

300

250–480

21.0

36.0

5,000

SMA America

SB 6000US

7,500

600

300

250–480

25.0

36.0

6,000

SMA America

SB 7000US

8,750

600

300

250–480

30.0

36.0

7,000

Solectria Renewables

PVI 1800

2,200

400

150

125–350

11.0

13.0

1,800

Solectria Renewables

PVI 2500

3,200

400

150

125–350

15.0

18.0

2,500

Solectria Renewables

PVI 3000

3,600

600

235

200–550

16.0

24.0

2,700/2,900

Solectria Renewables

PVI 4000

4,900

600

235

200–550

20.0

24.0

3,400/3,900

Solectria Renewables

PVI 5000

6,200

600

235

200–550

25.0

30.0

4,300/4,900

Solectria Renewables

PVI 5300

6,700

600

235

200–550

25.0

30.0

4,600/5,300

Xantrex Technology

GT2.8

3,100

600

160

193–550

14.9/15.4

24.0

2,700/2,800

Xantrex Technology

GT3.3N

3,500

600

160

200–550

16.5/17.5

24.0

3,100/3,300

Xantrex Technology

GT3.8

3,600/4,200

600

160

195–550

19.5/20.8

24.0

3,500/3,800

Xantrex Technology

GT4.0N

4,200

600

160

235–550

17.0/18.0

24.0

3,800/4,000

Xantrex Technology

GT5.0

4,800/5,400

600

160

235–550

20.0/22.0

24.0

4,500/5,000

Three-phase output
Per MPPT channel
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Performance

Nominal output
voltage

Maximum
output current

Maximum ac
OCPD rating

Power factor at
rated output

Total harmonic
distortion
(%)

Peak efficiency
(%)

CEC weighted
efficiency
(%)

CEC night tare loss
(W)

Ambient temperature
range
(ºF)

208/240/277

14.4/12.5/10.8

20/20/15

1.0

<3

96.2

95.0/95.5/95.5

0.62/0.83/1.10

-4–122

208/240/277

18.3/15.8/13.7

25/20/20

1.0

<3

96.2

95.0/95.5/95.5

0.62/0.83/1.10

-4–122

208/240/277

24.0/20.8/18.1

30/30/25

1.0

<3

96.2

95.5/95.5/96.0

0.71/0.76/1.02

-4–122

208/240/277

28.8/25.0/21.7

40/35/30

1.0

<3

96.2

95.5/96.0/96.0

0.71/0.76/1.02

-4–122

208/240/277

36.1/31.3/27.1

45/40/35

1.0

<3

96.2

95.0/95.5/96.0

0.71/0.76/1.02

-4–122

208/240/277

48.1/41.7/36.1

60/60/45

1.0

<3

96.2

95.0/95.5/96.0

0.64/0.85/1.13

-4–122
-4–122

208/240/277

54.8/47.5/41.2

70/60/60

1.0

<3

96.2

95.5/96.0/96.0

0.64/0.85/1.13

208/240 delta

31.6/27.4 1

40/35 1

1.0

<3

96.2

95.0/95.5

0.90/1.00

-4–122

277 wye

14.4 1

20 1

1.0

<3

96.2

96.0

0.62/0.83/1.10

-4–122

208/240

8.0/8.0

15

1.0

<5

95.5/95.9

95.0/95.5

0.29/0.39

-5–140

208/240

12.5/12.5

20

1.0

<5

95.6/95.9

95.0/95.5

0.29/0.39

-5–140

208/240

16.0/17.0

25

1.0

<5

95.9/96.2

95.5/95.5

0.26/0.36

-13–140

208/240

24.0/24.0

30

1.0

<5

96.0/96.3

95.0/95.5

0.26/0.36

-13–140

208/240

13.0

20

> 0.99

<3

96.4/96.7

95.5/96.0

0.50/0.50

-13–130

208/240

16.3

25

> 0.99

<3

96.5/96.7

95.5/96.0

0.50/0.50

-13–130

208/240

20.7

30

> 0.99

<3

96.4/96.7

96.0/96.0

0.50/0.50

-13–130

208/240

22.1

30

> 0.99

<3

96.3/96.6

95.5/96.0

0.50/0.50

-13–130

208/240/277

14.5/14.5/12.0

20/20/15

1.0

<2

96.8

96.0

0.10/0.10/0.20

-13–140

208/240/277

17.2/17.2/16.0

25/25/20

1.0

<2

96.8

96.0

0.10/0.10/0.20

-13–140

208/240/277

20.0/20.0/20.0

25/25/25

1.0

<2

96.8

96.0

0.10/0.10/0.20

-13–140

208/240/277

27.0/23.0/20.0

35/25/25

1.0

<2

97.0

96.0/96.5/96.5

0.18/0.24/0.32

-13–140

208/240/277

30.0/28.0/24.6

35/35/35

1.0

<2

97.0

96.0/96.5/96.5

0.18/0.24/0.32

-13–140

120

10.0

15

> 0.99

<5

92.5

90.5

3.60

-13–104

240

9.0

20

> 0.99

<5

93.5

92.0

3.60

-13–104

240

11.0

20

> 0.99

<5

95.8

94.5

3.90

-13–104

208

13.0

20

> 0.99

<5

93.1

92.0

3.85

-13–104

240

13.0

20

> 0.99

<5

94.3

93.5

3.63

-13–104

240

15.0

20

> 0.99

<5

96.7

95.5

3.86

-13–104

208

23.0

30

> 0.99

<5

96.5

95.5

4.00

-13–104

240

21.0

30

> 0.99

<5

97.2

96.0

4.10

-13–104

240

23.0

30

> 0.99

<5

97.0

96.0

4.00

-13–104

91.5

0.04

-13–113
-13–113

120

6.6

15

> 0.99

<3

93.6

120

5.7

15

> 0.99

<3

93.6

120

4.4

15

> 0.99

<3

93.6

208/240

15.0/13.0

30

> 0.99

<4

96.5

95.0/95.5

0.08/0.07

208/240

17.0

30

> 0.99

<4

96.8

95.5/96.0

0.14/0.17

-13–113

208/240/277

24.0/21.0/18.0

50

> 0.99

<4

96.8

95.5

0.46/0.72/1.41

-13–113

208/240/277

29.0/25.0/22.0

50

> 0.99

<4

97.0

95.5/95.5/96.0

0.46/0.72/1.41

-13–113

208/240/277

34.0/29.0/25.0

50

> 0.99

<4

97.1

95.5/96.0/96.0

0.46/0.72/1.41

-13–113

208/240

10.0/8.7

15

1.0

<4

94.5

92.5

0.26/0.14

-13–130

208/240

12.0/10.2

15

1.0

<4

94.8

92.0/93.0

0.10/0.32

-13–130

208/240

13.0

20

> 0.99

<3

96.4/96.7

95.5/96.0

0.50/0.50

-13–130

208/240

16.3

25

> 0.99

<3

96.5/96.7

95.5/96.0

0.50/0.50

-13–130

208/240

20.7

30

> 0.99

<3

96.4/96.7

96.0/96.0

0.50/0.50

-13–130

208/240

22.1

30

> 0.99

<3

96.3/96.6

95.5/96.0

0.50/0.50

-13–130

208/240

13.0/11.7

15

> 0.99

<3

94.6/95.0

93.5/94.0

1.00

-13–149

208/240

14.9/13.8

20

> 0.99

<3

95.6/95.9

95.0/95.5

1.00

-13–149

208/240

16.8/15.8

25/20

> 0.99

<3

95.6/95.9

95.0/95.0

1.00

-13–149

208/240

18.3/16.7

25

> 0.99

<3

95.7/96.0

95.0/95.5

1.00

-13–149

208/240

22.0/21.0

30

> 0.99

<3

95.5/95.9

95.0/95.5

1.00

-13–149
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String Inverters

2010 Grid-Direct String Inverter Specifications
Integrated Disconnects and Combiners
dc
disconnect
standard

ac
disconnect
standard

Disconnect
amperage
rating
(dc/ac)

Termination Specifications
Fused
combiner
standard

Maximum
combiner series
fuse size
(A)

Shipped with
series fuses,
rating
(A)

Number of
dc string
inputs

dc terminal
size range
(AWG)

dc
terminal
torque
(lbs)

ac terminal
size range
(AWG)

Manufacturer

Model

Fronius USA

IG Plus 3.0-1

yes

no

40

yes

20

no

6

14–6

16

14–4

Fronius USA

IG Plus 3.8-1

yes

no

40

yes

20

no

6

14–6

16

14–4

Fronius USA

IG Plus 5.0-1

yes

no

60

yes

20

no

6

14–6

16

14–4

Fronius USA

IG Plus 6.0-1

yes

no

60

yes

20

no

6

14–6

16

14–4

Fronius USA

IG Plus 7.5-1

yes

no

60

yes

20

no

6

14–6

16

14–4

Fronius USA

IG Plus 10.0-1

yes

no

80

yes

20

no

6

14–6

16

14–4

Fronius USA

IG Plus 11.4-1

yes

no

80

yes

20

no

6

14–6

16

14–4

Fronius USA

IG Plus 11.4-3

yes

no

80

yes

20

no

6

14–6

16

14–4

Fronius USA

IG Plus 12.0-3

yes

no

80

yes

20

no

6

14–6

16

14–4

KACO new energy

1502xi

yes

yes

40/36

no

N/A

N/A

3

12–4

16

12–4

KACO new energy

2502xi

yes

yes

40/36

no

N/A

N/A

3

12–4

16

12–4

KACO new energy

3502xi

yes

yes

40/36

no

N/A

N/A

3

12–4

16

12–4

KACO new energy

5002xi

yes

yes

40/36

no

N/A

N/A

3

8–4

16

8–4

Motech

PVMate 2900U

yes

no

30

yes

15

yes, 15

3

12–6

15

12–6

Motech

PVMate 3900U

yes

no

30

yes

15

yes, 15

4

12–6

15

12–6

Motech

PVMate 4900U

yes

no

30

yes

15

yes, 15

4

12–6

15

12–6

Motech

PVMate 5300U

yes

no

30

yes

15

yes, 15

4

12–6

15

12–6

Power-One

PVI-3.0-OUTD-S-US

yes

no

25

no

N/A

N/A

24

10–4

20

10–4

Power-One

PVI-3.6-OUTD-S-US

yes

no

25

no

N/A

N/A

24

10–4

20

10–4

Power-One

PVI-4.2-OUTD-S-US

yes

no

25

no

N/A

N/A

24

10–4

20

10–4

Power-One

PVI-5000-OUTD-US

yes

no

25

no

N/A

N/A

24

10–4

20

10–4

Power-One

PVI-6000-OUTD-US

yes

no

25

no

N/A

N/A

24

10–4

20

10–4

PV Powered

PVP1100

yes

yes

48/40

no

N/A

N/A

3

12–6

24

12–6

PV Powered

PVP2000

yes

yes

48/40

no

N/A

N/A

3

12–6

24

12–6

PV Powered

PVP2500

yes

yes

48/40

no

N/A

N/A

3

12–6

24

12–6

PV Powered

PVP2800

yes

yes

48/40

no

N/A

N/A

3

12–6

24

12–6

PV Powered

PVP3000

yes

yes

48/40

no

N/A

N/A

3

12–6

24

12–6

PV Powered

PVP3500

yes

yes

48/40

no

N/A

N/A

3

12–6

24

12–6

PV Powered

PVP4600

yes

yes

48/40

no

N/A

N/A

3

12–6

24

12–6

PV Powered

PVP4800

yes

yes

48/40

no

N/A

N/A

3

12–6

24

12–6

PV Powered

PVP5200

yes

yes

48/40

no

N/A

N/A

3

12–6

24

12–6

SMA America

SB 700U

no

no

N/A

no

N/A

no

2

10–6

15

14-6

SMA America

SB 3000US

yes 5

no

36

yes 5

20

yes, 15

45

10–6

15 6

10–6

SMA America

SB 4000US

yes 5

no

36

yes 5

20

yes, 15

45

10–6

15 6

10–6

SMA America

SB 5000US

yes 5

no

36

yes 5

20

yes, 15

45

10–6

15 6

10–6

SMA America

SB 6000US

yes 5

no

36

yes 5

20

yes, 15

45

10–6

15 6

10–6

SMA America

SB 7000US

yes 5

no

36

yes 5

20

yes, 15

45

10–6

15 6

10–6

Solectria Renewables

PVI 1800

no 7

no 7

N/A 7

no

N/A

no 7

1

10–6

N/A

10–6

Solectria Renewables

PVI 2500

no 7

no 7

N/A 7

no

N/A

no 7

1

10–6

N/A

10–6

Solectria Renewables

PVI 3000

yes

yes

30/30

yes

15

yes, 15

3

10–6

16

10–6

Solectria Renewables

PVI 4000

yes

yes

30/30

yes

15

yes, 15

4

10–6

16

10–6

Solectria Renewables

PVI 5000

yes

yes

30/30

yes

15

yes, 15

4

10–6

16

10–6

Solectria Renewables

PVI 5300

yes

yes

30/30

yes

15

yes, 15

4

10–6

16

10–6

Xantrex Technology

GT2.8

yes

yes

25

no

N/A

N/A

2

14–6

16

14–6

Xantrex Technology

GT3.3N

yes

yes

25

no

N/A

N/A

2

14–6

16

14–6

Xantrex Technology

GT3.8

yes

yes

25

no

N/A

N/A

2

14–6

16

14–6

Xantrex Technology

GT4.0N

yes

yes

25

no

N/A

N/A

2

14–6

16

14–6

Xantrex Technology

GT5.0

yes

yes

25

no

N/A

N/A

3

14–6

16

14–6

With fans operating in actively cooled units
One input per MPPT channel
5
Shipped standard with dc disconnect/combiner
6
If dc disconnect/combiner is not used, consult installation manual
7
Option on panel assemblies
3
4

46

PEM nut
Optional Ethernet
10
GEC torque equals 35 (12–10 AWG), 40 (8 AWG), 45 (6–4 AWG)
N/A–not applicable
DNR–did not report
8
9
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Mechanical
ac
terminal
torque
(lbs)

GEC terminal
size range
(AWG)

GEC
terminal
torque
(lbs)

15

14–4

15

14–4

Warranty
standard/
extended
(years)

Cooling
method

Noise
level @
1m
(dB) 3

Enclosure
NEMA
rating

Dimensions
HxWxD
(inches)

Conduit entry

Weight
(lbs)

Communications

Listing
agency

FCC class

15

active

< 62

3R

17.1 x 24.8 x 9.6

bottom, back, both sides

55

RS232 & RS485

CSA

Part 15 A & B

10/15

15

active

< 62

3R

17.1 x 24.8 x 9.6

bottom, back, both sides

55

RS232 & RS485

CSA

Part 15 A & B

10/15

15

14–4

15

active

< 62

3R

17.1 x 36.4 x 9.6

bottom, back, both sides

83

RS232 & RS485

CSA

Part 15 A & B

10/15

15

14–4

15

active

< 62

3R

17.1 x 36.4 x 9.6

bottom, back, both sides

83

RS232 & RS485

CSA

Part 15 A & B

10/15

15

14–4

15

active

< 62

3R

17.1 x 36.4 x 9.6

bottom, back, both sides

83

RS232 & RS485

CSA

Part 15 A & B

10/15

15

14–4

15

active

< 64

3R

17.1 x 48.1 x 9.6

bottom, back, both sides

108

RS232 & RS485

CSA

Part 15 A & B

10/15

15

14–4

15

active

< 64

3R

17.1 x 48.1 x 9.6

bottom, back, both sides

108

RS232 & RS485

CSA

Part 15 A & B

10/15

15

14–4

15

active

< 64

3R

17.1 x 48.1 x 9.6

bottom, back, both sides

108

RS232 & RS485

CSA

Part 15 A & B

10/15

15

14–4

15

active

< 64

3R

17.1 x 48.1 x 9.6

bottom, back, both sides

108

RS232 & RS485

CSA

Part 15 A & B

10/15

16

12–4

16

passive

< 35

3R

30.0 x 14.0 x 8.3

bottom, back, both sides

42

RS485

TUV

Part 15 B

10

16

12–4

16

passive

< 35

3R

3.02 x 14.0 x 8.3

bottom, back, both sides

52

RS485

TUV

Part 15 B

10

16

12–4

16

passive

< 35

3R

36.0 x 14.0 x 9.5

bottom, back, both sides

69

RS485

TUV

Part 15 B

10

16

8–4

16

active

< 35

3R

36.0 x 14.0 x 9.5

bottom, back, both sides

70

RS485

TUV

Part 15 B

10

15

12–6

15

passive

< 35

3R

29.8 x 17.8 x 6.8

bottom, back, both sides

51

RS232 & RS485

UL

Part 15 A & B

10

15

12–6

15

active

< 55

3R

29.8 x 17.8 x 6.8

bottom, back, both sides

51

RS232 & RS485

UL

Part 15 A & B

10

15

12–6

15

active

< 57

3R

29.8 x 17.8 x 8.3

bottom, back, both sides

62

RS232 & RS485

UL

Part 15 A & B

10

15

12–6

15

active

< 57

3R

29.8 x 17.8 x 8.3

bottom, back, both sides

62

RS232 & RS485

UL

Part 15 A & B

10

20

10–4

45

passive

< 50

4X

31.0 x 12.8 x 8.3

bottom

46

RS485

CSA

DNR

10/15

20

10–4

45

passive

< 50

4X

31.0 x 12.8 x 8.3

bottom

46

RS485

CSA

DNR

10/15

20

10–4

45

passive

< 50

4X

31.0 x 12.8 x 8.3

bottom

46

RS485

CSA

DNR

10/15

20

10–4

45

passive

< 50

4X

38.6 x 12.8 x 7.7

bottom

66

RS485

CSA

DNR

10/15

20

10–4

45

passive

< 50

4X

38.6 x 12.8 x 7.7

bottom

66

RS485

CSA

DNR

10/15

24

14–4

45

passive

< 35

3R

30.4 x 15.6 x 8.1

bottom, back, both sides

55

Ethernet

ETL

Part 15 A & B

10

24

14–4

45

passive

< 35

3R

30.4 x 15.6 x 8.1

bottom, back, both sides

65

Ethernet

ETL

Part 15 A & B

10

24

14–4

45

passive

< 35

3R

30.4 x 15.6 x 8.1

bottom, back, both sides

70

Ethernet

ETL

Part 15 A & B

10

24

14–4

45

passive

< 35

3R

30.4 x 15.6 x 8.1

bottom, back, both sides

80

Ethernet

ETL

Part 15 A & B

10

24

14–4

45

passive

< 35

3R

30.4 x 15.6 x 8.1

bottom, back, both sides

80

Ethernet

ETL

Part 15 A & B

10

24

14–4

45

passive

< 35

3R

30.4 x 15.6 x 8.1

bottom, back, both sides

85

Ethernet

ETL

Part 15 A & B

10

24

14–4

45

passive

< 35

3R

35.0 x 18.1 x 8.6

bottom, back, both sides

135

Ethernet

ETL

Part 15 A & B

10

24

14–4

45

passive

< 35

3R

35.0 x 18.1 x 8.6

bottom, back, both sides

135

Ethernet

ETL

Part 15 A & B

10

24

14–4

45

passive

< 35

3R

35.0 x 18.1 x 8.6

bottom, back, both sides

135

Ethernet

ETL

Part 15 A & B

10

15

14-6

15

passive

DNR

4X

12.6 x 12.7 x 7.1

bottom

51

RS485

UL

Part 15 A & B

10/20

15 6

10–6

15

active

< 40

3R

13.8 x 17.8 x 9.3

bottom, back, both sides

84

RS485, Bluetooth

UL

Part 15 A & B

10/20

15 6

10–6

15

active

< 37

3R

13.8 x 17.8 x 9.3

bottom, back, both sides

84

RS485, Bluetooth

UL

Part 15 A & B

10/20

15 6

10–6

15

active

< 44

3R

24.1 x 18.4 x 9.5

bottom, back, both sides

143

RS485, Bluetooth

UL

Part 15 A & B

10/20

15 6

10–6

15

active

< 45

3R

24.1 x 18.4 x 9.5

bottom, back, both sides

143

RS485, Bluetooth

UL

Part 15 A & B

10/20

15 6

10–6

15

active

< 46

3R

24.1 x 18.4 x 9.5

bottom, back, both sides

143

RS485, Bluetooth

UL

Part 15 A & B

10/20

N/A

10–6

75 8

passive

< 35

4X

18.5 x 13.1 x 5.6

bottom

34

RS232 & RS485 9

UL

Part 15 A & B

5/10 & 15

N/A

10–6

75 8

active

< 52

4X

23.6 x 13.1 x 5.6

bottom

35

RS232 & RS485 9

UL

Part 15 A & B

5/10 & 15

16

10–6

16

passive

< 35

3R

29.8 x 17.8 x 6.8

bottom, back, both sides

47

RS232 & RS485 9

ETL

Part 15 A & B

10/15

16

10–6

16

active

< 55

3R

29.8 x 17.8 x 6.8

bottom, back, both sides

48

RS232 & RS485 9

ETL

Part 15 A & B

10/15

16

10–6

16

active

< 57

3R

29.8 x 17.8 x 8.3

bottom, back, both sides

58

RS232 & RS485 9

ETL

Part 15 A & B

10/15

16

10–6

16

active

< 57

3R

29.8 x 17.8 x 8.3

bottom, back, both sides

60

RS232 & RS485 9

ETL

Part 15 A & B

10/15

16

12–4

35–45 10

passive

< 35

3R

28.5 x 16.0 x 5.8

bottom, back, both sides

49

RS232 & Xanbus RJ45

CSA

Part 15 B

10

16

12–4

35–45 10

passive

< 35

3R

28.5 x 16.0 x 5.8

bottom, back, both sides

49

RS232 & Xanbus RJ45

CSA

Part 15 B

10

16

12–4

35–45 10

passive

< 35

3R

28.5 x 16.0 x 5.8

bottom, back, both sides

58

RS232 & Xanbus RJ45

CSA

Part 15 B

10

16

12–4

35–45 10

passive

< 35

3R

28.5 x 16.0 x 5.8

bottom, back, both sides

58

RS232 & Xanbus RJ45

CSA

Part 15 B

10

16

12–4

35–45 10

passive

< 35

3R

28.5 x 16.0 x 5.8

bottom, back, both sides

58

RS232 & Xanbus RJ45

CSA

Part 15 B

10
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String Inverters

will obviously create more audible noise
than passively cooled units. In some
inverters are designed, listed and rigorously
instances, such as an indoor installation or
an installation in a public space, this noise
tested for outdoor use and provide many years
may be unacceptable. These instances are
of trouble-free operation, for optimum life and performance in hot regions,
atypical, but they do occur.
consider placing the inverter on the north or east side of a home or in other
Similarly, on some rare occasions,
complaints may arise about electromagshaded areas, such as a garage or utility room. This will protect against the drynetic interference after a grid-direct string
ing out of capacitors over time. In rainy or snowy regions, the choice of location
inverter is installed near ham or AM radio
can likewise protect against the long-term effects of moisture and humidity
equipment or other sensitive electronics. While all string inverters are FCC
cycles. Lifetimes of 20 or 25 years are achievable with string inverters and other
compliant, the potential for electromagelectronic gear if stress due to the elements is minimized.”
netic interference does exist. In one case
—James Worden, CEO, Solectria Renewables
that I witnessed involving contemporary
inverters, a client’s high-end, Smarthome
lighting control system stopped working
after a string inverter was commissioned.
with the series arc.” Others are less confident in this analyAfter the manufacturer proved unresponsive, the original sis, including KACO’s Scott, who argues: “The proposed dc
inverter was replaced with a different brand and the prob- arc fault detector/interrupter change makes no sense and
lem disappeared.
should not be put into the Code as written. The arc protection must be as close as possible to the array, the dc source.
Locating dc arc fault protection at the inverter does not
Competitive market conditions, technological advances and address parallel and ground arc faults, which will not be
Code changes will continue to evolve string inverter products. In stopped by removing the inverter load.”
general, industry experts expect the string inverter products of
Inverter manufacturers also expect California Energy
the future to be smaller, more efficient and reliable. For example, Commission requirements to continue to refine string inverter
Richard Scott, KACO product development manager, expects to offerings. According to Xantrex’s Edmunds, “Requirements in
eventually see 99% efficient production string inverters.
California for inverter meters to have traceable calibration
The increasing commercialization of transformerless will lead to more accurate power and energy metering for all
inverter designs is one way that string inverters are expected applications.”
to achieve higher efficiencies in a smaller package. “If efficiency gains and cost reduction benefits overcome perceived
g C O N TAC T
safety concerns,” theorizes Solectria’s Worden, “then transDavid Brearley / SolarPro magazine / Ashland, OR /
formerless string inverters will gradually become more standavid.brearley@solarprofessional.com / solarprofessional.com
dard and accepted.” Other inverter manufacturers agree and
are planning new products for the North American market
Manufacturers
accordingly. SMA America Technical Sales Support Manager
Fronius USA / 810.220.4414 / fronius.com
Verena Arps notes: “We expect to see Code changes in the
KACO new energy / 415.931.2046 / kaco-newenergy.com
near future that will allow a full adoption of transformerless
Motech (distributed by groSolar) / 800.374.4494 / grosolar.com
inverters in the US market. This technology provides addiPower-One / 866.513.2839 / power-one.com
tional benefits to the decentralized string inverter concept.
PV Powered / 541.312.3832 / pvpowered.com
The topology already used by SMA in Europe achieves 98%
SMA America / 916.625.0870 / sma-america.com
efficiency, ensuring high energy yields and resulting in the
Solectria Renewables / 978.683.9700 / solren.com
shortest possible payback.”
Xantrex Technology / 604.422.8595 / xantrex.com
One possible Code change that may influence string
inverter design in the near future is a draft proposal of
Resources
Article 690.11 that recommends dc arc-fault protection
Brooks Engineering / 707.332.0761 / brooksolar.com
for PV systems. “When dc PV arc signatures are defined
New Mexico State University Institute for Energy and the Environment /
and detector circuits are available,” explains Wiles, “the
iee.nmsu.edu
inverter will be a prime location for a series arc fault
Solar America Board for Codes and Standards / solarabcs.org
detector/interrupter that will shut off the inverter to deal

“Although

Next Generation String Inverters
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The Building Side of

Building Integrated
BIPV offers the PV industry exciting market
opportunities and design innovations.
However, integrating BIPV products and
services into the building design and
construction industry is challenging.

Co u r t es y g ou l d ev a n s . co m

BIPV design study By using visualization tools,
the patterns of shade provided by BIPV elements
can be studied for effectiveness, such as on this
outdoor atrium for a fitness center in Arizona.
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B

uilding integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) systems provide many benefits beyond the generation of energy. With BIPV a building owner
can stand underneath a canopy and enjoy
the play of light through the PV cells or modules; a company can use its building facade
to advertise its green credentials; a homeowner can more easily gain acceptance from its neighbors
or homeowner association because the PV system’s visual
impact is minimized. Additionally, BIPV promises to make
the building process itself more sustainable: Total material
consumption is reduced through the use of multifunctional

Photovoltaics

by Jesse Wolf Corsi Henson, AIA, LEED AP

building features, such as facades, skylights, roofs, carports
or canopies that double as clean power generators.
“BIPV has become one of the most powerful visual manifestations of green design,” says Steven Strong, president of Solar
Design Associates, a pioneering BIPV services provider located
in Harvard, Massachusetts. “While there are literally hundreds of
options to improve a building’s performance and reduce its environmental footprint, most are invisible when you are done. BIPV
is unique in its visibility. Innovative architects are now adding
BIPV to their design pallet and the creative process. With continued progress in component and systems development, BIPV
is destined to become ubiquitous in the built environment.”

If BIPV is to succeed on a large scale, there is much to
learn and plenty of room for improvement. This is true not
only for solar professionals—product manufacturers, PV
system designers and integrators—but also for the building design and construction industry in general. Architects,
engineers, general and electrical contractors, and glaziers
are in the early stages of their BIPV learning curves.
UNDERSTANDing BIPV
Building integrated photovoltaic materials and applications
are not new. Solar Design Associates pioneered the BIPV concept 30 years ago with the completion of the Carlisle House, an

solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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BIPV

all electric, net zero energy application in Carlisle,
Massachusetts. One of the first BIPV facades was
completed in 1991 for the Aachen Municipal Utility in Aachen, Germany. This project demonstrated
that energy generation could be successfully integrated with a building facade curtainwall system.
Today’s BIPV applications beg for a holistic understanding, one that captures the multiple functions
BIPV can provide. These include power generation,
material replacement, architectural integration
and the creation of shade.
Power generation and energy harvest. The BIPV
component should generate power effectively and
harvest a meaningful amount of energy for the
building. Challenges are the building’s orientation, overall energy consumption and the power
density of the BIPV system. A wide variety of
technologies with associated power densities are
available from 4 W to 16 W per square foot. Each
project has a different answer as to what is meaningful and cost effective energy generation.
Conventional material replacement. BIPV components replace conventional building materials,
such as roof tile, roof membrane, facade cladding,
or facade or skylight glazing. This can lower total
material costs and reduce the construction time
for a building project, while minimizing the consumption of materials and natural resources. If
you compare the cost and installation time for a
BIPV skylight, for example, with the same quantity of skylight glass and a separate conventional
PV system, the BIPV skylight has a lower total
52
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Carlisle House Solar Design Associates (SDA) developed the first BIPV
system in 1979, working with R&D support from the US Department of
Energy. Later that year, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology commissioned SDA to design and engineer the Carlisle House, an energy efficient, passive solar home with a BIPV roof. This was the first residence
fully powered by a utility interactive PV system.

cost. Further, the BIPV skylight should have less
environmental impact since fewer materials are
used to achieve the same result: power generation, building enclosure and natural daylighting.
Aesthetic integration with architecture. A building’s BIPV component must integrate with its
overall design. Since aesthetics are more subjective than objective, opinions differ on this point.
In general, BIPV components should be complementary and harmonious with the architecture.
BIPV components provide a range of aesthetic
options, from being hidden among roof tiles to
being visible shade elements.
Shading benefits. The BIPV system itself, of
course, takes advantage of direct sun—but it
also can shield building surfaces and openings from unwanted solar heat gain. You can
argue that a conventional PV c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 5 4

Defining BIPV The photovoltaic facade and entry canopy at the Solaire
building in New York use custom modules supplied by altPOWER. These
features illustrate the major functions provided by BIPV: power generation, replacement of conventional materials, aesthetic integration and
shading benefits.

Plug into Solar Power

SM

Become a
groSolar dealer

and join America’s premier solar network.
Deliver your customers the world class service, premium products, industry intelligence and engineering
expertise of groSolar. Position your business for success by becoming a groSolar dealer and tapping into
the Nation’s premier solar power company. Along with our partners we’ve been pioneering solar for almost
30 years. Get so much more than quality products. Empower your customers to enjoy the financial benefits
of solar power and become a dealer of the Nation’s leading solar power solutions.
As one of the largest solar power distributors in N. America we invite you to leverage our strengths
to grow you business:
• Industry-leading online account management-ordering system and collateral portal
• Competitive pricing on modules, components and pre-engineered PV and SHW packages
• Outstanding technology including Motech inverters, groEnergy Watch
monitoring and Canadian Solar modules
• Nationwide warehouse network for faster service

About groSolar
groSolar is North America’s premier distributor, installer and integrator of solar
energy solutions for residential and commercial installations. Founded in 1998,
groSolar is the largest 100 percent U.S.-owned distribution company in the solar
industry. The company has offices and warehouses across the US, distributing
solar electric and solar hot water systems from offices in VT, NJ, NY, CT, MA,
MD, DE, PA, CO, MT, and CA.

866.GRO.SOLAR
groSolar.com/hot

BIPV

BIPV Market Dynamics
Given such obvious advantages,
you might expect BIPV to represent the majority of PV installations on buildings, but this is
not the case,
Between 2004 and 2008, one
major constraint on US BIPV
market development was the
explosive growth in international demand for PV products,
specifically in Germany. PV
manufacturers had little reason
to invest in BIPV products and
services when they could not
satisfy the demand for standard PV products. In addition,
the material shortage resulted
in higher prices for PV products in general and for BIPV
systems in particular. However
desirable BIPV may have been,
building owners and develop- Architectural glass The canopy at the California Academy of Sciences in San Francisco includes a BIPV component that was designed and manufactured by Applied Solar.
ers could not justify the cost.
Before analyzing the market On-site contractor Joseph Gartner USA, a subsidiary of Permasteelisa, installed all of the
penetration for BIPV products glass and glazing, including the BIPV system, since this was incorporated in the scope of
in the US, it is helpful to briefly work for the canopy.
review trends in Europe.
BIPV in Germany. The German Renewable Energy Sources
BIPV in the US. The situation for BIPV in the US is similar
Act of 2004 pays PV system owners a standard 20-year to that in Germany. The relative size of the BIPV market is a
feed-in tariff (FIT) rate for PV on buildings, which ranged tiny fraction of the overall PV market, and in general, large
at that time from €0.57 to €0.54 per kilowatt-hour depend- scale, non-BIPV projects account for the bulk of the installed
ing upon system size. A premium is applied to BIPV facade PV capacity. However, there is a fundamental difference
systems of €0.05 more for every kilowatt-hour generated. between the two markets, one that bodes well for BIPV in
In addition, German companies are trendsetters in BIPV the US. New building development in the US represents a
products and applications. Despite these incentives and significant percentage of the overall economy. There is also a
innovations, about 1% of the PV installations in Germany diversity of building development types and owners.
are building integrated.
According to the US Department of Commerce, the
The modest BIPV market penetration in Germany is “Annual Value of Construction Put in Place” in 2008 was
therefore not due to a lack of products or the low value of $805.2 billion. This represents 6.1% of the gross domestic
the electricity generated. A more likely reason is that the product and includes all new building construction—compace of building development in Germany does not match mercial and residential. For the same year, the grid-tied PV
well with the rapid explosion of the PV market. With limited market in the US constituted a capital investment of approxnew building construction available for PV, the preferred imately $2.34 billion. This assumes an average put in place
installation method has been sizable ground mounted cost of $8 per watt for the 292 MW of grid-tied PV capacity
arrays on farmland.
installed in the US in 2008, as reported by the Solar Electric
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array mounted above a roof
surface reduces solar heat
gain, but BIPV louvers at window openings are even more
effective.

Industry Association (SEIA). The sheer size of the US construction industry represents a great opportunity for BIPV.
The challenge is taking advantage of that opportunity.

negatively affect building performance by allowing heat
transfer into the building.
Nonoptimal array orientation and shading: Architectural aesthetics are sometimes allowed to drive the location
and orientation of BIPV modules, leading to nonoptimal
performance. Additionally, landscape or other building elements can create shading problems.
Limited access: Troubleshooting is often more complicated with BIPV systems. For example, the array wiring may
be hidden under the BIPV roof or behind the BIPV facade.
As a result of these challenges, many in the solar industry
believe that BIPV system performance is sacrificed in favor
of aesthetics.

Challenges to BIPV Implementation
In order for BIPV to achieve significant market penetration,
and for integrators to benefit from economies of scale, building designers need access to listed and tested products. They
also need to know how, when and where to specify these in
a manner that optimizes performance and return on investment. Coordination between trades, which is required for
successful installations, is another challenge to overcome.
Finally, BIPV projects need a financing mechanism.
Low volume production. There was a time when the novelty of BIPV modules meant components were custom made Successful BIPV System Design and Installation
to order for each project; specific UL and International Good design and installation practices make it possible to
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) testing protocols were overcome the challenges that BIPV system implementation
nonexistent. Steve Coonen, principal of the consulting firm present.
PV Glassworks, notes that the lack of UL listed products
Ventilation. In some BIPV roof and facade applications,
continues to be a major barrier to adoption: “BIPV glazing due to building function or aesthetic concerns, there is no
is typically custom made dimensionally, and is therefore gap between the building surface and the BIPV component.
also custom as it relates to electrical
specifications. UL does not recognize
multiple cell types under one listing,
The good news is that more and more of the
so each project needs to get UL 1703
separately. This is by far the largest
deterrent to BIPV implementation in
available BIPV products are UL listed or tested to IEC
the US.”
This one-off approach is also a
standards. This means that manufacturers are treating
potential cause of concern for the
long-term reputation of the PV indusBIPV products more like standard PV modules, using
try. A poorly constructed or low performing BIPV module, after all, creates
a perception problem for all PV appliquality mass production techniques to guarantee
cations. Developers also face risks
associated with the cost of on-site UL
performance, durability and longer warranty periods.
approval and how that process might
impact the building schedule. These
risks and other unknowns have the
potential to imperil project success.
The good news is that more and more of the available Waste heat from the energy conversion process is trapped,
BIPV products are UL listed or tested to IEC standards, such thereby compromising BIPV system performance, especially
as BIPV roofing materials and BIPV glass products. This in systems based on crystalline silicon technologies. Trapped
means that manufacturers are increasingly treating BIPV heat may also impose additional cooling loads on the buildproducts like standard PV modules, using quality mass pro- ing’s mechanical system.
duction techniques to guarantee performance, durability
Wherever possible, heat should be allowed to flow away
from the rear of BIPV surfaces by means of forced ventilaand longer warranty periods.
BIPV performance. BIPV applications offer some unique tion or natural convection provided by ventilation cavities
challenges compared to standard PV installations. These and air gaps in roofs or facades. Even BIPV louvers and caninclude:
opies can trap heat behind the photovoltaic surface since
Heat buildup: Limited airspace for convective cool- some of these products include a metal enclosure. With
ing negatively affects PV system power output; it can also some BIPV solutions, however—such as carports where
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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Be sure to include other shade
casting elements such as HVAC
equipment, light poles, trees and
adjacent buildings in the analysis. If the architect, owner or client insists on aesthetic continuity that requires BIPV surfaces
to be shaded, then dummy modules can be utilized in place of
BIPV modules. However, a truly
sustainable building concept
should promote a true response
to the sun.
Coordination between trades.

A successful BIPV installation
requires coordination among
Dummy modules The BIPV canopy at the Carlsbad Caverns Visitor’s Center in New
the various building trades.
Mexico consists of 36 SCHOTT Solar ASITHRU double glazed PV modules framed within a A major concern for a general
border of nonfunctional units, making the system less susceptible to shading.
contractor (GC) is minimizing
the number of trades involved
the array is exposed to breezes and relatively cool ambient to clearly define accountability and avoid unnecessary cost.
temperatures—a BIPV array will operate with cell tempera- However, BIPV often presents some confusion as to who is
tures lower than those found in a conventional rooftop PV best equipped to provide and install various components.
application.
Multiple trades may need to be involved. While one subconShade analysis. In a standard PV application, shade and tractor may install BIPV components, c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 5 8
orientation are major performance
considerations; however, with BIPV
these issues are even more critical. To
ensure that a BIPV installation produces the desired energy generation, a
thorough shade analysis must be conducted and then used to inform the
design. As the building design evolves,
the design team members must ensure
that BIPV areas remain shade free during peak generation times.
Because building geometry is often
complex, it can be challenging to identify
optimal locations for BIPV surfaces. The
computer models of the building form
that are created in the design phase of
the project can facilitate accurate shading analyses (see opening illustration).
Coordinated effort The successful construction of the BIPV canopy
required products and services from a
structural steel subcontractor, a glazing
subcontractor (pictured), and two electrical subcontractors, in addition to the
general contractor responsible for the
extensive renovation project.
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BIPV shade canopy Solar carports, like this one from CarbonFree Technology at ASU in Tempe, AZ, are potentially more
PPA friendly than other BIPV elements. This 731 kW PV array is integrated into an existing parking structure and incorporates
single axis tracking to optimize energy production.

other tradespeople are also affected. At the very least, access
to installation areas requires coordination among the GC
and subcontractors at the site.
For example, a glazing subcontractor may be charged
with installing BIPV glazing on-site in large custom skylight
areas, while the electrical subcontractor makes the electrical connections. All parties involved in a BIPV installation
need to bear in mind safety, code, insurance and warranty
considerations. Any warranty compatibility issues between
BIPV elements and other building components should
be resolved in the design process and carried forward
into construction. If any BIPV elements or building components are substituted during construction, it is important to carefully consider any repercussions. For example,
PV Wire of proper length and connector type needs to be
provided if the BIPV substitution does not come with preattached cables.
System commissioning. After the installation is complete,
it is critical to have the BIPV system commissioned. (Refer
to “PV System Commissioning,” October/November 2009,
SolarPro magazine.) This scope of work can often be added
to the commissioning services provided by independent
third parties for other building systems. Many green building
programs, such as Leadership in Energy and Environmental
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Design (LEED), encourage or require thorough commissioning of all building systems.
It is also important to include the training of building
maintenance staff as part of the commissioning process. If
maintenance personnel are unfamiliar with the BIPV system,
this may result in inadequate or inappropriate maintenance.
For example, building staff may think they are doing well by
washing BIPV elements on a biweekly basis, when biannual
cleaning may be more appropriate, saving considerably in
water and maintenance time.
Power Purchase Agreements and BIPV
Another challenge to BIPV market penetration relates to the
typical PV project financing mechanism. Large PV projects
in the US are often realized by using a contract referred to as
a power purchase agreement (PPA). The ability for investors
to leverage federal tax credits and other tax related incentives, such as accelerated depreciation, is a major reason for
the dominance of this business model, as is the sheer capital
outlay required for PV systems. As a result, the vast majority
of the grid-connected PV capacity currently being installed
in the US relies on PPA financing.
Because the PPA is so essential to PV project implementation, it is important to understand the inherent challenges

associated with using a PPA model to finance BIPV installations. Major impediments to installing BIPV under a PPA
include the following:
1. PPA providers often have a minimum system size that
works with their particular financing model, from 200 kW to
1 MW, for example. Many BIPV installations are smaller than
these minimum sizes.
2. PPA contract terms are often predicated on the ability
to remove the PV equipment after the agreement expires.
3. Under a PPA contract, the PV system owner is different
from the building owner. Separate ownership of the building and the PV system eliminates the financial gains that are
possible when PV materials are incorporated into the building enclosure.
4. PPA providers are often interested in the least expensive method of generating energy. The first costs associated
with BIPV products and applications can exceed those for
comparable standard PV systems.
PPA originators are often concerned that BIPV applications can increase the complexity of projects or that they
compromise optimum energy generation. Typically when
BIPV options are offered to end users in a PPA arrangement,
they provide less economic advantage than conventional

roof or ground mount PV systems. In other words, under a
PPA the $/kWh rate charged is typically higher for BIPV than
for conventional PV applications.
Solar shade canopies. There are many economic opportunities for companies such as CarbonFree Technology and Envision
Solar, which are among those seeking to provide BIPV shade
solutions using a PPA contract or a similar service agreement.
For example, Arizona State University (ASU) plans to install
25 MW of PV generating capacity on new and existing university buildings, as part of an effort to purchase or produce at
least 15% of its electricity from renewable sources. The policy
is being achieved, in part, through the use of photovoltaic
system services management agreements from CarbonFree
Technology. In these agreements ASU agrees to pay a monthly
amount for the PV generated electricity and related services.
The monthly amount is adjusted each year using a predetermined escalation rate (the annual rate of inflation). These
projects are part of a trend whereby public universities enter
into PPAs or PV service agreements so that large amounts of
PV capacity can be installed without having a negative impact
on the budgets for faculty and student services.
While ASU has added many new buildings to its
campus, offering prime opportunities for BIPV, the PPA
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which translates into a green signature for that client. A
happy and satisfied client advances the reputation of the
firm, promoting future business opportunities. The catch is
that the architect or engineer needs to set realistic expectations when selling BIPV ideas or concepts to the client. One
might describe this as the “three bears’ sweet spot,” meaning
that expectations should not be set too low or too high, but
rather just right. For example, if the goal for a new university
building is to be net zero energy, then the design team has
the responsibility to promote a BIPV concept that is more
performance oriented than purely aesthetic. In fact, due to
Working with Building Professionals
the quantity of energy typically required for a zero energy
The BIPV system is just one aspect of building design and building, it is important to first align budget expectations
construction among hundreds and possibly thousands of with the client to determine feasibility.
issues that architects, engineers and contractors must deal
General contractor. The responsibility for delivering a
with. Each of these professionals has their own responsibil- building on time and within the budget lies with the GC
ity to individual projects,
and its subcontractors. Some
and each impacts the
owner contracts with the GC,
success of a BIPV instalfor example, specify financial
lation in critical ways.
penalties for not meeting the
Building professionals are often
Building
professionals
budget or schedule.
are often skeptical when
As a general rule, the GC
skeptical when they encounter new
they encounter new techwants to avoid added risk and
nologies such as BIPV
uncertainty for any building
systems, which they may
component, especially those
technologies such as BIPV systems,
perceive as not vital to
with a limited track record such
the function of a buildas BIPV. Educating the GC on
which they may perceive as not
ing. In approaching green
the benefits and opportuniand sustainable buildties that BIPV can provide will
vital to the function of a building.
ings, however, the buildmitigate the misunderstandings and misinformation that
ing team is often willing
can lead to prohibitive pricing.
to innovate and challenge
More subcontractors, especially
convention.
Architects and Engineers. Architects and engineers are those with an electrical specialty, are becoming knowledgeresponsible for selecting appropriate building components. able about PV systems in general. Additional information
As such, the risks and rewards for selecting a BIPV system and case studies on BIPV are needed to increase adoption.
generally lie with the architect or engineer.
Budget estimation. Although cost per watt is common in
The risk that architects and engineers run is that if a BIPV the utility industry, it is not familiar to most building prosystem does not meet client or end user performance expec- fessionals. It is therefore helpful to provide the architect,
tations, this can damage their reputation, result in lost busi- engineer and GC with BIPV cost per square foot data. Cost
ness and leave them on the hook for replacement costs or per square foot is used to qualify all other building systems,
civil penalties. Product liability is a major issue in the building and the building professional needs this data to convey BIPV
design and construction industry. Design professionals have cost information clearly and with confidence to the client or
second thoughts if they believe that the installation of BIPV end user.
products may result in cracks, water leaks or damage to the
Budget discussions typically begin with an order of magnibuilding, and put personal property or people at risk. In fact, tude and an assumption of total installed cost, referred to as an
architects and engineers are charged with protecting public allowance. As the design process evolves, it becomes possible
health, safety and welfare when they receive their license.
to narrow from types of system to individual PV component
The reward for architects and engineers is that BIPV manufacturers, thus enabling more precise cost estimates. If
systems may allow them to deliver an overall design that precise cost estimates are provided prematurely, before a speexceeds owner expectations. A building that generates cific design is identified, then the basis for such information is
clean renewable energy, after all, serves the greater good, conjectural, which may lead to misaligned expectations.
contract method has been a major limiting factor. CarbonFree Technologies arrived at a noteworthy solution with the
deployment of solar carports. At press time, 2 MW of PV have
been installed at ASU, with elevated arrays on existing parking structures accounting for 80%. A major side benefit of the
elevated arrays, of course, is the creation of shade. In fact, the
top deck of one parking structure can now host outdoor gatherings protected from the harsh Arizona sun. As the project
developer for the ASU shade canopies, CarbonFree Technology used single axis tracking for optimum energy production.
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Making a green statement Glazers from the Carvist Corporation are pictured installing BIPV modules at the Tiger Woods
Learning Center in Anaheim, CA. Because the curtainwall is both curved and sloped, modules of differing sizes were specified.
Solar Design Associates also varied the light transmission from 5% at the top of the wall to 30% at the bottom, like the tinted
band on a car windshield. Clear glass is used at eye level.

While it is often possible to provide comparable cost
information for past and current projects to set expectations, exercise care. Every project is different. For example,
in this difficult economic climate, cost for materials and
labor varies significantly over time. The demand for building
design and construction services is lower now, forcing many
projects to contract below true cost in order to keep workers
employed and keep cash moving through the system.
BIPV system performance, which is separate from but
related to the project budget, can be predicted by taking
into account information on individual PV components,
installation and orientation, similar to the prediction of
conventional PV system performance. This sort of prediction is critical for the clients to understand the value and
life cycle of their investment in BIPV.
Building Delivery Methods
Building design and construction delivery methods have an
impact on BIPV applications. This is due in large part to the
different relationships that the design and construction professionals have with one another and with the owner or client. There are three major building design and construction
delivery methods: design, bid and build (DBB); construction
manager at risk (CMAR); and design/build (D/B).
Design, bid and build. In a DBB delivery method, the
owner or client hires the architects and engineers who prepare design documents—drawings and specifications—for

bidding by multiple GCs. During design and up to the bidding process, the owner is provided cost of construction estimates by independent consultants. However, the estimators
have no control over the actual cost of construction, which
is not known until bidding is complete.
Depending on market trends, often the lowest bid can
exceed the owner’s budget by 1% to 5%. It is common to identify optional or costly items on a list of bid alternates slated
for removal to bring the construction cost in line with the
budget. BIVP systems are typically on this list. When BIPV is
offered as a bid alternate, it is very important to make sure
that an acceptable replacement of the affected areas is coordinated using nonphotovoltaic building materials.
Architects are typically the champions for BIPV systems
under the DBB method. As such, it is absolutely essential that
they inspire owner confidence in BIPV and commitment to
the project early in the design process. In a way, going the
BIPV route early in the design builds in a deterrence to its
wholesale removal since it is intertwined with the building’s
skin and the architect’s concept.
Construction manager at risk. In a CMAR building delivery
method, the owner hires separate design and construction
management teams at the beginning of the building project.
Contractually, the GC becomes a CMAR entity. Typically, the
CMAR entity is responsible for providing cost estimates during the design phases and for creating a construction schedule. During the bidding phase, the CMAR entity obtains hard
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pricing from subcontractors for each scope of work, including BIPV system installation.
Often the CMAR method is used to reduce construction
time by enabling the separate award of major components
with long lead times, such as structural steel and HVAC
equipment. In addition, the CMAR entity conducts multiple value analysis or value engineering sessions, in which
individual components and systems are reviewed for budget compliance, often on initial construction cost alone
without regard to long-term operating costs. This allows
the owner to be confident that the budget and construction cost will align.

process is to have one party, the GC, responsible for the
entire project from inception to completion. This method
often results in the shortest total project time. Often this is
achieved through a limited design process and through repetition of familiar design elements and systems.
Champions for BIPV systems under the design/build
method are typically construction team members since
the power of the process is weighted towards them. Architects and electrical engineers can play constructive roles by
determining where and how BIPV can be incorporated into
the overall building design. In order to consider BIPV systems under the D/B delivery method, it is critical that one
or more team member has successful
past experiences with BIPV, as there
is little time for experimentation.
“The most important consideration,” says Steve
“Of all the building delivery methods, we like design/build the best,”
Coonen, principal consultant at PV Glassworks,
says Anthony Pereira, president and
CEO of altPOWER, which offers BIPV
services from its headquarters in
“is to get the BIPV scope of work written into the
New York. “We feel that the client gets
the best value with a design/build
project specifications and bid documents. This is
scenario. Unfortunately, most of our
jobs have been design/bid/build, and
cost effective because it allows licensed on-site
this is a major stress. You really have
to put a lot of up front effort into a
good BIPV design, which not many
contractors to install the BIPV as part of their overall
people have the knowledge to do.”
Coonen at PV Glassworks agrees:
scope of work on the project.”
“For BIPV glass, design/build is the
easiest and fastest way to deliver a
project due to the custom nature of the
glass sizing.” For BIPV roofing, however, he points out that design/bid/
The champions for BIPV systems under the CMAR build is another good method. “For a BIPV roof, simply place
method can be either the design team members or the con- the scope of the PV roofing material in the specifying package
struction team members since the process is meant to bal- with the standard roofing specs and place the PV inverter and
ance power between the two sides. Either way, it is critical electrical work into the electrician’s scope. Use the junction
that BIPV be sold to the owner based on a long-term savings box for the PV laminates as the line of delineation between
analysis since the budget allocated to BIPV systems makes the two scopes of work. The most important consideration is
for a tempting cost savings target.
to get the BIPV scope of work written into the project speciIt is typical for major subcontractors—steel, HVAC, elec- fications and bid documents. This is cost effective because it
trical and glazing—to provide assistance during the design allows licensed on-site contractors to install the BIPV as part
phase. Once BIPV is part of the design, the CMAR entity of their overall scope of work on the project.”
should identify glazing and electrical subcontractors who
may be willing to provide BIPV design and installation ser- Business Model Considerations
vices. For example, an electrical subcontractor is typically BIPV represents an opportunity for suppliers and installthe entity most familiar with individual BIPV component ers of typical building components to expand their business
specifications, cost and availability.
model. Of course, you cannot become a supplier or installer
Design/build. Under the D/B method, the owner typi- without conducting product research and undergoing specally contracts directly with the GC, who then hires sepa- cialized training or hiring properly trained personnel. Some
rate design consultants. A major intent of the design/build AHJs require special licenses for solar installations.
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Scope of work On this ProLogis installation for Portland General Electric, in Portland, Oregon, a roofing subcontractor is
responsible for installing the BIPV laminates and making certain that the PV Wire whips are accessible in the elevated junction
boxes. The scope of work for the electrical subcontractor begins inside the rooftop junction boxes and continues to the point of
interconnection.

Solar manufacturers and building product manufacturers have much to gain from working together. One area of
common concern is assessing and creating demand for BIPV
products and services. Building product manufacturers have
the experience, the resources and—most importantly—the
contacts to be effective in assessing demand and chasing
down potential opportunities. Manufacturers have a network of sales, technical support, suppliers and installer personnel. The most common building product manufacturers
who may have an interest in BIPV are often glazing, skylight,
exterior louver, metal panel and roofing companies.
Kawneer, for example, is a major US manufacturer of
aluminum storefront and curtainwall products that is
active in the BIPV arena. By being one of the first to combine its building product know-how with BIPV, Kawneer is
gaining vital experience. However, one challenge it faces
is a lack of BIPV system design consulting services. Few
design professionals have experience with BIPV systems,
in large part because the demand for on-site renewable
energy has been weak.
The expectation that a major manufacturer such as Kawneer will bear design costs for individual projects as a means
to build its business points to a weakness undermining the
widespread adoption of BIPV. Building design and construction professionals need to get serious about either paying
for or providing on-site renewable consulting services. Each
project needs a team member to champion BIPV products,

so there is a stronger likelihood that a specific opportunity
will convert to realization.
Building sectors. Companies interested in designing, supplying or installing BIPV systems need to be aware of the
differences between various building sectors. This is not as
simple as dividing the building sector into residential and
commercial building types. Picking up a familiar building
trade publication, Engineering News Record’s Annual Design
Source Book, you see a multitude of specialized building sectors, including but not limited to:
health care
K–12 schools
higher education
government
civic/cultural
retail/entertainment
hospitality/resort
office
warehouse/industrial
multifamily residential
Even within the residential sector, there are substantial
differences between single family residential and multifamily residential. Differences between building sectors include
scale, complexity, codes, financing, general contractors,
design professionals and client types. The best opportunities
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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LEED standard, version 3, provides
up to seven points for on-site renewable energy systems such as BIPV.
Because the quantity of points
achieved is based upon the percentage reduction of utility energy
cost, BIPV systems can obtain more
points when they are installed on
energy efficient buildings. One
advantage for BIPV applications is
the creation of shade at windows
and curtainwalls that can reduce
total energy consumption by lowering cooling and lighting loads while
still allowing daylight.
Architecture 2030. The Architecture 2030 Challenge, issued by the
American Institute of Architects,
seeks to incrementally achieve net
Understand project goals The Verdesian is a residential high-rise tower in Manhattan
zero energy buildings by 2030 and
designed by Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects and constructed by Turner Construction. The
thereby to avoid dramatic climatic
upper facade incorporates BIPV modules supplied by altPOWER that help the project
change and sea-level rise caused
achieve the LEED goals established by Albanese Organization, the developer.
by high CO2 levels. BIPV is a logical
means to achieve these goals.
for BIPV, altPOWER’s Pereira believes, lie in the higher eduCarbon cap and trade. Mandacation, civic/cultural, hospitality/resort, office and multi- tory CO2 reduction through government regulation may soon
family residential sectors.
transpire in the US, perhaps resulting in a robust market for
Understanding the client type is key to understanding CO2 trading. This is not directly linked to the building design
each building sector and its inclination toward BIPV. For and construction industry, of course, and will not impact the
example, a private university is more apt to install BIPV than demand for BIPV as directly as LEED or Architecture 2030. Howa private developer. The university can reduce operating ever, mandatory CO2 reduction will change the electricity marexpenses and make a visible green statement, one that cor- ketplace, making on-site renewable energy more competitive.
responds with its reputation or mission statement. The priBIPV manufacturers and companies providing BIPV
vate developer, however, has a responsibility to shareholders services will do well to track trends in green building and
to maximize profits and minimize capital expenses, which sustainable design in order to bring appropriate products to
often puts BIPV out of reach. For example, Carnegie Mellon market at the optimal time.
University installed a BIPV system as part of its Intelligent
Workplace in 1997. At the time, BIPV was considered cutg C O N TAC T
ting edge. The project was feasible because of an alignment
Jesse Wolf Corsi Henson, AIA, LEED AP / architect and PV consultant /
between a progressive mission statement and private finanPhoenix, AZ / hensonarch@gmail.com
cial support. Not every project has such good fortune, but
early adopters such as Carnegie Mellon have helped create
Resources:
a BIPV market.
altPOWER / 212.206.0022 / altpower.com
Market Signals and Future Potential
BIPV is receiving some positive market signals courtesy of
voluntary and mandatory programs that promote sustainable or green policies.
LEED goals. Over the past 10 years, the US Green Building Council has administered the LEED program, a point
based system whereby third parties quantify and certify the
green attributes of new and existing buildings. The current
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Architecture 2030 / architecture2030.org
CarbonFree Technology / 416.975.8800 / carbonfreetechnology.com
Envision Solar / 858.799.4583 / envisionsolar.com
Kawneer / 877.767.0107 / kawneer.com
U.S. Green Building Council (LEED) / usgbc.org/LEED
PV Glassworks / 530.913.9775 / schoonen@gmail.com
Solar Design Associates / 978.456.6855 / solardesign.com
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3-Phase Line Currents
In PV systems where the 3-phase source is made up of three or more interconnected single-phase inverters, line currents are affected by the arrangement
By Marvin Hamon, PE
and power rating of the inverters.

line side connection. It is simple to find the line
currents, since they are equal to the phase currents
in both balanced and unbalanced conditions.
Delta. In the ∆ connected system, the ac line conductors
of the inverters are connected at each corner of the ∆. These
three nodes form the line side connection points. There is no
neutral node in a ∆ system. Even where the building distribution system is connected in a Y configuration, the ∆ configuration is commonly used for inverter interconnections.
Because there is no neutral current in the ∆ configuration,
Ia
Ia
a

Ina

Three-Phase SystemS
There are two types of 3-phase
systems in use: Y and ∆. Diagram
1 shows how three single-phase
inverters would connect to form
each type of system. The a-, b- and
c-node labels and arrows indicating the direction of current flow are
used for the example calculations
that follow.
Wye. In the Y connected system,
the ac neutral conductors of each
inverter are connected at a node,
forming the neutral; the ac line conductor of each inverter becomes the
66

Ica
In

n
Inc

Iab

Inb
Ib

c

b

Ibc
c

b
Ic

Wye diagram

Ic
Ib

Delta diagram

Diagram 1 In a wye connected system, each single-phase inverter is connected
between the ac neutral and one of the three ac lines. In a delta connected system, there is
no neutral and each single-phase inverter is connected to two of the three ac lines.
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T

o correctly size line conductors
and overcurrent protection devices
in a 3-phase system, it is necessary to
compute the line currents. This calculation is
relatively easy for a wye (Y) connected configuration or for a delta (∆) connected configuration if the
three phases are in balance. If the currents are not balanced
across the three phases in a ∆ system, however, difficulties
arise. In that case calculating the line currents requires an
understanding of trigonometry and vector math. With the
application of some basic trig and
an understanding of the relationa
ships between the phase currents,
it is not too difficult to find the line
currents. A few shortcuts make the
process easier.

Phase B

Phase C

Example 1 one 6 kW
		
inverter

Phase A

one 6 kW
inverter

one 6 kW
inverter

Example 2 two 6 kW
		
inverters

two 6 kW
inverters

two 6 kW
inverters

Example 3 two 6 kW
		
inverters

one 12 kW
inverter

one 12 kW
inverter

value of the phase current vector in amperes. The direction
is measured in degrees; in a 3-phase system the phase voltage vectors are 120° apart from each other. Assuming all the
inverters are operating at the same power factor, the phase
current vectors will also be 120° apart from each other.
The relationship between the phase currents is typically
described using a phasor diagram, such as Diagram 2. This is
a current phasor diagram that shows a snapshot of the relationship between the phase currents at a given time, making
it possible to analyze the system and determine the line currents. The phase currents are written as follows, where X is
the magnitude of the current in amperes:
Ica = (X, 0°)
Iab = (X, 120°)
Ibc = (X, 240°)
90º

Unbalanced. In an unbalanced 3-phase system, the inverter
voltage ratings are the same on all the phases, but the power
ratings per phase are different. An unbalanced system can
be made up of any number of inverters connected in parallel in each phase. The following are examples of unbalanced
systems.
Phase A

Phase B

Phase C

Example 1 two 6 kW
		
inverters

one 6 kW
inverter

one 6 kW
inverter

Example 2 No inverter
			

one 6 kW
inverter

one 6 kW
inverter

Example 3 two 6 kW
		
inverters

one 6 kW
inverter

one 8 kW
inverter

Iab

0/7/39/
PMS 45

120º
180º

Ica

120º

0/28/100/6
PMS 124c

0º
Co ur te sy h a m on e n gin e e r in g.c om

there is no need to reevaluate the existing service neutral
conductor ampacity.
Balanced. In a balanced 3-phase system, the inverters on
each of the three phases have the same voltage and power
rating. A balanced system can be made up of any number of
inverters connected in parallel in each phase, as long as the
total power on each of the three phases is equal. The following are examples of balanced systems.

120º

Ibc

270º

While it is possible in theory to have any combination
of inverters in an unbalanced system, the local utility interconnection standards typically set a maximum value for the
phase imbalance.
Balanced Case Phasor Math
In a balanced configuration, the inverters on each phase all
have equal power and therefore equal current outputs. Consider the ∆ connected system in Diagram 1. The line currents
are the sum of the phase currents from the two inverters that
are connected to a given node. For example:
Ia = Ica – Iab

This calculation is a vector calculation and not a straight
subtraction of the currents, which is why if Ica and Iab are
both 10 A, then Ia is not 0 A. The phase current vectors each
have a magnitude and a direction. The magnitude is the

Diagram 2 This phase diagram shows the relationship
between the phase currents in a balanced, ∆ connected
inverter system.

In a balanced 3-phase system, the value of X is the same
for each of the phases. Therefore the magnitude of the line
currents is equal.
To find the magnitude of one of the line currents, the first
step is to form the line current equation. Referring to the ∆
connected system shown in Diagram 1 and looking at the
a-node, the line current equation for the line current leaving
the a-node is Ia = Ica – Iab.
This operation is shown graphically in Diagram 3 (p. 68),
in which the vector -Iab is added to Ica. When the sign of a
vector is reversed, its direction is reversed; so while Iab goes
from the center to the upper left in Diagram 3, -Iab would go
from the center to the lower right. Moving the vector from
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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11/1/0/64
PMS 431c

0/46/10
PMS 751

c-Si Photo
3-Phase
Line
voltaics
Currents

the center of the diagram to the end of Ica allows the vector
to be shown graphically.
To correctly size the line conductors, you need only find
the magnitude of Ia. The direction of the vector does not
affect the conductor sizing. At this point several parameters
are available:

90º

Iab

120º

Ica

C ou r te sy h a m on e n g i ne e r i ng . c o m

180º
120º

0º
–Iab

• The magnitude of Ica is |Ica|.
• The magnitude of Iab is |Iab|.
• The angle between Ica and −Iab is the same as the angle
between Ica and Iab, which is 120°.

Ia

To find the magnitude |Ia| requires the application of one
of the Laws of Cosines equations, in this case the following:

Ibc

|Ia|2 = |Iab|2 + |Ica|2 – 2 x |Iab| × |Ica| × cos(120°)
270º

Diagram 3 The line current Ia in the ∆ connected system
shown in Diagram 1 is found by using the equation
Ia = Ica – Iab. This vector operation is shown here graphically
using a phasor diagram: Iab is added to Ica, resulting in the
new vector Ia.

Since this is a balanced 3-phase system, |Iab| is equal to
|Ica|, which is labeled hereafter as |Iph|. Making the substitution for |Iab| and |Ica| in equation 1 results in:
|Ia|2 = |Iph|2 + |Iph|2 – 2 × |Iph| × |Iph| × cos(120°) (2)

Get THE Distinguished Mark for
Renewable Energy Professionals
Since 2003, the North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners
(NABCEP) has been awarding professional credentials to renewable
energy installers. NABCEP’s
rigorous competency standards
for certification send a clear
message to consumers, installers, investors, and public officials that the industry stresses high quality,
safe and ethical business practices, and strong workmanship standards.
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3-phase, 240 V
Ia = 66.1 A
Ib = 66.1 A
Ic = 43.3 A

6 kW single-phase, grid-interactive inverter (x4)
A

B

C

Iab1 = 25 A*
Ica = 25 A
Ibc = 25 A
Iab2 = 25 A*
* Iab = Iab1 + Iab2 = 50 A

Simplifying by combining terms gives:
|Ia|2 = 2 × |Iph|2 × (1 – cos(120°))			

(3)

Evaluating cos(120°) to -0.5 gives:
|Ia|2 = 3 × |Iph|2				

(4)

Taking the square root of both sides gives the familiar
equation for line current in a balanced ∆ system and results
in the solution for |Ia|:
|Ia| = |Iph| × √‾
				
3

(5)

As an example, if the ∆ system was configured with three
inverters with a maximum ac current of 10 A each, then the
maximum line current for each of the three phases would be
10 x √‾
3 or 17.3 A. If the system used six inverters with two
in parallel on each phase, then the maximum line current
would be 20 x √‾
3 or 34.6 A.
The Unbalanced Case
For the unbalanced ∆ configuration, start with equation (1).
However, you can not assume that |Iab| is equal to |Ica|.
Equation (1) can be simplified by evaluating cos(120°) to
equal -0.5, which gives:
|Ia|2 = |Iab|2 + |Ica|2 + |Iab| × |Ica|		

(6)

Taking the square root of both sides gives the solution
for |Ia| as:
|Iab|2 + |Ica|2 + |Iab| × |Ica|)
|Ia| = √‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾

(7)

Since the line current is different for each line, depending
on the value of the phase current, it is necessary to compute
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Diagram 4 The four 6 kW inverters in the example are stacked in an
unbalanced 240 Vac delta configuration. The largest calculated value for
line current, 66.1 A, is used to size
the line conductors.

the line currents for each phase and determine the largest
value. The largest value for line current is used to size the
line conductors.
As an example, assume the following ∆ configuration of
240 V inverters, as shown in Diagram 4:
Phase AB	Phase BC	Phase CA
two 6 kW inverters one 6 kW Inverter one 6 kW inverter

The magnitude of the phase currents are:
Phase AB	Phase BC		Phase CA
50 A	
25 A			 25 A
(502 + 252 + (50 x 25)) = 66.1 A
|Ia| = √‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾
|Ib| = √‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾
(502 + 252 + (50 x 25)) = 66.1 A
|Ic| = √‾
3 × 25 = 43.3 A

Conclusion
Understanding how phase currents add together is important
when sizing line conductors in an unbalanced 3-phase system. While the math involved to derive the line current equation may be challenging, depending on how long ago those
trig classes were, the final equation does not require anything
more than a calculator with a square root button.
In the above examples, I have focused on finding the magnitude of the line current. It is only a bit more complex to find
the complete solution, which uses vector math to find both the
magnitude and the direction of the line current. This is left as
an exercise for the reader, with the hint that the line current in
a balanced 3-phase system is 30° from the phase current.
g C O N TAC T
Marvin R. Hamon, PE / Hamon Engineering / Alameda, CA /
info@hamonengineering.com / hamonengineering.com
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Residential

PV System
By Ryan Mayfield

Ever-increasing
code complexity
red tags some
installations.

T

he first residential PV projects were installed in
locations far from the long arm of the building
code establishment. As a consequence, many of
the early PV installers were not familiar with or
held to the standards set by the National Electrical Code, the International Building Code (IBC)
and local jurisdictions. As the PV industry has grown, so has
the need for strict compliance with these codes. Today’s PV
installations often require multiple permits and inspections.
Installation techniques and practices have evolved accordingly. In addition, many traditional ac electricians are entering the PV field and implementing electrical trade practices
during installations.
The PV, building and electrical industries are constantly
evolving as new equipment and methodologies are developed and released. Consequently, the governing codes are
also constantly being updated to meet the requirements of
their respective industries. This requires contractors to stay
abreast of new information and requirements as they are
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released. Many new—and sometimes some old—issues about
code compliance surface during PV system installation and
inspection. To add to that difficulty, depending on the jurisdiction you work in, you may be held to current code cycles
or sometimes to previous versions. This ultimately leads to
confusion among contractors, PV installers, and enforcement
and inspection officials, especially as these groups communicate with peers in other states and jurisdictions.
General Code Violations
The NEC is the guiding document for the electrical portion
of PV installations. Some jurisdictions have specialty code
requirements, but most are based on the NEC. While the
NEC is considered the premier document guiding electrical installations, its acceptance and interpretation is determined by the AHJ, as outlined in Article 90.4.
Sloppy workmanship. One of the first requirements in
the NEC appears in Article 110.12, which states, “Electrical equipment shall be installed in a neat and workmanlike
manner.” While the Code does not and inspectors cannot
define neat and workmanlike, they will know it when they
see it. When work is neither neat nor workmanlike, it is a cue
to inspectors to look even harder for additional Code violations. A National Electrical Installation Standard—Standard
for Good Workmanship in Electrical Contracting published by
the National Electrical Contractors Association—defines
this requirement. (See Resources.)
Wire management is one critical issue to consider during installation. Since most PV modules come with factory
installed quick connect plugs, it is not easy to use conduit
to protect and manage the array wiring. The installer must

properly support the wiring to prevent it from being damaged, especially where it could be exposed to physical harm.
Jim Dunlop of Jim Dunlop Solar, and author of Photovoltaic
Systems says, “One of the areas that I think can use some
improvement is in the management of the PV source circuit
conductors.” Most installers protect wiring from damage
caused by roofing and racking. While rodents are not a widespread problem, some installers in the northeastern US also
install guards along the array edges to discourage varmints
from chewing on the wires and causing failures.
Not installed to listing. Another general NEC requirement
is found in Article 110.3(B), which reads: “Listed or labeled
equipment shall be installed and used in accordance with
any instructions included in the listing or labeling.” This
covers a large number of considerations, from mechanical
to electrical.
A common electrical mistake is to install an overcurrent
protection device (OCPD), such as a circuit breaker or fuse,
in a manner that violates the ampere rating specified by the
inverter manufacturer. This can result in the conductors
being inadequately protected or in nuisance tripping, which
ultimately reduces energy production. While this problem
may have been more prevalent in the early days of grid-direct
installations, it still comes up today.
Improperly sized fuses or circuit breakers for PV source
circuits present another issue. All PV modules come with
a series fuse rating that should be used to determine the
overcurrent protection size for the PV source circuits. It
may be possible to use smaller fuses, but this generally
does not benefit the installer. The bottom line is that the

OCPD used to protect PV power circuits needs to be sized
based on NEC Article 690.8, not based on what is on the
truck that day.
Typically, most of the components used in a PV installation will be installed outdoors. This requires that individual components be listed for outdoor use and exposure
to the elements. Many of the enclosures used, for example,
will carry a National Electrical Manufacturers Association
(NEMA) rating of at least 3R. This indicates that an enclosure is weather resistant when mounted in a vertical orientation. Most of these boxes are not considered weather resistant when mounted at any other angle. Therefore, using a
NEMA 3R junction box or disconnect mounted parallel to
a roof surface is a direct violation of Code, unless additional
testing was performed by a Nationally Recognized Testing
Laboratory (NRTL). It is possible to use a NEMA 4 enclosure
where the location requires mounting the box on an incline
or even on its back. Although several combiner box manufacturers use NEMA 4 enclosures, most disconnects must be
mounted on a vertical surface.
Article 690.4(D), an addition to the 2008 NEC, requires
that equipment used in PV systems, including sourcecircuit combiner boxes, “shall be identified and listed for the
application.” This addition to Code restricts the use of on-site
manufactured combiner boxes. While it is possible to individually purchase the components used in a listed combiner
box, if these are assembled in the field the final product is
not identified and listed for the application. This requires
that a NRTL evaluate the product and components used.
The NRTL verifies proper construction and checks that the

Wire management Conductors need to be properly
supported and protected from damage to ensure system
longevity, performance and safety. Here is one of the worst
examples we have come across.

Equipment locations Verify that the installed equipment
carries proper NEMA ratings and listings for the location.
NEMA 3R boxes, like the one pictured here, require additional
testing if mounted in any position other than vertical.
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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Wiring Methods
PV systems present their own set of challenges when it
comes to wiring. Source-circuit wiring is often exposed to
sunlight and extreme temperatures, while output circuits
are often run at very high dc voltages inside hot conduit.
The inverter output circuit for utility interactive inverters sends electricity into the grid—the wrong direction for
current to flow, in the minds of many inspectors. Live dc
circuits on the roof always cause inspectors grave concern,
even though these are inherently current limited. These are
all legitimate concerns that system designers and installers
need to account for and be prepared to explain to permit
and inspection officials.
Temperature correction. One of the first Code requirements
that PV installers need to review is Article 110. This article
specifically addresses temperature limitations associated
with conductor ampacity. Since PV systems operate at excessive temperatures, this section can have major implications.
Article 310 in the 2008 NEC now includes Table 310.15(B)
(2)(c), “Ambient Temperature Adjustment for Conduits
Exposed to Sunlight On or Above Rooftops.” The adjustments in this table “shall be added to the outdoor temperature to determine the applicable ambient temperature for
application of the correction factors in Table 310.16 and
Table 310.18.” Such an adjustment can require significantly
larger wire sizes, depending on the local temperatures and
the height of the conduit off the roof.
According to Brian Crise, lead instructor at the Portland,
Oregon, NECA/IBEW training facility: “This is one of the areas
that catches some traditional electricians. Many of them do
not estimate rooftop temperatures as high as they can actually get.” Crise also sits on Code Making Panel number four,
which includes purview of Article 690. “One of [the panel’s]
big concerns,” he explains, “is equipment installed outside
of its temperature range. This includes using properly rated
conduit, wiring and enclosures. In addition to applying the
74
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new temperature adjustment table, installers also need to be
aware of the temperature effects on the conduit. Both PVC
and metallic conduit have large expansion coefficients when
placed on rooftops. Therefore, the conduit runs need to be
installed with expansion couplings and proper support.”
Article 310.15(A)(2) includes an exception allowing for a
less restrictive calculation. This exception applies where the
conduit along the rooftop is less than 10 feet in length or
less than 10% of the total circuit length, whichever is less. If
the conduit is minimally exposed, the balance of the conduit
length is able to dissipate the heat effectively, thereby reducing the heating impact. This exception may allow installers
of residential PV to avoid upsizing conductors and conduit.
Color coding. A longstanding convention in PV installation is to mark the positive dc circuit conductor red and the
negative conductor black. While this may be recognizable to
PV professionals, it is not a correct method per the NEC nor
is it safe. It may lead to confusion. Article 200.6(A) dictates
that grounded current-carrying conductors smaller than
6 AWG “shall be identified by a continuous white or gray
outer finish or by three continuous white stripes on other
than green insulation along its entire length.” There is an
exception to the size restraint in 200.6(A)(2). This allows PV
source conductors to be installed and marked at their terminations. The use of white tape, for example, can identify a PV
source conductor as grounded.
When describing and calling out conductors, it is more
appropriate to refer to nongrounded current-carrying conductors and grounded current-carrying conductors. The former is
typically the positive conductor, and the c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 7 6
Not UV rated Not only are these conductors not rated for
the environment in which they are installed, but they are also
exposed to potential physical damage.
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accompanying documentation is sufficient for field personnel to properly install the unit.
PV combiner boxes now need to be listed to UL 1741.
Installers can choose among several types of combiner boxes,
from simple junction boxes to large multiple string combiners, that incorporate fusing. (See “Pulling It All Together,”
April/May 2009, SolarPro magazine.) Article 690.4(D) should
eliminate the use of non-listed combiners, but John Hardwick, training manager for Sharp Solar, notes: “I am still seeing installations where the installer has used indoor-rated
wire nuts inside a NEMA 3R junction box on the rooftop. We
encourage installers in our trainings to use listed junction
boxes that are properly flashed at the roof penetration to
ensure a proper electrical connection and a weather-tight
junction on the roof.”

$/W is soooo 2008.

It’s all about $/kWh now.
Introducing the UJ6 module series
from Mitsubishi Electric
212 to 235 watts
With the solar industry shifting its focus from $/W to $/kWh, a module’s real-life energy performance is extremely important.
Mitsubishi Electric PV modules have one of the highest PTC ratings in the industry and are well known for exceeding power
output expectations in real life conditions. All of our PV modules have a tight +/- 3% power tolerance, a 25-year power
output warranty, and are known for their exceptional quality and reliability.
In our new UJ6 series, we’ve not only increased the number of cells per module from 50 to 60, we’ve also improved the cell
efficiency to bring you more power per square foot. Mitsubishi Electric PV modules have some of the most innovative safety
features in the industry including a triple-layer junction box, 100% lead-free solder, and a back protection bar for extra
support. The new modules range in size from 212 watts to 235 watts and are designed for roof mount or ground mount
commercial installations.
For more information please
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call 714-236-6137 or visit
www.MitsubishiElectricSolar.com
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One of the first Code requirements
that PV installers need to review is
Article 110. This article specifically
addresses temperature limitations
associated with conductor ampacity.

Color coding While an
exception to NEC 200.6(A)
(2) allows for reidentifying PV source conductors
at their terminations, this
photo shows a poor example. Since white and black
USE-2 were both available,
the black conductor should
have been dedicated to
the fused nongrounded
current-carrying conductors
and the white conductor
to the unfused grounded
conductors.
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latter typically the negative. This is more descriptive and identifies the conductor’s role in the circuit to qualified personnel.
Under this nomenclature, color coding is also clarified.
The nongrounded current-carrying conductor may be
any color other than white, gray, green or green with yellow
stripes. Typically, this conductor is red, which is acceptable
per the NEC and stands out to a technician servicing the
system. When a positively grounded PV system is employed,
it may be in the installer’s best interest to use both proper
color coding and additional labeling to identify the system
as positively grounded.
Readily accessible conductors. NEC Article 690.31(B)
allows for the installation of unprotected current-carrying
conductors in PV systems. This is one of the only places in
the NEC where such conductors are allowed. In the 2008
NEC, however, there is an addition to 690.31(A) that states:
“Where photovoltaic source and output circuits operating at maximum system voltages greater than 30 volts are
installed in readily accessible locations, circuit conductors
shall be installed in a raceway.” This requirement is problematic for ground mounted or other PV arrays that are
considered “readily accessible” per NEC Article 100 and use
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modules with the quick connect cables attached
to the junction boxes. These modules do not have
a method for conduit attachment and make it difficult to comply with this article.
The integrator is left with the dilemma of how
to best install the system and comply with the NEC.
The easy answer is to make the array not readily
accessible, and this generally translates into “build
a fence.” This is an additional expense, and it has
a visual impact that the system owner may not
want. Another method is to create a wiring chase
that integrates with the racking system and renders
the wires inaccessible. In this scenario, it is best to
work closely with the AHJ to determine what it will accept.
Article 690.31(E) appeared in the 2005 NEC. This addition allows dc conductors from the PV array to run through
a structure before being terminated at a readily accessible
disconnect, as long as the conductors are located in metallic
raceway. It is now generally accepted that metallic raceway
includes conduits such as EMT and flexible metallic conduit—but not metal clad cable, which is technically a cable
assembly. The Article also includes language that refers specifically to utility interactive inverters, so depending on your
AHJ’s interpretation, the method outlined in Article 690.31(E)
may not be acceptable for off-grid installations.
Point of connection. One of the new requirements in
the 2008 NEC means that a common practice under the
2005 Code is now considered a violation. Article 690.64(B)
now requires that the inverter output connection for utility interactive systems be made at the opposite end of the
busbar from the main circuit breaker location, unless the
sum of these two breakers is less than the busbar rating.
Per this language, in typical residential installations the
inverter connection must be located at the opposite end
of the panel from the main breaker, with the PV breaker
labeled, “Do not relocate.”
Fine-stranded cables. Article 690.31(F),
added in the 2008 NEC, specifically requires
the use of fine-stranded cables only with terminals or lugs identified and listed for such
use. In battery based systems, it is common
to use fine-stranded cables for the battery
interconnects and the battery to inverter connection. In addition to making sure that conductors are appropriate for the location, the
installer needs to verify that connections are
made properly. When fine-stranded cables are
used in connections not specifically listed for
that use, the conductors will expand and contract within the connection, eventually causing a high-resistance connection and possibly
leading to the failure of the c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 7 8
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connection. Therefore, it is important that contractors
properly source and attach any connectors used with finestranded cables. Manufacturers such as Burndy and Ilsco
make appropriate lugs and corresponding crimping tools for
fine-stranded conductors.
Labeling
When I surveyed industry professionals about common
Code compliance issues, they almost universally mentioned
labeling system components.
Required labels. Article 690 lists numerous requirements
for labeling equipment, with more requirements added each
Code cycle. For proper signage, installers must refer specifically to Articles 690.17, 690.53, 690.54 and 690.64. Labeling
equipment is an extremely important yet commonly overlooked requirement in PV installation. It is one of the final
steps in an on-site installation, but the labeling requirements
should be identified before the first module even shows up
on site.
One of the labels required in NEC 690.53, for example, is
“Direct-Current Photovoltaic Power Source.” This requires
applying a permanent label to the dc disconnecting means
that specifies the PV system voltage and current characteristics. These characteristics include the maximum system
voltage, the short-circuit current and the rated maximum
power point voltage and current. It is far too common to see
installations where this is either missing entirely, erroneously reported or else presented in a fashion that makes the
information difficult to decipher.
The following calculations for a typical residential system illustrate how to obtain the values for specific label
requirements.

Assume the following PV system characteristics:
• PV array capacity: 3,328 W STC; 16 Sharp 208 W
modules
• Module specifications: Sharp ND-208UCI, 36.3 Voc,
28.7 Vmp, 8.35 Isc, 7.53 Imp, -0.131 V/C° temperature
coefficient
• Array configuration: Eight modules per series string
with two strings paralleled in a roof mounted
combiner box
• Site temperature: Record low -10°C
• Inverter: Kaco 2901xi, 2.9 kW, 400 Vdc maximum
input, 125–300 Vdc MPPT range
The rated maximum power point voltage and current values are rather straightforward; they are determined by the
module manufacturer’s specifications at STC. The 2005 Code
requires listing the operating current and voltage, and the
2008 Code helps clarify that language. The number of modules
per string and the number of strings in parallel makes this
value a variable from job to job.
	Imp
			

= Module rated Imp x strings in parallel
= 7.53 A x 2 = 15.06 A

Vmp = Module rated Vmp x number of modules per string
			 = 28.7 V x 8 = 229.6 V

Article 690.53(3) in the 2008 Code has a fine print note
(FPN) that directs you to list the maximum voltage as calculated in Article 690.7. Therefore, depending on the Code cycle
you are working with, this value may be the array’s open circuit voltage value at STC multiplied by the correction factor listed in 690.7, or it may be calculated from data that the
module manufacturer supplies.
Max Voc
		
		
		
		
		
		

= (36.3 V + ((T_min - T_STC) x coeff)) x 8
= (36.3 V + ((-10ºC - 25ºC) x -0.131
V/ºC)) x 8
= (36.3 V + (-35ºC x -0.131 V/ºC)) x 8
= (36.3 V + 4.6 V) x 8
= 40.9 V x 8
= 327.2 V

s h a wn s c h re in e r. co m

The fourth piece of information required is
the array’s short-circuit current. Again, the 2008
NEC has added a FPN to clarify this calculation.
The FPN refers you back to Article 690.8(A) for
Clear labeling In order to comply with the NEC,
a system’s electrical parameters need to be clearly
labeled for future reference, as shown here.
78
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the calculation, which requires that you multiply the array’s
short-circuit current by 1.25 to determine the value to list
on the label.
	Isc
		
		

= Module Isc rating x strings in parallel × 1.25
= 8.35 A × 2 × 1.25
= 20.88 A

Rounding to the nearest whole numbers, the label applied
at this site should read:
	DC PV POWER SOURCE
	Imp: 15 A
Vmp: 230 V
Max Voc: 327 V
	Isc: 21 A

One final piece of information required is the “Maximum
rated output current of the charge controller (if installed).”
Where applicable, this value is determined by the charge controller manufacturer and is included in its specifications.
The items just described are all required for a single label
in a single location. Articles 690 and 705 require additional

labels. One of the most commonly overlooked labels is the
one required in Article 690.56(B), which specifies “a permanent plaque or directory providing the location of the service
disconnecting means and the photovoltaic system disconnecting means if not located at the same location.” As Crise
points out, “This isn’t so much a label as it is a map.” It is possible that two directory labels will be needed to identify the
locations of the disconnecting means for both the PV system
and the service.
Label material and attachment. The label’s physical integrity is a major consideration. David Devir, vice president
of technology at SunCentric, has trained PV installers and
inspected many systems across the nation. “I have seen labeling methods that cover the spectrum: nonexistent labels to
well made engraved placards; labels made with magic markers to labels made with spray paint,” Devir says.
While the 2008 NEC now requires permanent labels, this
is a reasonable expectation for any label added to a PV system under any Code cycle. The method and material used to
make the label will be determined in large part by the environment in which it will be sited for the next 25 to 40 years.
Many installers use plastic or metal engraved signs that are
applied to the required equipment. When plastic is used, it
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is made that pop riveting a label to equipment violates the
product’s UL listing. Generally, the most accepted practice
is to install the labels with an adhesive that is rated for outdoor locations and high temperatures.
In an effort to supply the industry with properly manufactured and worded signage, Tyco Electronics is manufacturing labels for dc disconnects and combiner boxes. These
labels are advertised as “manufactured from a combination
of ultraviolet (UV) resistant ink, permanent acrylic adhesive
and base material designed to withstand environmental elements.” These labels meet Code requirements in general and
are often accepted in residential applications, but they may
not meet all Code requirements and interpretations.
Grounding
Grounding PV arrays is probably the most discussed topic
Service disconnect? Not only is the dc power source label
missing here, but the integrated dc disconnect has also been
when it comes to Code compliance. PV systems introduce
questioned by some AHJs. Most inverter manufacturers
a complex problem for installers and inspectors alike. The
now include disconnects that are easily accessible and can
grounding requirements imposed from one jurisdiction to
separate from the inverter if service is required.
the next can make it difficult for installers to keep their methods consistent. In addition, the requirements for equipment
should not be placed in direct sunlight, unless the plastic grounding and system grounding are separate and need to be
is specifically manufactured as sunlight resistant. Where a evaluated separately. If you were to get 10 inspectors or installlabel is installed in direct sunlight, a metallic engraved sign ers in the same room to discuss grounding, inevitably you
would walk away with 11 different opinions on the subject.
is generally more appropriate.
Another dilemma for installers is the method for attachEquipment grounding. PV modules and associated racking
ment. There are reports from the field of jurisdictions not aside, equipment grounding is generally the least divisive of
passing installations until the signs were mechanically all the grounding subjects. The NEC is very clear: “Exposed
attached to the equipment; there are also contrary reports non–current-carrying metal parts of module frames, equipof jurisdictions not passing installations because labels ment and conductor enclosures shall be grounded…regardwere mechanically attached. In the latter case, the argument less of voltage.” For equipment and conductor enclosures,
this is very straightforward: A grounding
conductor is used to bond all pieces of
equipment in order to keep them all at
the same potential.
Unfortunately, using an equipment
grounding conductor (EGC) to bond PV
modules and racks has never been simple
The National Electrical Code is revised and released every three years.
or straightforward. While module manuIndividuals representing various groups make up a number of Code Makfacturers provide a location on their
ing Panels. The process used to make changes to the NEC is complex and
frames for the bonding hardware, that
time consuming. Suggested changes must be received nearly three full years
location is generally midway along the
before the release of the next Code cycle; for example, suggested changes
bottom of the frame’s long edge. This is
for the 2011 NEC were due in October 2008. The proceedings regarding
not the most convenient place, especially
these suggestions are detailed online at the National Fire Protection Associaif the modules are mounted flush to a
tion (NFPA) Web site (see Resources).
roof with minimal clearance. In addition,
The most direct way to make your voice heard regarding Code changes
the approved method of attaching the
is detailed in the back of every copy of the NEC. There you will find a form
bonding hardware is not always well docthat anyone can fill out and submit to the NFPA. In addition, the Solar Amerumented, and the appropriate hardware
ica Board for Codes and Standards specifically addresses NEC changes as
is not always included. As far as bondthey pertain to Article 690 and PV installations. If there is something in Code
ing the racks to the EGC, installers have
that you think needs attention, you can initiate the process of change. {
historically had to develop techniques

Make Your Voice Heard
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When I surveyed industry
professionals about common
Code compliance issues, they
almost universally mentioned
labeling system components.

without much guidance from manufacturers. Fortunately
this is changing for the better.
Some poor choices were made in past attempts to bond
modules together with the EGC. One method, for example,
was to use short lengths of THHN wire with a ring terminal
attached to each end. The ring terminals were then attached
to the module frames via a screw, generally a self-tapping
screw that would not provide the proper electrical contact
with the PV frame.
The grounding method subsequently accepted industrywide is to attach a tinned copper lay-in lug to each module
and rack member, with an appropriately sized conductor
bonding each of the modules and racks together. When

Continuous ground Equipment grounding conductors need
to be installed such that removal of any one panel will not
disrupt the module’s reference to ground. Properly rated lugs
and wire type also need to be employed in a Code compliant
manner. Here is an example of how not to do it.

installed correctly, this method is undoubtedly
superior to many of the methods outlined in some
manufacturer’s installation instructions. Recently,
some PV manufacturers have specifically mentioned this method of grounding in their installation instructions, which is good news for the PV
installation community.
The lay-in lugs used for this purpose are solid
copper, coated in a tin material to negate the deteriorating effect of having copper and aluminum
in contact with each other. These lugs come standard with a stainless steel set screw and are rated
for direct burial. There is a very similar looking lug
on the market that is made from aluminum and is
not outdoor rated; this product does not include a
stainless steel set screw and is not appropriate for
bonding PV modules.
In the past couple of years, Wiley Electronics introduced
a product designed to help overcome the issue of bonding
PV modules and racking structures: the Washer, Electrical
Equipment Bond (WEEB) for bonding modules to racks.
The racks are then bonded together to create an EGC that
is eventually bonded to the other pieces of equipment, generally via a rooftop combiner box. Additional language to
Article 690.43 seems to support the use of WEEB grounding
clips and the use of the racks as the EGC.
The PV community has overwhelmingly accepted WEEB
products, but not necessarily universally. This ambiguity is
expected since the subject matter is grounding, but it is also
based on legitimate concerns. One question often put forward concerns the appropriateness of the UL listing used
to test WEEB products. Another concern is the lack of testing by individual module manufacturers. It is reasonable
to expect, however, that just as the lay-in lug was widely
accepted despite these same issues, the WEEB grounding
method will gain increasing acceptance and approval. Inevitably, the most important question is whether the WEEB
grounding solution is acceptable to your AHJ.
System grounding. With the new requirements in the 2008
Code, system grounding is one of the most discussed and
debated topics within the installer community.
When the first utility interactive inverters were introduced to the US market, it was difficult to make a connection from the inverter to the system ground. Many inverters
did not include a lug large enough to connect a grounding
electrode conductor (GEC) to it. Almost universally, all utility interactive inverters now have ground lugs large enough
to run a GEC to the existing grounding system.
Article 690.47 deals specifically with system grounding.
NEC 690.47(C) is the section used by most PV installers, as
most systems have ac and dc grounding requirements. This
section was completely rewritten in the 2008 Code, resulting
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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Common Code Violations

Aluminum lug This aluminum lay-in lug closely resembled
the tin plated copper lay-in lug that is appropriate for use in
PV applications. Unlike the direct burial lug, however, the aluminum lug is not rated for outdoor use and does not include a
stainless steel set screw.

Dissimilar metals Another common Code violation regarding equipment grounding occurs when dissimilar metals
are installed in direct contact with one another. The result is
galvanic corrosion, which over time causes a loss of the bond
to ground.

in a number of differing opinions and methodologies.
In residential systems, the grounding conductor is commonly sized equal to the current-carrying conductors,
which for many residential systems is smaller than the GEC
requirement per Code. For example, one of the requirements
in 690.47(C) is to size dc GEC according to Article 250.166,
which results in a conductor not smaller than 8 AWG. The

type of grounding electrode and the size of the system conductors must both be considered when determining the
GEC size.
It is common to see grounding conductors serve as
both the EGC and the GEC. This is allowable as long as the
conductor is sized appropriately. For example, if a 7,000 W
inverter is connected to a 40 A breaker within a main service panel, a minimum 10 AWG copper EGC is required per
Article 250.122. However, the GEC must not be smaller than
8 AWG per 250.166. Therefore, for a single conductor to serve
both purposes, it needs to be a continuous conductor no
smaller than 8 AWG. Any EGCs connected to this conductor
may not break the continuous GEC. In situations where this
is not possible, it is necessary to run two separate conductors, one for the EGC and one for the GEC.

Flash roof
penetrations
Unlike the poor
workmanship
shown here,
roof penetrations need to be
properly flashed.
Follow the
manufacturer’s
instructions
during installation to avoid
code violations.
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Structural Codes
Electrical code violations receive the most attention when it
comes to PV systems, but structural issues deserve attention
as well. This requires examining the method of physically
attaching PV arrays to roofs, to poles or to the ground.
International Building Code. Building departments most
commonly use the IBC reference book. Like the NEC, it
is published on a three year cycle. The 2009 International
Building Code is the most recent release. You must examine
attachment methods for modules to racks in order to verify
compliance with IBC requirements as well as with equipment installation instructions.

Aesthetics Matter

T

he way an array looks when installed is not referenced in
any structural or electrical code requirements. Nevertheless, aesthetics are important. Installers’ desire for an array
to operate optimally can cloud their judgment on its final
appearance. The most common scenario along these lines
is when a PV array is mounted on a roof surface that is not
pointing south, and the installer decides to orient the array to
the south by tilting it off of the roof plane. Granted, PV arrays
need to perform well, but this should not come at the cost of
creating an absolute eyesore.
This also presents a problem: Once a PV array is elevated
off the roof surface, there are no universal standards for
structural support methods. Tilting an array off of a residential roof surface requires consulting a structural engineer to

evaluate the attachment method. Assuming this is done,
the costs associated with the structural engineering process
in conjunction with the additional racking materials will very
likely negate the overall benefit provided by the moderate
increase in energy harvest.
Remember, the PV array you place on a client’s home
becomes an advertisement for your business. In some cases
passing on a job may be better for business in the long run
than installing an array that is an eyesore. Take the time to
analyze the visual impact of a custom mounting solution
versus the energy output, and discuss this with your client.
PV systems still hold the stigma of being unsightly, and
installers need to keep that in mind, especially when designing and installing residential arrays. {

Eyesore with increased wind exposure Installing a PV array beyond or off the plane of a residential roof not only perpetuates negative stereotypes about solar technologies, but it also exposes the installer to increased liability. Whenever
a custom racking solution is employed—such as tilting an array off a residential roof or, as shown here, installing the
array beyond the ridge line—a structural engineer needs to certify the integrity of the mounting and attachment solution.
In this case, the undersupported top row of modules blew off the roof during a predictable wind event.

One important structural compliance issue is the need
to properly flash all roof penetrations. Several manufacturers have recently addressed this need in residential applications. (See “Pitched Roof Racking,” October/November
2008, SolarPro magazine.) Not only is flashing at all roof
penetrations, including structural attachments, required to
fully comply with IBC, but it is also a best practice among
roofing contractors.
The IBC covers most of the structural issues that relate to
PV installation, but many local jurisdictions have specialty

codes that go beyond these requirements. Environmental effects on structures and attached components are
extremely variable. In areas with heavy snow loading, for
example, many building departments require that installers evaluate the potential effects of snow drift and the additional dead load imposed by the PV array. In areas of high
wind, the dynamic effect of wind needs to be evaluated and
properly mitigated. Dunlop notes that some installations in
the Southeast that utilize tilt-up racks are suspect in terms
of their structural integrity. Engineering documentation
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To determine the exact requirements for your location,
work with representatives for both the racking manufacturer
and the local building department. They can verify clearances as well as dynamic load allowances like wind, snow,
seismic activity and so forth.

Homemade racking This ad hoc mounting system appears
to put dissimilar metals in direct contact with one another.
Sloppy mechanical work is often an invitation to inspectors to
look even harder for other Code violations.

provided by racking manufacturers generally assumes that
modules are mounted flush with the roof.
Module to rack attachment. It is also important to consider the acceptable location of support rails as specified
by the module manufacturer. For example, multiple module
manufacturers specifically disallow mounting their modules with the support rails attached only to the short edges
of the frames. Designers and installers need to ensure that
supports and attachments meet the manufacturer’s requirements in order to maintain the product warranty.
The method of handling the modules on the job site is yet
another issue. It is not uncommon to see work crews grabbing a module by one side and carrying it to the final location. While this is not necessarily a Code violation, Diana
Buttz of Equinox Solar and a former PV module engineer,
points out that “carrying the module in this fashion puts an
enormous amount of pressure and torque on that edge and
can lead to seal failure.” The correct way to carry modules,
she explains, is to support both sides of the frame in order to
minimize that stress.
The placement of modules is another critical and often
overlooked point. In the sales process, it is often desirable to
fill up the entire roof with modules. When the modules are
installed on a roof, however, it is best to leave some roof surface available for the installation crew and for service access
in the future. In its trainings, Sharp Solar recommends a
minimum 12 inches of clear space around the array perimeter; when the modules approach the roof eaves, 16 inches
of clear space is recommended. Hardwick explains, “This is
to allow for future service, as well as to reduce the impact of
wind uplift around the roof edges.”
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Conclusion
As the PV industry continues to grow and mature, AHJs
are scrutinizing installations for compliance with national
electrical and structural codes, as well as ensuring compliance with local codes. It is essential for PV installers to
be able to identify relevant code requirements and to consistently adhere to them. Individual businesses, as well as
the broader industry, depend on this compliance for longterm success.
I encourage you to read additional references on this
subject. Brooks Engineering, for example, has recently prepared a document titled “Expedited Permit Process for PV
Systems” as well as an associated generic PV system drawing for the Solar America Board for Codes and Standards
and New Mexico State University. Additionally, John Wiles
has developed a document entitled “Photovoltaic Power Systems and the National Electrical Code: Suggested Practices,”
which is available through the Southwest Technology Development Institute. (See Resources.)
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Sunny Days Are Here.

SCHOTT Solar modules are produced with pride in Albuquerque,
NM from foreign and domestic
components and qualify as a
domestic end product under:
the Buy America Act, the Trade
Agreement Act, and the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act.
Tested at twice the international
standard, SCHOTT Solar modules
are guaranteed to perform at or
better than specification. Because
the forecast calls for solar, whatever the future holds.

Interview

An Experienced Perspective

Andrew McCalla, Meridian Solar
The Driving Force behind Texas’ Largest Integrator

A
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ndrew McCalla is the founder
and CEO of Meridian Solar, a PV
systems integrator based in Austin,
Texas, with offices in Dallas and San
Antonio. Meridian is a market leader in
the state with more than 400 installations and approximately 3.75 MW of
installed capacity. Andrew has been
a solar professional since 1995 and is
one of two inaugural NABCEP certified installers in Texas. He has served
on the board of the Texas Solar Energy
Society, currently serves on the board of
the Texas Renewable Energy Industries
Association and is a regular presenter
at industry events and conferences.
—Kathryn Houser, managing editor at
SolarPro, met with Andrew at his new
Austin office and warehouse location.
KH: Can you trace the trajectory of your
involvement in solar and your business?

AM: To borrow a phrase from Mickey
Hart, I figured out what I wanted my
life to smell like in 1992 when I was at
the Global Forum in Rio de Janeiro.
That’s where I was turned on to PV. I
was later inspired to do a deep dive,
and one of the few options in 1995 was
Solar Energy International [SEI]. Along
with several others who are still in
the industry, including Joe [Schwartz,
publisher of SolarPro], I went to SEI
for its summer courses. Afterward I
got a job with a PV distributor outside
of Houston—one of the largest in the
country, doing great designs with great
product. I learned a ton about business,
pricing and economics, and design
and supply stream. All of this was new
to me as a Spanish major from the
University of the South.
The company wasn’t interested in
installation—the market really wasn’t
ready for it in Texas. But I was looking
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Andrew McCalla, CEO and founder, Meridian Solar A commitment to quality has
spurred this Texas company into having the state’s largest share of the market and
the greatest percentage of NABCEP certified employees under its roof.

forward, so I parted ways amicably
and hung out my shingle as Meridian Energy Systems. I first officed out
of Grandmother’s attic in about 200
square feet and warehoused out of her
garage. The year was 1999, and the only
incentive was altruism or fear. There
were a lot of systems sold to people
who were fearful about what was going
to happen at Y2K.
The myriad ways in which people
approached preparing for the apocalypse was fascinating. It became
my objective to make sure that the
system they had bought was installed
properly, and also to temper their
fears. I found myself in very personal
situations reviewing the hierarchy

of needs: you need air first; and then
there’s water, so let’s talk about water
systems; and then let’s talk about food
and its preservation and preparation.
After that, all bets are off. Some people
still wanted the Fry Daddy to work.
It made for an interesting way to
start the company. It wasn’t a huge
boom, but it kept us busy through the
first five months. Then we just started
this slow ramp up, from one full-time
and two part-time guys to today, with
42 full-time guys and gals. Office space
progressed similarly, from 200 square
feet, to a shipping container converted
to an office, to a cabin out in the
country, to 1,800 square feet, to 15,000
square feet today.

KH: What do you think contributed to that
success?

AM: Tenacity and passion—focusing
on getting the project and getting it
done right. I know that sounds like
New Business 101, but it pays off in
incredible dividends. We don’t do much
advertising or marketing; we never
have. We are still very much in reactive
mode, because word of mouth is doing
so much work for us. We maintain an
acute focus on quality, and that’s not
always profitable in the short term. I
think profitability needs to be looked at
in a long-term way. It’s harder to maintain quality control with a bigger organization, when we’ve got six jobs going
at once. But that really is the thing we
come back to. We still haven’t nailed
the formula; we still paint ourselves
into a corner on projects. But we always
come back to the root: do it right. And I
think that’s allowed us to grow the way
we have.
KH: You started out as the guy on the
roof. How has your role changed as the
president and CEO?

AM: A lot, and yet not at all. I don’t do
a lot of wrenching anymore; I do get up
on the roof for site analysis and predesign, to see how project pace is going
and to look at quality control issues.
While I am still involved in sales and
design efforts, more of my attention is
on the company structure and making sure that people have what they
need and that the company has what
it needs. Management is to me, at
times, an unfortunate by-product of
growth and success. It may take you
away from some of your key passions,
but I find infinite solace in the overall
picture of success. As much as things
have changed, I still take out the
recycling.
KH: One reason for your recent growth
was the round of equity financing that you
completed in the summer of 2008. What
did that mean for the company?

AM: It’s been a great thing, not so much

because of the amount of equity but
because of who brought it. We had our
business plan, which was a focus on
quality and organic bootstrap growth,
putting profits back into the company.
(I’m a financial conservative, and I don’t
like a lot of debt.) At a certain point,
we hit a wall: we couldn’t get to where
we knew we could go with our internal
capital resources. Sometime in the
summer of ’07, different organizations
started approaching Meridian about
investment opportunities. The timing
was good; we weren’t out begging for
money; we were validating suitors.
We didn’t find a good fit until the
group that we ended up doing the
deal with approached us. And it took
months of courtship—getting to know
each other, getting comfortable, sharing
perspectives—before we realized it was
a good fit. The amount of capital they
were bringing to the table was going
to get us where we knew we could go,
where we’re going now. But that was
just part of it. What really moved my
needle was realizing I needed to give up
a significant piece of this pie to others
who could make the entire pie—not
just the finances, but also the vision
for this company—much bigger. It’s
really the people behind the deal who
made me want to move forward with it.
They’re people with experience in traditional energy, people who know how
to grow companies and how different
industries have matured, people who
have a seasoned financial and organizational perspective. About six investors
are actively involved in the company,
and two on a day-to-day basis, much to
my perpetual delight. The classic entrepreneurial death knell is some sort of
control issue, not wanting to relinquish
certain aspects [of the business]. I am
more than willing to give a task to
someone if they can complete it better
than I could.
KH: What advice do you have for other
integrators who are considering bringing
on investors?

AM: I would say the money’s important:
know what you want to do with it. But I
would say it’s more important to know
the people behind the money. If it’s not
institutional money, these are people
you’re going to be dealing with on a
consistent basis. Know them; like them;
make sure that they’re on board with
your vision; and make sure that you
understand theirs. It’s like you’re inviting them to be a part of your family.
I guess some business books might
tell you to snow them, but I think that’s
not a good strategy. As soon as the
deal’s done, the warts are going to come
out. Being completely candid about
what they’re getting into is vital. Also,
you’re investigating them as much as
they’re investigating you. You really
need to challenge them to figure out
what makes them tick and how they
would handle certain situations.
KH: Meridian is a licensed electrical contractor with a master electrician on staff.
What competitive edge has this given you?

AM: About four years ago, Texas went
to statewide electrical contractor
licensing. Before that it was by municipality. We sought to be compliant and
also enhance our credentials. Prior
to that we were subcontracting out
work that clearly should be done by
an electrical contractor or an electrician. We were sending money out the
door, and we were also training future
competitors. We were bringing people
who weren’t that familiar with the
technology up to speed, and then they
launched their own solar companies.
That was bad practice. Quality control
was also an issue. We had to use different electrical contractors based on
where we were doing a project.
For those three reasons— financial
loss, competition and quality control—
we decided to bring a master electrician on staff and become a licensed
electrical contractor. Furthermore, it
distinguishes us because we are the
only one in the state that focuses exclusively on PV.
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Moving forward As Meridian
starts doing multiple 250 and
500 kW projects, and particularly
the multimegawatt ones on the
boards, careful changes to its
installation and project execution division will be required. Its
two large installation crews can
evolve into three or consolidate
into one for large commercial
projects. The established practice of leveraging a close-knit
subcontractor base will likely
continue and evolve, especially
for services not carried in-house
such as steel fabrication or
underground utilities.

We do not have a professional engineer on staff, but we’re actively recruiting one. We’re sending a lot of money
out the door to have designs that we
do simply reviewed and stamped.
We’ve educated a few PEs to the point
where they now represent the services
that we’ve brought them up to speed
on. Finally, we are coming close to
providing engineering services but
aren’t legally allowed to do that. It’s a
potential revenue stream for us as a
fee-based service. Basically, we could
charge for something we’re already
doing. Having a master electrician on
staff is a knowledge resource that is
invaluable, and I think that we would
benefit the same from the right professional engineer.
KH: How have the various rebates driven
your business?

AM: The Austin Energy rebate program
started in 2004. It was a good shot in
the arm for us: it probably doubled
revenue after it got going. The reason it
didn’t do more is because of its structure. Everybody’s heard of Austin’s
program as being the best in the country—its press department has done a
good job—and at $5 a watt, it was the
best as far as dollar per watt goes.
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However, there are three other
things that really make a program
good. One is the amount of money
put toward the program on an annual
basis: here it’s only $4 million, which
includes administrative costs. A
second is the cap: how large can a
system be? The cap was $100,000 per
commercial project, and $15,000 for
residential. The third is transparency:
knowing how a program is structured;
knowing when the rebate’s going to
taper, as good programs should, and
communicating to installers when
that money is not going to be available. Austin Energy has not done a
very good job there. Its most recent
rebate program changes effectively
removed $7 to $8 million worth of
solar activity from the market, retroactively. There are four or five smaller
companies that are now done. We’re
working on it with Austin Energy, the
city council and the citizens of Austin,
because we have a municipally owned
utility. I want the program to continue;
I want it to taper, but I want it to do
that in a forecasted, measured way.
At the same time, I’m grateful for
Austin Energy because it provided a
consistent baseline for us to grow the
company. Before, projects were spotty,

and it was hard to build up a team to
address the big ones. Austin Energy
provided the back beat that allowed
us to reach out to Dallas, where
we’ve done projects for eight years.
We decided to make the move there
when we finally had a strong enough
background going in Austin, and we
saw the promise in Dallas and were
encouraged by its incentive program,
the Oncor rebate.
Likewise with San Antonio: we’ve
done projects there for years, including the second and third largest in our
portfolio, at the Pearl Brewery and
Fort Sam Houston. CPS Energy, the
municipally owned utility, had some
fits and starts with its rebate program,
which left us unwilling to commit. CPS
Energy’s recommitment to its rebate
program, its attractive new feed-in
tariff and its aggressive pursuit of large
scale PPAs with regional solar farms
really got us off the dime and justified
our having an office there.
KH: Your project type and geographical
diversity have certainly contributed to your
continued success.

AM: We’ve always been a statewide
company because we’ve had to be. If
somebody asked in 1999, “What kind of
jobs do you want?” I’d say, “Any of them.
All of them.” There just wasn’t that
much going on. I would drive to Conway, Arkansas, to put in a 3 kW system.
Now, 80% of our jobs are residential; 20% are commercial, nonprofit or
large industrial. But almost the inverse
is true for revenue and, consequently,
installed capacity. We have all the skills
and operations that commercial or
industrial or federal projects require.
However, those aren’t back-to-back.
Residential projects fill in the gaps;
they serve as the baseline. That doesn’t
mean these projects are not profitable or glamorous; we’ve done some
residential projects that are really cool,
whether it’s 38 kW on a big ranch or it’s
for Willie Nelson. The other reason we

still do them is because residential is
really our roots.
We’re starting to approach utility
scale, behind-the-fence projects. While
we want to be a part of them because
they speak to our fundamental goal
of getting more PV in the world, the
bigger they get, the less likely they are
to embrace one of PV’s key attributes:
distributed generation. Residential
installations typify that attribute
because they’re small systems; there
are a whole lot of them; and they go
where the load is.
KH: What kind of marketing advice could
you offer startup solar companies?

AM: Turn back! Save yourselves!
[Laughter] Keep in mind that my experience didn’t hold a lot of marketing as
far as direct expense. I didn’t find it necessary, or possible, frankly, at certain

points. Now, we do some advertising in
strategic regional publications. We go
to trade shows; go to events; sponsor
when appropriate. It’s been very key
and also often as a show of support
for the publication or for the event. It
hasn’t been thinking, “If I put in $150 or
$1,500 bucks, I want to see this much
return.” Some people approach their
marketing effort that way.
What Meridian did early on was
just simply be present, help out and
volunteer—not always as Meridian
but sometimes as Andrew McCalla,
solar advocate. While this was not
what it was about at the time, I think
it has paid impressive dividends
through relationships and contacts.
And I guess it doesn’t matter why you
do it—you’re just fired up about your
company, about the industry and
about the technology. You just want

to be plugged in, and you’re crazy
and young: “You want me to carry
18 tons of gravel up onto the roof of
this church for free? Hell, yeah.” If
you need financial justification for
the sacrifices you make early on, then
take it from me, you will be rewarded.
I wouldn’t say beyond your wildest
dreams, but you will be rewarded.
This industry has come a long way
in 10 years since Meridian was founded.
But it’s still a nascent technology. We
have not made the paradigm shift that
we need to in this country—not just
about solar, but about energy and what
it is, how it’s used, how it’s distributed
and how it’s abused. Sometimes I’m
asked on forms: “What’s your profession?” I feel like putting down “teacher.”
We still are all very much educators.
That role will remain fundamental for
some time.

Draker's Sentalis Monitoring
delivers solutions that combine
engaging graphics with accurate
measurements. Sentalis makes
complex renewable energy data
analysis simple and intuitive.

v3.0 Core Features
Multi-Site Dashboard
Project Overview
Performance Trends

Raw Data
Alarms

Multi-Site Dashboard
Analyze all sites in portfolio with summary performance
information. Sites with active alarms are highlighted to
provide an instant assessment of the portfolio’s health.
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Green Career Institute
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Oceanside, CA
$1,195
N-EL/N-TP:PV
mccae.org
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PV Design & Installation
Intensive
Solar Living Institute
Jan 4 – Jan 8
Feb 5 – Feb 9
Mar 1 – Mar 5
South San Francisco, CA
$1,095
ISPQ
solarliving.org
PV Design & Installation
Intensive
Solar Living Institute
Jan 18 – Jan 22
Ukiah, CA
$1,095
ISPQ/N
solarliving.org
Fundamentals of PV Sales
Solar Living Institute
Jan 27
South San Francisco, CA
$195
solarliving.org
PV Economics, Sales &
Financing
Solar Living Institute
Jan 28
South San Francisco, CA
$195 		
solarliving.org
Advanced PV Systems
Solar Living Institute
Feb 15 – Feb 19
Ukiah, CA
$1,095
ISPQ/N
solarliving.org
PV Design & Installation
Intensive
Solar Living Institute
Feb 22 – Feb 26
Murrieta, CA
$1,095
ISPQ
solarliving.org

Continuing Education for the Pro

Maryland
PV Systems & Key Operating
Components
IEC Chesapeake
Feb 2
Odenton, MD
$50
N-EL
iecchesapeake.com
New York
PV Design & Installation
SUNY Delhi
Jan 4 – Jan 8
Delhi, NY
$799
ISPQ
delhi.edu/bcs/classroom_
training.php
Pennsylvania
PV Systems & Key Operating
Components
IEC Chesapeake
Feb 3
Bristol, PA
$50
N-EL
iecchesapeake.com
Entry Level PV Installation
and Design
Solar School PA
Dec 14 – Dec 18
Jan 18 – Jan 22
Philadelphia, PA
$2,350
ISPQ/N-EL
solarschoolpa.com
Texas
PV Design & Installation
ONtility
Dec 7 – Dec 11
Dec 14 – Dec 18
Houston, TX
$1,395
N-TP:PV
ontility.com

Solar Thermal Technician
ONtility
Dec 17 – Dec 19
Houston, TX
$795
N-TP:ST
ontility.com
PV System Design &
Installation
Imagine Solar
Jan 18 – Jan 22
Feb 22 – Feb 26
Mar 22 – Mar 26
Austin, TX
$1,295
ISPQ/N-EL/N
imaginesolar.com
Solar Installer Training
ADVEN
Dec 7 – Dec 11
Houston, TX
$1,395
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N-CE
advenaes.com
ONLINE
PV Design Foundations
Boots on the Roof
Nov 30 – Feb 1
ONLINE
$1,195
N-EL
bootsontheroof.com
Fundamentals of PV Webinar
groSolar
Dec 22
ONLINE
no cost
grosolar.com
Fundamentals of Solar Hot
Water Heating
Sun Pirate
Jan 11 – Mar 29
ONLINE
$495
ISPQ/N-TP:ST/N-CE
sunpirate.com

Colorado
Advanced PV Code
Thames Solar Electric
Dec 5
Denver, CO
$250
C-CE/N
thamessolar.com
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PV System Design &
Installation
Sun Pirate
Jan 11 – May 3
ONLINE
$595
ISPQ/N-TP:PV/N-CE
sunpirate.com
The Business of Solar
Allied Schools
ongoing
ONLINE
$188
training4green.com
Introduction to PV Systems
Allied Schools
ongoing
ONLINE
$688
N-EL
training4green.com
Advanced Principles of PV
System Installation
Allied Schools
ongoing
ONLINE
$688
N-TP:PV
training4green.com
University Certificate in
Solar Energy
Allied American University
ongoing
ONLINE
$4,470
N-TP:PV
allied.edu
PV Installer
Step Up Education
ongoing
ONLINE
$1,795
solarclassesonline.com
Post professional
trainings online at:
solarprofessional.com/training

Training accreditation key
ISPQ
N-EL
N-TP:PV
N-TP:ST
N-CE
N

Institute of Sustainable Power Quality program or provider
NABCEP PV Entry Level Certificate of Knowledge approved provider
NABCEP Board recognized training provider for PV installer exam qualification
NABCEP Board recognized training provider for solar thermal installer exam qualification
NABCEP continuing education credit provider
Instructor holds NABCEP installer certification

The Lyon
Smart
Energy
Loan
For the Solar and Wind Industry
100% FINANCING
$1,000 to $45,000
Unsecured
Same as Cash
No payment – No interest
Up to 18 months
Proven to increase sales!
All 50 States
New commercial leasing program
Now available to $75,000
Call today for details

Over 30 years in home improvement ﬁnancing

800-262-1655

Ask for Jesse or Dave
www.sameascashloans.com

Introducing...

PVSelect.com
Your One-Stop Design Tool for
Pairing and Comparing Modules and
Inverters... Fast, Simple & FREE!
j Streamlined module and inverter selection on one Web site
j Over sixty inverters from nine manufacturers
j Over two hundred PV modules from twenty manufacturers

!
LABEL-WRIGHT
SAFETY & IDENTIFICATION LABELING

Safety & Identification Labeling
for Mechanical & Electrical Systems,
Components & Renewable Energy Systems
•ANSI Z535.4 & ISO 3864-2 Safety Labels
•NEC Article 690 Code Compliant Labels
•Experience in Utility System & Component Labeling
•Facilities Signage
PO Box 1322 | Boone, NC 28607

Visit pvselect.com today, a free solar design resource provided by

(866) 356-8911
www.Label-Wright.com
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System Profiles

COMMERCIAL GRID-DIRECT PV & THERMAL SYSTEMS:

Movement Climbing & Fitness
PV Overview
DESIGNER: Chris Klinga, general

manager, Lighthouse Solar,
lighthousesolar.com
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER:

Jonathan Anderson, Lighthouse Solar
Lead installer: Evan Goldstrand,

Lighthouse Solar
C ou r te sy ligh th ou se sola r.c om (4)

Date commissioned: August 2009
Installation time frame: 25 Days
Location: Boulder, CO, 40°N
Solar resource: 5.5 kWh/m2/day
Record low/average high
temperature: -24°F/87°F
Array capacity: 99.9 kW
Average annual ac production:

119.5 MWh

PV Equipment Specifications
Modules: 540 Lumos LS 185-M24,

185 W STC, +3%/-3%, 5.01 Imp,
37.1 Vmp, 5.27 Isc, 45.4 Voc
Inverter: 3-phase, 208 Vac service,
PV Powered PVP100 kW, 600 Vdc maximum input, 295–500 Vdc MPPT range
Array: Three 180 module subarrays
with 10 modules per string (1,850 W,
5.01 Imp, 371 Vmp, 5.27 Isc, 454 Voc)
and six circuits per combiner (11.1
kW, 30.06 Imp, 371 Vmp, 31.62 Isc,
454 Voc)
Array installation: S-5! mounts
with ProSolar rail on low slope
standing seam metal roof; 220
modules at 270° azimuth, 1° tilt; 310
modules at 90° azimuth, 1° tilt; 10
modules at 180° azimuth, 10° tilt on
awning in front of building
monitoring: Lighthouse Solar’s

Lightgauge data monitoring
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B

eing awarded the contract to install
renewable energy systems on the
world’s first zero energy climbing gym
and one of the country’s first zero energy
commercial buildings was a dream come
true for Lighthouse Solar. To achieve the
renewable energy goals that the facility’s
owners and architect established, incorporating both solar electric and thermal systems was the optimal solution.
Lighthouse Solar, through its affiliated
division, Lighthouse Finance, owns the
rooftop PV system and has entered into
a PPA with the owners of the building to
eliminate the upfront capital expenses.
The largest design challenge for the
PV side of the project was determining
the best mounting scheme to provide
a system that would offset 100% of the
building’s load. Energy modeling was
used to forecast an annual demand of
120 MWh. A flush mounted system was
the ideal choice for meeting the energy
requirements and structural constraints.
It also maximized the available financial
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incentives. The slightly lower output of
a flush mounted system is easily offset
by the ability to maximize the roof space
and take full advantage of Xcel Energy’s
solar rewards rebate of $2.00 per watt,
capped at $200,000. Lighthouse Solar’s
Lightgauge data monitoring system has
since demonstrated that the PV system
can cover 100% of the building’s electrical consumption.
The challenge for the solar thermal
side of the project was determining the
best way to integrate the solar storage
tanks with three Rheem Marathon water
heaters that were installed in two separate locations in the building. Due to limited space in the mechanical room where
two Marathon water heaters are located,
two Lumos 80-gallon single coil stainless
steel storage tanks were selected for their
tall, slender profile and small footprint.
A third Lumos 80-gallon tank was
installed in the laundry room, where it
was integrated with the third Marathon
water heater. This solar tank, with its less

Solar Thermal Overview
Designer: Casey Wilson,

technical sales engineer,
Lighthouse Solar
Lead installer: Brandon
Mitchell, master plumber,
Lighthouse Solar
Date commissioned: July 2009
Installation time frame:

12 days
Collector array gross
area: 165 square feet
Average annual production:

8.5 MWh

frequent use pattern, is recirculated with
the Marathon water heater.
The two Marathons in the mechanical
room are plumbed to all the bathrooms in
the building, including the nine showers.
Lighthouse Solar opted to forgo circulating these solar tanks because of the high
demand on these units; in addition, the
solar storage is sized in relation to the
collector surface area on the roof. Once
the building’s hot water patterns of use are
determined, the system may be altered if
recirculating is deemed effective.

“When we analyzed 10° and 20° tilt up
systems, we found that the inter-row shading
effects limited potential array capacity to
85 kW and 65 kW respectively. Systems in
this range would not produce the required
120 MWh per year. Flush mounting the array
allowed us to fit up to 130 kW of capacity
in the same roof area. While a 99.9 kW array
is sufficient to offset the projected consumption, the decision to flush mount the array
makes future expansion to 130 kW
an option.”

—Chris Klinga, Lighthouse Solar

Thermal Equipment
Specifications
Collectors: Three Lumos 30

tube ETube collectors
Heat exchanger: Tank

integrated 0.75 inch copper
Pump: Grundfos 15–58
Storage: Three Lumos SST80-S
80-gallon single coil stainless
steel tanks
Controls: Lumos L3
Freeze control: Closed

loop glycol
Collector installation:

Roof mounted with custom powder
coated steel support on a standing
seam roof with S-5! mini clips,
180° azimuth, 40° tilt

Do you have a recent PV
or thermal project we should
consider for publication in
SolarPro?
Visit: solarprofessional.com/
projects
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National
Solar
Heating
&
Cooling
Conference
EXk`feXcJfcXi?\Xk`e^:ffc`e^:fe]\i\eZ\

DECEMBER 3 & 4

2009
MADISON, WI
MONONA TERRACE
SOLAR THERMAL ‘09 is a national conference and expo for the solar
thermal professional. The Midwest Renewable Energy Association
invites you to the only professional level conference devoted to
solar heating and cooling.
Installers, manufacturers, site assessors, dealers, distributors, state
agency representatives, and policy makers will not want to miss this
one-of-a-kind conference.

TOPICS INCLUDE:
Solar hot water, solar hot air and
solar space heating sessions
Manufacturer and dealer updates
Best practices in residential
and commercial applications
New control options
Structural considerations
State policy and incentive updates
EXHIBITOR AND SPONSOR
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Registration and Details www.the-mrea.org
Thank you to our SolarThermal ‘09 Sponsors

midwest renewable energy association

www.the-mrea.org • 715-592-6595
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RESIDENTIAL GRID-DIRECT PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM:

Klinken Residence
Overview
DESIGNER AND LEAD INSTALLER:

Rich Louis, partner, Sunnyside Solar
Energy, sunnysidesolarenergy.com
C ou r te sy su n n yside sola re n e r g y. c o m ( 2 )

DATE COMMISSIONED: July 2009
INSTALLATION Time frame: 7 days
LOCATION: Davidsonville, Maryland,

38.9°N
SOLAR RESOURCE: 4.65 kWh/m2/day
RECORD LOW/AVERAGE HIGH
TEMPERATURE: -7°F / 87°F
ARRAY CAPACITY: 7.31 kW STC
AVERAGE ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION:

8.9 MWh

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 34 Sanyo HIT Power 215N,

215W STC, +10/-0%, 5.13 Imp, 42.0
Vmp, 5.61 Isc, 51.6 Voc
INVERTERS: One Fronius IG 3000,

500 Vdc maximum input, 150–450 Vdc
MPPT range; one Fronius IG 4000,
500 Vdc maximum input, 150–450 Vdc
MPPT range
ARRAY: One 14-module subarray with
seven modules per string (1,505 W,
5.13 Imp, 294 Vmp, 5.61 Isc, 361.2
Voc) with two circuits to the IG 3000
inverter (3,010 W, 10.2 Imp, 294 Vmp,
11.2 Isc, 361.2 Voc) and one 20module subarray with five modules per
string (1,075 W, 5.13 Imp, 210 Vmp,
5.61 Isc, 258 Voc) with four circuits
to the IG 4000 inverter (4,300 W, 20.5
Imp, 210 Vmp, 22.4 Isc, 258 Voc)
ARRAY INSTALLATION: Roof mount
on asphalt shingles, Unirac Solar
Mount racking system, 190° azimuth,
39° tilt
ARRAY COMBINER: MidNite Solar
MNPV6 for 20-module array, 15 A
fuses
MONITORING: Utility and inverter

based kWh meters
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T

he Klinken residence was originally
conceived of as a clean energy project. This passive solar home was built
in 1985 with a roof that was designed to
accommodate PV when the economics became favorable. In the summer of
2009, with the elimination of the federal
tax credit cap, the Klinkens decided the
time was right. Their goals included
developing a conservative, long-term
financial investment; reducing carbon
emissions; supporting the solar industry;
and helping the nation’s economic recovery in their own small way.
After receiving multiple bids, the
Klinkens selected Sunnyside Solar
Energy of Parkton, Maryland, to install
their PV system. The company’s experience in both PV and solar thermal design
and installation was valuable to
this project. In order to minimize
shading of the planned PV array,
the existing thermal collectors
located on the upper roof were
moved to the lower because the
thermal system would not be significantly impacted by the resulting
morning shading. Hydronic loops
were added in a small greenhouse
to serve as a heat dump for the
oversized thermal system that had
been installed by a previous contractor. Skylights were removed to
make room for more PV modules.
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In order to maximize the energy production from the available roof area, Sanyo
HIT modules, sourced from SunWize
Technologies, were selected due to their
high power density.

“Creatively finding enough roof space to
install the PV system size the Klinkens
wanted was a significant challenge for this
project. Our thermal expertise allowed us to
discover a design flaw in the existing thermal system and coordinate its relocation
and upgrade. Even though this meant more
upfront cost, it allowed both systems to be
more efficient. We help clients understand
the big picture by not only designing their
solar energy systems, but also by identifying ways they can reduce their energy
usage in the first place.”

—Rich Louis, Sunnyside Solar Energy

THE SOLAR DEPOT

ADVANTAGE.

ONLY SOLAR DEPOT INSTALLERS DELIVER THE COMPLETE,
QUALITY, SOLAR SYSTEM ON TIME. EVERY TIME.

WHAT IS THE
SOLAR DEPOT
ADVANTAGE?
 Pre-Engineered Packaged Systems
 Superior Technical Support
 Rebate Filing Assistance
 Jobsite Delivery
 Lead Referral Program
 Product Shipment Nationwide
 Marketing & Advertising Support

VISIT WWW.SOLARDEPOT.COM

Explore Solar Depot online! Access our full product
catalog and over 100 packaged system designs from
our website. Register for a Solar Depot workshop in
your area today by clicking on “Workshops.” View
the Contractor section to learn about our full range
of services and how to become an Solar Depot dealer.
Join the Solar Depot team, and gain an advantage
over your competition!

SOLAR DEPOT BRANCHES:
Petaluma, CA

1-800-822-4041

Sacramento, CA
1-800-321-0101

Corona, CA

1-800-680-7922

Florida

1-904-827-9733

New! Washington, D.C.

1-202-872-5221

SOLAR PV / SOLAR WATER HEATING / SOLAR POOL / RADIANT FLOOR HEATING

Your One-Stop Shop for All of Your Solar Needs
Wholesale Distributor / System Integrator Since 1979

SOLAR DEPOT

Satcon

Utility Ready Solar

The Most Widely Used Utility Scale Solar Inverters On the Market Today
Hundreds of Millions of Grid Connected kWh Delivered
• Proven in the World’s Largest
•

1 Megawatt PowerGate® Plus

Call 888-728-2664
or visit
www.satcon.com
to learn more

Solar Installations
Simplified Grid Interconnection

• Unparalleled Efficiency &
•

Performance
Remote Command & Control

For over 24 years Satcon has set the standard for large scale advanced power
electronics. Our utility ready solutions have delivered more kWh to the grid
than any large scale solar PV solution on the market today, with over 160
megawatts of our PowerGate® 500 kW units installed in the field since 2006.
Successful large scale solar PV requires grid proven technologies. Contact
your local Satcon consultant today and develop the most profitable large
scale power plants in the world.

©2009 Satcon Technology Corporation. All rights reserved. Satcon is a
registered trademark of Satcon Technology Corporation.

